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NOTE ON USE OF TERMS 
HIGH CHURCffi1ANSHIP - Refers to the eighteenth centu~y 
anglican tr~dition which stood for B strict defence of 
the establishment against the attacks of dissent and 
puritani~m, an insistence on sound doctrine, trad~t­
ionalism, and the punctil~ous observance of the ser-
vices and forms bf the prayer book. 
TRACTARIANISM - Refers to the first phase of angl~ cath-
.olicism, which emphasised the spiritual autonomy of the 
church against the prevailing erastianism and fiberal-
ism of the 1830's. 
RITUALISM - Refers to the second phase of anglo cath-
olicism, which was concerned with.the revival of cath-
olic ceremonial and liturgy. 
LIBERAL CATHOLICISM - Refers to the theological move-
ment whic~ sought to remedy the theological archaism 
of tractarianism. The two decisive emphases of this 
school were their liberal and flexible approach to the 
interpretation of the bible (particularly the old test-
ament) and their advocacy of christian socialism as a 
means of vigorously attacking the political and social 
problems of the day~ 
ANGLO CATHOLIG.ISJv(,- Refers to the movement to reassert 
a sense o~ corporate holiness in the Church of England, 
Its three successive phases were tractarianism 1 ,!'}t.l!,.al-
.!.§..IJl and libet•al cathol-icism. 
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ABSTRACT OF TtffiSIS 
The ~urpose of this thesis is to trace the origins 
and growth of anglo.~atholiaism in the diocese of Christ-
church from 1850 - 1920. .New Zealand church history 
is a comparatively virgin field, especially in the 
analy~is of mov~ments and ideas. Anglo catholicism 
has received scant attention from the standard author-
ities on New Zealand angJ.ican history, such as Parr, 
Purchas and Morrell, It seemed important that this 
·neglect be remedied before eyewitness accounts of some 
part of the seminal period were ~est forever, This· 
thesis is also an attempt by the author to examine 
'critically his own religious tradition. 
A major source of information has been the Christ-
church diocesan newspaper, The city's m~jor newspapers 
have also been of some assistance. The uiocesan arch-
ives and the parish papers of St. Bartholomew 1 s 1 Kaiapoi 
and. St. Michael's, Christchurch have yielded a consider-
able amount of source material. The private correspond-
ence of C~n~erbury Association members was consulted in 
the .Alexander Turnbull and Canterbury Museum libraries, 
The Canterbury University library provided many ea~ly 
Canterbury books and papers. Conversations, interviews 
and letters provided a limited but valuable amount of 
information. A few secondary sources, principally 
theses, have afforded leads to further information and 
suggestions for general ~onclusions. 
The thesis begins with a brie£ survey of the move-
ment in England, followed by a closer study of 'the in-
fluence of tr~ctarianism on thb Canterbury Association 
and early Canterbury anglicanism. There follows an 
account of the abortive beginnings of ritualism at 
Kaiapoi, in the Carlyon case. From here the gradual 
emergence of anglo catholicism is traced through the 
establishment of the movement at Phillipstown and the 
formation of the Community of t~e Sacred Name. The 
"capture'' of St. Michael's in 1910 and the sources of 
opposition to this development is then analysed. The 
Perry~Gosset case, which involved an unsuccessful at-
tempt to end episcopal protection of anglo catholicism a 
at St. Michael's, marks the end of the seminal period. 
The thesis concludes that anglo catholicism made 
little progress in the first 30 years of the Canterbury 
settl.ement because the Christchurch diocese had so many 
inherited advantages that it did not need a strong church 
movement to assert its denominational identity. The 
·Christchurch diocese was predominantly low church, but 
included a small anglo catholic party. The anglo cath-
olics found it difficult to make any headway against the 
inertia which preserved the status quo of a pre-Oxford 
movement church. Anglo catholicism managed to estab-
iish itself in the early part of the twentieth century 
bec~use .of a weakening in the predominant New Zealand 
religious tradition of colonial evangelicalism. By 1920 
the period of origins was .over and anglo catholicism had 
been partially accepted into the mainstream of Christ-
church anglican life. 
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CHAPTER 1 
'I'HE ENGLISH BACKGHOUND 
The two great ·achievements of the VictoX'ian 
anglican chuX'ch weX'e its recovery of catholicity and 
its great missionary expansion overseas. It was 
anglo catholicism which was almost entirely respons-
-ible for the recovery of catholicity by th~ Church 
of Et1gl and. By the beg inning of ·the twentieth 
century a majority of anglicans could rep~at the 
WO).'d S: 
I believe in One, Holy, Catholic 
and Apostolic Church 
with assurance and meaning. There had been a 
revival of a sense of corporate holiness in which 
churchmen regarded one another as members of the 
body of christ and valued sacraments highly as the 
~ 
means of entrance int6 and means of perseverance 
within this holy society. Anglo Catholic{sm was 
also partially responsible for the great missionary 
expansion. 
In this introductory chapter I shall define the 
terms, Jll_gh cl1~anship, tr_@_ctarianis.m, ritu~_lis..!!!..J.. 
.!lbex•aL~~olicJJL~ My object in doing this will 
be to show that each of these anglican attitudes was 
at one time or other a component of anglo catholi~ism, 
and that the term anglo cat~icis~ changed its meaning 
in successive decades. In this survey I shall be 
neither exhaustive nor original. 1 
1 The books I have drawn from are 
Owen Chadwick, The 1Hnd o~ the Oxford N9~.!!~.Eli 
Owen Chadwick, The Victorian Church, _Parts 1 and lll.. 
Alec Vid ler , Th~ ... _<~gur c h in an Af!e .. P~._lJ:evo 1 uti o:ru_ 
Roger Lloyd, The Chl!-..rch of England .J:llQQ-1965; 
A.M. Allchin, The Silepj:_Rebe:l:.}._i_on; 
Michael. Hill, . ~Hel:i.gio];t..§._Ord~.!J.. 
J , C , L i v in g s t c n e , ~£.:.tL9 h r i s t i a n Thou g h t t.. 
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High churchmen and tractarians belonged to two 
different parties within the anglican church, The 
tractarians stood in the high church tradition but 
were not synonomous with it. The high church p~rty 
was a distinct entity in its own right, which contributed 
to but was not synonomous with tractarianism and its 
later development i~~o ritualism, 
The high church tradition became ~elf-conscious 
about the year 1688, although it had been a str~nd of 
anglican thought since the re.formation, It stood for 
a strict defence of the establishment against the 
attacks of dissent and puritahismL an insistence.on 
s o u n d do c t r i n e , t r ad i t i on a 1 i s m ., · a n d t he pun c t i 1 i o u s 
observance of the services and forms of the prayer 
book. The high churchmen were tories in their politics 
and stressed the authority of the king and the bishOps. 
They disliked continental protestantism and feared its 
influence on puritan and evangelical anglicans, As 
advocates of patristic scholarship they claimed that 
early church history furnished justification for a 
number of pre-reformation practi.ces, Furthermore the 
high churchmen appealed to the patristic fathers as 
interpreters of scripture as opposed to ~he emphasis 
of continental protestantism on scrinture alone and 
justification by faith, The hiih churchmen manifested 
a sacra~entalism of the world and nature with a 
p~rticular emphasis on baptism and the eucharist at a 
time when lutheran theology seemed to be becoming ·more 
rational and less sac~amental. By the end of the 
eighteenth century the high church party came to be 
associated with an austere and earnest piety which 
distrusted the enthusiasm and spontaneity of the 
wesleian and evangelical revivals. From this 
devotional attitude· came the nickname Hig!l_.]_I1d d!_..Y, 
which was applied to the high churchmen, With this 
emphasis oh sacramentalism and strict piety there 
was a demand for a more decent and reverent type of 
worship than that ~btaining in the puritan and 
3 
latitudinarian segments of the church. But many 
high church attitudes were as much the product of 
historical crises as of doctrinal convictions. The 
high valUe placed upon bishops was partially the 
result of puritan attacks on the episcopal ministry in 
the Elizabeathen era. The doctrine of the divine 
~ight of kings was derived not only from scripture bUt 
also from the traumatic shock of the execution df King 
Charles the martyr. From this souring experience 
came also the high churchman'S distrUst of calvinism, 
which wa~ associated in his mind with the disloyal 
protestantism responsible for t'he foul sin of regicide. 
The last distinguishing feature of the ~igh.church 
party was its opposition to the latitudinarianism and 
liberalism of the day. In an age in which philosb-
-phers sought to prove the r~asonableness of God and 
latitudinarians ~ought to widen the comprehensiveness 
and toleration of the Church of England, the high church 
party"was determined to ensure that the 39 articles 
remained the doctrinal hedge of anglicanism. 
What, then, was the essential difference between 
the high churchman and the tractarian? In a word, it 
was enthusiasm. Whereas the high churchman became 
stiff with embarrassment at evangelical fervour, the 
tractarian had learnt not to be afraid of hi~ feelings. 
Ari inheritance of evangelical pietism coupled with 
romanticism in the arts and literature made the 
tractarian desire a religion of transcendent mysticism. 
This point is admirably sum~arised by Cha4wick:· 
Probably it is this element of 
feeling, the desire to ·use poetry as 
a vehicle of religious language, the 
sense of awe and mystery in religion, 
the p~ofundity of reverence, the 
concern with the ~onscience not only 
by way of duty, but by growth.towards 
holiness, which marks the Vagu~ dist-
-inction between the old-fashioned high 
2 
churchmen and the Oxford men. 
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He goes on to emphasize the contrast between the old 
and the new by saying of the high churchmen: 
they were far too concerned with 
defending the Church, maintaining the 
privileges of the establishment; they 
were sober, sensible me~, suspicious of 
extremism or (in its eighteenth century· 
sense) enthusiasri1. And by contrast, 
Newman thought of the Oxford men as men 
of personal influence and enthusiasm, 
suspicious of sobriety and common 
sense. anxious to strive after depth 
even at the expense of clarity, content 
' . 
to be less coherent so ibng as they were 
not shallow, uslng propositions rather as 
means than as ends, mor6 concerned with 
truth than with the defence of the 
Establishment, more dontent even to let 
the Establishment go so long as truth 
• 3 prevailed. 
This difference in emphasis led the tractarians 
to develop several new doctrinal emphases. The 
political upheavals of the late 1820's and early 1830's 
threatened the old high church ideal of the union of 
church and state. The political emancipation of 
dissenters and catholics, coupled with the attacks 
of extreme whig politicians du~ing the stormy passage 
of the reform bill, seemed to lay the way open for 
state manipulation of the established church. In 1833 
the whig administration. pushed through a bill to reform 
the Irish Church. The alarm was sounded at Oxford, 
and the tractatians came into being as i party. In 
opposition to whig manipulation of the dburch, and 
the attacks of liberal phi~os.dphy. and theology on 
supernatural religion, the tractarians asserted the 
need for spiritual autonomy of the church. They 
believed that only a rigid adhererice to the doct~ine 
of the apostoli6 succession could save the chur~h, for 
only in the bishops could be fou~d the authority and 
3 Cha.d, O~ford ME..Yi, pp. 29-30. 
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1eadersbip to reassert its spiritual autonomy. Some 
tractarians thought it might become necessary t~ 
~issolve the .connection between church and state. 
The tractarians pressed for a ~eepening and 
renewal of the sacramental life of the anglican church. 
They wished to see the seven sacraments frequently 
used in order to develop a sense of corporate holiness 
amongst the people of God. For this reason the 
~ractarians were outspoken in their criticism of the 
deficiencies of much anglican parochial life. 
Like the high churchmen, the tractarians turned 
to the early church fathers as interpreters of scripture 
but went further in making the tradition of the early 
~burch the model on which the Church of England should 
-
reform i~self. By contrast high churchmen had turned 
~o tradition only to defend and conserve the est~b­
-lishment. This radical attack on the protestant 
position of scrtpture alone and a hatred of the 
reformation in some quarters of the tractarian 
~ovement seemed to m~ny Englishmen to be a disloyal 
~ttack on their protestant religion. 
In contrast to the liberals the tractarians 
held that conscience and n6t r~ason was the safegtiard 
of faith. Faith was obedient submission to the will 
Gf God rather than a rational assent to a set of 
intellectual propositions. This moralism lay at 
the heart of tractarian piety. 
But ~he tractarians were above all the promoters 
of a movement of religious devotion and discipline. 
They were not primarily a movement of religious 
thought and, in fact, the general body of the 
anglican church, by and large, rejected or ign~red 
their doctrinal emphases. They ran~acked the 
·devotional treasures of centuries in order to revive 
a catholic piety which was to irans£orm the spirit-
-uality of the anglican communion. P~radoxically. 
the Oxford movement was a doctrinal failure while 
possessing great devotional p6we~. This devotional 
power was most cl~arly expressed in the moral and 
pastoral aspect of the movement. John Keble, the 
humble country vicar, was the ex~mplar of a movement 
~hich concerned itself with the past~ral. situation 
rather than the creation of a body of systematic 
theological thought. Its appeal to the parson in 
his parish ensured the survival of tractarianism 
·beyond its final trouncing at Oxford in 1845 and its 
rejection by theologians. 
But in the decade before 1845 ~ractarianism 
was born at Oxford ~~th far reaching consequences 
f-or the Canterbury settlement. In 1836 Newman and 
~is fellow tract writers became the dominant influence 
at 0::\ford as a result of the Hampden affair. In that 
year the regius chair at divinity at Oxford fell vacant 
and the whig prime minister, Lord Melbourn•• decided 
to appoint Dr Hampden, a don renowned for his liberal 
views on dissenters and contemporary philosophy and 
theology. A formidable coalition of tractarian, 
evangelical, and tory academiOs agit~ted furiously 
and secured a vote of censure against the ~ppointment 
of Dr Hampden. The tractarians reaped a rich reward 
~or their effort~. The cen~ure was a direct attack 
on the royal supremacy, a vote of no confidence in 
the whig prime minister's ebility to choose suitable 
leaders for the Church of England; and many Ox.ford 
waverers rallied to Newman's party. From 1836 to 
1840 Newman and his followers lorded it ovar Oxford. 
They were lionised by the undergraduates, and 
exerted a considerable influence within the church. 
In 1839 an equally significant event took 
place at Cambridge, where a group of young under-
-graduates formed the camden society, The revival 
of church archit~ctu~e·was their objective and they 
sought to build and renovate churches in which: 
the Rubricks and Canons of the Church 
nf England may be consistently observed 
and the Sacraments rubrickly and 
decently administered. 
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Whereas the Oxford tractarians were concerned with 
Aootrinal truth and uninterested in liturgical 
:innovation, the Cambridge ecolesiologists sought to 
aead men to truth through worship. The :romant-
-ioism of the early nineteenth ce~tury had shattered 
~he classical conventions of taste and left a chaos 
,~f conflicting styles and values in which the 
~amden society set itself up as the so~e authority 
~n ecblesiological ~atters. It proclaimed gothic 
to be the only acceptable style of church archit-
-ecture and-clergymen of all shades of opinion 
.£looked to it for advice. 
After four years its patrons or 
~embers included two ar~b~ishops, 
~ixteen bishop~, ~wenty one archdeacons 
and rural deans, sixteen architects, 
and more than 700 ordinary members. 4 
Later ritual cases were to cause many members to 
resign as the camden society became more involved 
~n controversy. but its effect was enduring. 
Almost all the anglican churches built in the nine-
-teenth century were in the gothic style and 
reflected the Cambridge eccle~iologists 1 desire 
1or symbolism, sacramentalism and reverence. 
Moreover the society pioneered the adoption of 
oat hol ic ceremonial and 1 it urg ical .practices which 
·blo~somed into ritualism. 
Meanwhile, at .Oxford the tractarians had 
~eached the zenith of their triumphant first 
phase by 1840. The years 1841 to 1845 were marked 
by defeat after defeat. In 1841 the Prussian and 
British goverments decided to create an Anglo-Prussian 
protestant bishopric of Jerusalem. The tractarians 
1ere more sympathetic to the catholic and orthodox 
·churches and would not countenance the 'idea of 
~entering into communion with protestant heretics. 
4 Cha.ct, L_Ch, Part 1, p.213. 
The following were members of both the Canterbury 
association and the Camden society 
Bishop Wilberforce Lord John Manners 
Bishop Phillpots The Rev W. F. Hook 
Archdeacon R. Wilberforce 
The Rev R. C~~Trench Lord Courtenay 
Sir W Heathcote 
W. S. Vaux 
Earl Nelson 
They p~otested vociferously and unsuccessfully. 
Newman's faith in tho legit.imacy of the anglican 
mhurch was badly shaken. Moreover he faced 
considerable problem~ as a party leader. Some of 
the younger tractarians were oqt and out romanisers, 
~ontinually on the verge of seceding and urging 
Newman to extreme actions. 
Partly to keep them in the anglican obedience 
.. 
and partly to quiet his own nagging doubts about 
the validitx of the anglican position, Newman wrote 
flract 90 in 1841. Tract 90 attempted to demo~strate 
~hat the 39 articles were a catholic statement of 
faith des~gned to root out pre-reformation corruptions 
and to prevent protestant excesses. This liberty in 
interpreting the 39 articles struck many Englishmen 
as being dishonest casuistry. Newman was fiercely 
criticised by the bishops and many leading churchmen • 
. Discouraged and depressed he retired to Littlemore, 
.his private monastery. gave up the leadership .of the 
tractarianst and brooded over his intellectual 
~uspicions that Rome was the true church. Pusey 
and Keble took over the leadership of the tractarians 
~nd proceeded to lead them to a succession of 
disastrous defeats. Newman's faults as a party 
lbader were dwarfed by the ineptness of Pusey an~ 
Kable. Quiet and retiring men, they were unable to 
~estrain their extremists and prevent the party 
being drawn into hopeless struggles for indefensible 
positions. One of the extremists, W. G. Ward, 
'pUblished a book entitled ~-Ideal of the Christian 
.C~, which was fiercely critical of the anglican 
~burch and expressed unreserved admiration for the 
~oman catholic church. In 1845 the outraged 
university of Oxford retaliated by censuring Ward 
•nd stripping him of his degrees. In the same year 
Newman defected to Rome and the t~actarians were 
thrown into complete disarray. Eclipsed at Oxford by 
the liberals. tractarian hopes and activities shifted 
to the vicarages of their members and sympathisers 
~hroughout England. 
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In 1147 the alarm was so~nded again. The 
•hig prime minister, Lord John Russell, decided to. 
~eatow the vacant see of Manchester on the infa~ous 
Dr Hampden. Anglican clergy of all shades of 
~pinion began a campaign of public protest, led by 
the traota~ians. Responding to the wishes of many 
anglican clergy. Bishop W~lberforce of Ozford 
• 
~nstituted an inquiry into the doctrinal o~thodoxy 
~f Hampden. He threatened to go to law if Hampden 
did not wit~draw certain expressions of liberal 
~pinion made in the past. After a vague withdrawal 
by Hampden, Wilberforce dropped the suit and earned 
bimself a reputation for vacillat.ing duplicity. But 
~eeling was running so high that at a tumultuous scene 
in Bow Church several eminent ecclesiastical 1~wyers 
·unsuccessfully attempted to prevent the confirmation 
nf the legally elected Bishop Hampden. Frustrated 
here, they applied to the Court of Queen's Bench for 
a mandamus to compel the Archbishop of Canterbury 
to hear.tbe objections against Dr Hampden, and 
secured a trial. By a narrow majority the judges 
£ound in favour of Dr Hampden, so that the Church of 
England was bitterly divided. Many of the laity 
resented clerical attacks on Hampden while many of 
the clergy had come to regard Lord John Russell as 
a tyrant and to find the royal supremacy intolerable. 
In this atmosphere of mistrust and recrimination some 
anglicans began to think of conversion to Rome as an 
increasingly attractive optio~. It was in this 
troubled latter half of 1~47 that Godley was recruiting 
members of the Canterbury Association. 
In 1848 an even greater cont~oversy began and 
the tractarians, united and-confident after the 
Ham~den case, one more gave battle. Bishop Phillpotts 
~f Eieter refus~d to institute the Reve~end G. C. Gorham, 
an evangelicalt ·into a living in his diocese because 
he did not hold the doctrine of unconditional baptismal 
regeneration. Gorham·1hen asked the Court of Arches 
10 
~o compel the bishop to institu~e. The two thorny 
issues at stake were whether Gorham was a heretic, 
~nd more important, whether the state or the church 
bad the right to 4etermine Gorham's orthodoxy. In 
1at~ 1849 the Dean of ~rches found in favour of 
;Bishop Phillpotts., The effect of. this decision was 
that a co~nerstone of evangelical doctrine was 
~eclared to be heretical and it ~reated the possib~lity 
of a mass secession of evangelicals.from the Church 
of England. · In this crisis, they promptly appealed 
to the Judicial Committee of the Privy Council and 
~ound many allies rallying to their cause, especially 
·those who feared the tractarians. . The Judicial 
Committee of the Privy Council was a considerable 
'problem for the tractarians, for with their stress 
"on the spiritual autonomy of the church they doubted 
if it was legitimate to accept the ruling of a 
5 . 
secular court. Whichever way the appeal decision 
·went, the church would face an acute dilemma. If 
the court found for Phillpotts the evangelicals 
might secede, if it found for Gorham the tractarians 
~ight secede, or press for the disestablishment of 
the. church. Of the ciixture~of bishops and lawyers 
~bo formed the bench at the ~rial two were Canterbury 
Association members: Archbishop Sumner and Bishop 
Blomfield. A majority of .the judges found in favour 
~f Gorham (Blomfield being amongst the dissenting 
members), and the tractarians were thrown into 
turmoil. Denied any official organs of protest, 
·~hey responded with public protest meetings and an 
~pen letter to the Bishop of London signed by many 
6 prominent laymen and ecclesiastics. But the most 
4mportant protest was a series of resolutions signed 
~ The tractarians approved of the Court of Arches 
because it was a church court. Needless to say 
they approved also of its verdict. 
6 Including Lord John Manners, a member of the 
Canterbury Association. 
l.l 
by such men as Archdeacon Manning• Archdeacon 
Robert Wilberforce and R. Cavendish declaring that 
*he anglican church would be schismatic and lacking 
in divine authority unless the bishops or convocation 
.rejected the Gorham judgement. Manning and his 
.followers moved rapidly towards secession. Bishop 
"Wilberforce threatened to excommunicate Archbishop 
Sumner if he obeyed the judgement, and Bishop 
Phillpotts threaten~d to excommunicate anyone who 
~ristituted Gorham into his living. But the vast 
•ajority of the tractarians were determined to 
-~emain within the anglican fold, and when Manning 
•nd Robert Wilberforce ci~culated a petition 
~ejecting the royal supremacy, it ~ece!ved only a 
small measure of support. As the trickle of conver-
-sions to Rome began, 7 the recalcitrant bishops 
backed down to save the unity of the church. At 
the biggest protest meeting (approximately 3,000 
people) on,~e 23 July 1850 only one bishop could be 
persuaded to attend. Archbishop Sumner stood firm 
and Gorham was duly· instituted. The tractarians 
had been badly beaten and by 1850 had lost much of 
the unity and confidence of a year ago. A few went 
to Rome (Simeon's brother in 1850, Robert Wilberforce 
[\ 
in 1854), some talked of a free episcopal church 
(Bishop Wilberforce threatened this in the Lords), 
rbut most remained loyal and anxious. 
At the same time the second phase of the 
catholic revival was beginning in the parishes 
~f England. Ritualism, as it came to be called, 
was concerned with catholic ceremonial and liturgy. 
lts outward manifestations were: 
altar lights, vestm&nts, wafer bread, 
~he mixed chalice (~ixing a little 
water with the wine at the communion), 
making the sign of the cross, incense, 
gen~,lflexions, preaching in a surplice 
Including Bishop Phillpott's chaplain. 
~nstead of a black gown, surpliced 
~hoirs, much singing and ch~nting, the 
~se of holy water, fixed stone altars, 
~nstead of moveable wooden ones.· 
~ruoifixes and statues, cul~us o£ the 
Vi~gin Mary and Saints. reservation 
and adoration of the eucharistic 
. . 8 ·•acrament,~nd ~uricular cnnfess1on. 
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It reflected an era of liturgical innovation, for in 
the latter half of the nineteenth century ~any 
.. qlergymen besides the ritualists sought to improve 
~he prayer book as a vehicle for. worship. But anglo 
~atholic ritualism had it~ own uni~~e sources. 
Chadwick points out that the taste of the age, 
with its elaborately furnished drawing rooms, w~s 
~ound to be reflected in a desir~ for more elaborate 
church ornamentation and a close interest in the 
•esthetic possibilities of clerical dress and 
posture. An example of this is that in the late 
~860's some Eriglish lay people began to give pastoral 
~taffs to their bishops. Many bish6ps were reluctant 
to accept them but the donors thought them to be a 
~istorid and usefu~ symbol and so they were adopted. 
Ritualism was held to have an evangelistid 
1unct1o~. It was widely believed in the Victorian 
•era that one had to have elaborate ceremonial to 
4raw in the town labourer. Slum pastors found 
~heir people repelled by the old unnongregational 
~orship and believed that the people responded to 
worship which involved. all their senses~ The 
claim ,is hard to evaluate. lt is true that anglo 
~atholicism had some of its gr~atest •uccesses in 
slum parishes in the east of London, but some.observers 
believed'that the self-sacrificing love of the priests 
~ttracted the poor. rather than the ritual. 
8 Vidler, Cb in Age of fievL pp.l57-15B. 
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The·growing ~ongregatlonalism 9 of town parishes 
. ' . '·' 
meant that many people worshipped in churches out~ide 
~he geographica~ area of their home parish because 
~hey were attracted by a preacher or a different 
kind ot service. The laity had a wider variety of 
~boice in service. 
Many anglicans had a strong desire for due 
~bedience to authority. To them the prevailing 
standard of worship.was far below the positive 
requirements of the prayer· book. Often the laity 
were as insistent upon eucharistic vestments, lighted 
candles on the altar and the eastward positi6~ of 
the celebrant as the clergy. 
was that: 
For the great irony 
though the ritualistic churches 
began by aiming at the working man, 
they succeeded e•peciall~ among the 
middle class... Evidently the 
movement nourished the devotional 
and aesthetic instinct of the 
educated more than it attracted 
the interest of the uneducated. 10 
Tractarian doctrine was another source of 
ritualism. The tractarians taught that the church 
is a sacred mystery, a holy feliowship in which the 
transcendent God is revealed in worship and sacrament. 
Their ritualist inheritors presented this teaching 
in a dramatic form by reviving traditional catholic 
vorsbip. The ritualist priest did thii by opting 
either for the sarum use (the ce~emonial of the 
pre-reformation church in England) or the roman 
~ite (a copying or modification of contemporary roman 
~atholic ceremonial). The camden society had some 
part in these developments. 
9 Congregationalism in this s~nse means.that urban 
parishes were free to choose their own type of 
worship as the increasing pluralism of the age 
eroded anglican Liturgical uniformity • 
. ~. ,.~ 
10 Chadwick, V~ Ch, Part 11, p.317. 
The revival of religious communities in the 
Church of England also contributed to the development 
of ritualism. But more important than this, it was 
~ne of the most remarkable result~ of anglo catholicism 
itself. The revival was a direct outcome of the 
indissoluble link between theology and spirituality 
~n the lives of the tractarian leaders: 
These men were dominated by two 
beliefs; tirst a belief in the 
~dentity of th~ Church of England 
with the Catholic Church of earlier 
ages, and a determination to 
reaffirm this identity, and second-
-ly a belief in and long'ing for 
holiness, for a holiness which 
they believed Catholicism alone 
could produce. 11 
Under Pusey's direction the first pe~manent anglican 
religious community, the Park Village Sisterhood, was 
formed in 1845 and female religious communities pro-
iferated rapidly after that. Male religious 
·oomm~nities made a slower start:but the formation of 
the Society of St John the Evangelist in 1865 marked 
the beginnings of the slow but steady growth of such 
\ 
~ommunities. These communities were in part a 
response to the social problems of the rapidly 
expanding industrial cities ~here the church, unable 
to cope with a massive influx of landless poor from 
the countryside, was rapidly losing its hold over the 
working class. There was a great need for collegiate 
·bodies of dedicated, unmarried and unpaid christians 
who could meet this need. But more than this, the 
•nglo catholics believed that: 
~y bringing back into existance 
a type of life uriknbwn in the 
Church of England since the 
J.5 
Reformation, and universally 
Tegarded ad e distinctive mark 
~f Catholicism, they differentiated 
that Churc~ from the rest of Pro-
-testant Chris~endom and asserted 
its affinity to the Catholic and 
o~thodox wor1~. 12 
It ~as these religious communities that g~ve anglo 
catholicism an opportunity to develop and display 
the full range and power 6f its distinctive 
Bpiritualit~. Therein frequent communion and regular 
~onfession was practised, and the full round of 
~iturgioal prayer, based on the offices, was 
l"eintroduoed: 
And by means of retr~ats. and the 
general influence and example of 
their life. a gradual but widespread 
growth in understanding of the 
spiritual life could take place in 
·the Church. 13 
"The chapels of the religious communities provided 
-the liturgical workshops of ritualism in which it 
was found that the prayer book was n6t adeqUate for 
their needs 14 and extensive borrowings were made from 
pre-reformation and contemporary roman sources. They 
~auld carry out some of the more extreme practices 
secure in the knowledge that no protestant agitator 
~r bishop w~uld hear of it. 
Dr Vidler sums up the essence of ritualism in a 
paragraph which explains the success of the movement: 
Jt must be emphasized that 
·Ritualism was not merely a 
matter of external rites and 
It was felt to 
symboli2e and safeguard deep 
12 Allcbin, §Ull-B~E• p. 54. 
13 Allchin, Sil Reb, p. 55. 
14 It does not have the seven monastic offices ot 
prayer. 
doctrinal convictions, especially 
about the presence of Christ in the 
eucharist. Th~ strength of Ritualism 
aay in its devout sacramentalism 
•nd its encouragement of a discip~ 
-lined and winning spirituality 
that seemed ~o be lacking in 
. 15. 
ordinary. convention•! Anglicanism. 
1a 
Ritualism was ·bitte·rly resisted both within and 
~itbout the church throughbut the nineteenth century. 
Vidler disc~rns four main reasons for this. Firstly, 
the English are conservative in matters of religion 
~nd are inclined to view innovations with susplcion. 
Secondly, the ordinary Englishman ~hinks he likes 
simplicity in religion and therefore disliked the 
elaboration and ·sophi•tication of ritualism. 
Thirdly, the English have a great respect for. the law 
and the ritualists seemed to me law breakers. ThE> 
tenor of legal decisions in cases involving ritual 
prosecutions was confused but in the main anti-ritualist 
and so many suspected anglo catholic clergy of breaking 
their oaths of canonical obedience to their bishops. 
But the most serious cause of opposition to ritualism 
was the fear that it was dragging the Church of England 
back into the roman obedience. uNo Poperytt had 
always been a powerful cry throughout English history 
and events in mid victorian England alarmed many 
.anglican churchmen. Just as the Gorham controversy 
was coming to an end in 1850 1 Pope Pius lX restored 
a roman cath~lic hierachy and dioceses in England. 
The newly created Cardinal Wiseman, flushed with 
<enthusiaamt issued his famous pastoral letter. From 
out of. ~.he Fl~ian. Gate of Rome. Purporting to 
be a letter of congratulations to the faithful it 
seemed to many protestant Englishmen to be an open 
defiance and challenge to the established church. 
15 Vidler, ,Ch in Age of Rev a. p.l60 .. 
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"No Popery" riots occurl'ed throughout the country 
end feeling was running high when Lord John Russell, 
~he prime minister, clumsily expressed the popular 
mind in an open letter to the Bishop of Durham: 
Mr dear Lord, I agree with you in 
~onsidering the "late aggression of 
the Pope upon our Protestantism" as 
"insolent and ins:l.dious", and I 
there£ore-feel as indignant as you 
can do upon the sUbject •• ~ 
He went on to attack ritualist clergy: 
~lergymen of our own Church, who 
·have subscribed to the Thirty-nine 
,Articles, and a~knowledged in 
~xplicit terms the Queen's supremacy, 
have been the most forward in leading 
their flocks, step by step, to the 
very verge of the precipice 
The letter provoked a fierce per~1ion of anglo 
catholics. ~ 
The battle over ritualism produced two 
religious associations. The English Church Union 
was formed in 1859 to extend catholic principles 
throughout the Church 6f England and championed 
many priests during litlgation/_~rials. In 1865-
1eading evangelical bhurchmen ~ormed th~ Church 
Association to Pesist by legal action the develop-
-ment of ritualism. 
many disadvantages. 
But this course of action had 
On the one hand the laity 
were not impressed by clergymen being taken to court 
and even imprisoned and on the other hand the ritualist 
-clergy refused to recognise the authority of the Court 
of Appeal. Moreover the formularies of the church 
~ere broader, more comprehensive and more ambiguous 
than the narrow limits desired by the Church Assoc-
-iation. Either they had to prosecute a man for 
doing what the prayer book decreed or try and change 
the rubrics oe the Church of England. No-one with 
any pastoral sense would want to see such a loss of 
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1reedom within the church, 
The two great periods of persecution were from 
~867 to 1874 and from 1899 to 1903. . They were sparked 
mff by political upheavals in the life of the nation 
end by the opportunism of politicai enemies of the· 
established church. The bishops, realising th~t 
any restrictive legislation would cause schism and 
~ontempt for the law, side-tra6ked attempts.at any 
•uch legisl*tion into commission or committees. But 
in 1874 the bishops were obliged to allow a P~blic 
•orship Regulation Act to pass into law in o~der to 
' ~revent the adoption of more ext~eme measures. It 
~did not alter the formularies ~f 'worship but speeded 
up the machinery for enforcing them. 
The ineffectiveness ·Of the Public Worship. 
Regulation Act was soon apparent when ·some ritualist 
clergymen ignored it, were impris6ned, and became 
public martyrs. Prosecutions had to be stopped for 
~he peace of the church. Further restrictive 
~egi~lati6n would only drive ritualiBt clergy into 
~ore extreme positions, abolishing the Judicial ,. 
Committee of the P~ivy Council was unacceptable to 
most Englishmen, and persuasion would not stop the 
Church Association from prosecuting. Instead the 
bishops decided to use their veto to prevent prosec-
utions. It was only an interi~ solution but it 
had far reaching effects. The bishops adopted a 
pastoral rather thcin a legal attitude to the problems 
~f worship in which their advice and dire6tion 
brought peace to the ~hurch and stopped the imprisonment 
-of 2ealous parish cle~gy. The toleration and 
·comprehensiveness of the church was considerably 
increased. It was also possible that the bishops 
·,might be prosecuted for· protecting. ritualist clergy .. 
In 1888 the Church Association. frustrated in 
its object of prosecuting ritualists by the episcopal 
veto, tried to turn the bishops,flank by prosecuting 
Bishop Edward King of.Lincoln for ritual irregular-
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-ities. The Archbishop's judgement was given in 
1890 and w~s a moral victory for the anglo catholics. 
Although King was ordered to desist from a number of 
Titual practices most of the charges against him were 
-dismissed. The evangelical party campaign and the 
Church Association withered under the di$approval of 
~ majority of moderate churchmen. 
By now the anglo catholics had reached the 
~ummit of their influence, many of their leaders 
being eleva~ed to high ecclesiastical po~itioris. 
'The Lincoln,judgement and the bishop's veto gave 
•dequate security for the ~oderate extension of 
new ceremonial innovations. Alarmed advocates of 
protestantism began a programme_of sustained public 
agitation which by the late 1890's had helped to 
•ake English public opinion receptive to another 
outburst of anti-ritu~list persecutions. The 
agitation sp~ead to parliament where a group of 
protest ant M. P' s demanded that ritualist law r•breakers 
be suppressed. But the ritualists could be halted 
~either by the moral authority of the Archbishops 
nor by the courts. Between 1899 and 1904 pro-
-testant parliamentarians tried to eliminate the 
Titualists and narrow the formularies of the church, 
either by abolishing the bishops' veto, or by bring-
-ing in new ~aws for the church. In 1904, parliam-
-entary pressure to form a Select Committee of the 
House of Commons to consider and remedy clerical 
'defiance of the law became overwhelming. The pro-
~ . 
-posa 1 was p/o nakedly era st ian that it would have led 
·to the disestablishment of the Church of England if 
~arried into effect. The Archbishop of Canterbury 
.hastily intervened to persuade the prime minister to 
form a Royal Commission instead, which, since it had 
the authority of the King, would be grudgingly accepted 
by anglo catholics. The commission deliberated for 
two years and eventually published a massive report 
with two main conclusions: 
F~rst. the law of public worship 
in the Church of England is too 
narrow for the religious life of 
the present generation. It 
needlessly condemns much which a 
•reat section of church people, 
in~luding many of her most devoted 
members, value; and modern thought 
and feeling are characterized by a 
eare for ceremonial, a sense of 
dignity in worship, an~ an apprec-
-iation of the contin~ity of the 
Church, which were not similarly 
felt when the law took its present 
shape. In an age which has witnessed 
an extraordinary revival of spirit-
-ual life and activity, the Church 
has had to work under regulations 
fitted for a different condition 
of things, without the power of 
self adjustment which is inherent 
~n the conception of a living church ••• 
Secondly, the machinery for discipline 
has broken down. The means of en-
-forcing the law in the Ecclesiastical 
Courts, even in matters which touch 
the Church's faith and teaching, are 
·~efective and in some respects 
16 
unsuitable. 
The year 1906 marks the end of the great 
persecutions of ritualists and the use of secular 
courts and state authority to enforce uniformity 
\ ' 
':>'Of public worship in .the Church of England. c 
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The tractarian phase of anglo aatholictsm was 
a doctrinal failure. Although it made a creative 
re-statement of the doctrine of the church and .its 
sacraments, it was essentially fundamentalist and 
16 Vidler, Ch,_i~n AJi.e of Rev, p. 16 3. 
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~onservative in ita reaction io Darwin's evolution-
-ary science and to the new German biblical criticism. 
This theological archaism of anglo catholicism 
was remedied in 1889 with the publication of 1.ru£. 
Mundi, a collection of theological essays written 
by a group of distinguished young anglo catholic 
theologians. Their leaders were Charles Gore and 
Benry Scott Holland. The two decisive emphases 
of this new school were their liberal and flexible 
~pproach to the interpretation of the bible 
{particularly the old testament) and their advocacy 
.of christian socialism as a means of vigorously 
attacking the polit~cal and social problema of the 
day. This was the third phase, ~f liberal 
~holiciam, which was bitterly resisted by first 
generation tractarians, but came to be accepted by 
the anglo catholic movement as a whole. 
The term ~lo 9ath.ol icAsl!l was first used in 
the 1840's with reference to the tractarians. 
However the tractarians were more commonly referred 
to by the derogatory term puseyite~. ·In the 1850's 
and 1860's the meaning of anBlo catholiqL~ was 
widened to include the ceremonialists, who were 
more commonly referre~ to as ritualJp~. Liberal 
~' or the lux mundi school,, represents a 
~hird phase of anglo catholicism, which because 
it was a theological movement which generally 
~ffected only the clergy, did not attract any 
nicknames, Nor did it dominate the theological 
'outlook of all anglo catholic clergy. Many 
second generation ritualists were completely opposed 
to it. By the early twentieth century all anglo' 
catholics were lumped together in the popular mind 
.as .high churchmen, but 1 as we have seen, this term 
ia neither bistorio~lly accurate nor helpful. Thus· 
by the early 1900's anglo catholicism had been accepted 
into the main stream of anglican life ~nd development 
~nd had expanded in its meaning several times. 
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CHAPTER 11 
· ~l'HE CANTERBURY ASSOCIATION 
In D•cember 1847, Edward Gibbori Wakefield wrote 
to John Robe.rt Godley, his new- found partner in the 
Canterbury colonial venture: 
••• I am ••• desirous of ~dverting to 
~he question of party in~he Church, 
which everybody mentions to me when-
-ever I talk on the subject of this 
religious project. The more I reflect, 
the more I am disposed to agree with 
you, that it will be impossible to 
~void a party colour. I see that 
though a Society of rieutra! colour 
might be formed, it would be ineffic-
•ient by reason of the want of harm-
-ony, or, at any rate, of earnest 
eo-operation, amongst its members. 
But neither am I blind to the evil 
tendency tif a decided party colour. 
In favour of it there is the earnest-
-ness, without which nothing very good 
-can be accomplished: against it., there 
is the narrowness ~f the field in which 
you would work, and the advantage which 
would be given to .the opponents of the 
plan. The evangelical party will 
~ppose it at all events; and if they 
were able to show distinctly that it 
was a "Puseyite" scheme, their opposit-
-ion woUld be very formidable, because 
it would more or less obtain the 
sympathy of those religious men and 
· good Churchmen who are neither Puseyite 
nor Evangelical. What I anxiously 
4esire, therefore. is that the Society 
may comprise persons of mark who are 
not deemed Puseyites; that in forming 
it, your skill and policy may e~able 
you to st~ir clear oi a personnel 
which would stamp it at ~nee with a 
Puseyite character ••• Sur•ly the 
Church comprises many eminent persons, 
~ay and clerical, who are both earnest 
Churchmen and friends o~ coloni2ation, 
.and yet not members of the Puseyite or 
Tractaria~ par~y: I would name, for 
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example, (W.E~) Gladstone and th~ Bishop 
of Oxford (B.-Wilberforce). Along with 
a good many such persons, it matters 
not how many Puseyites; nay, the more 
the better: but without them, I fear 
that the anti-colonizing evangelicals 
·~ould prove too strong for you. The 
Puseyite party alone cannot do the thing; 
can it? If not, let us beware of a 
failure from taking too narrow a posit-
-ion •• ~ What is wanted, is a due 
combination of ~eal and power. What 
we have to guard against, is .a sacrifice 
of the power for the sake of the zeal ••• 
It will be enough if you would share 
my conviction that conspicuous exclusive 
Puseyisro, or any other Ism 1 would land 
us in a failu~e. Whatever the fact may 
be - how much so ever we may rely on the 
~arnestness of the most earnest Churchmen 
who are not anti-colonizers- let no one 
be able to say without being contradicted, 
•It is altogether a Puseyite af~air: 
1 look at the names~ 
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The letter brings out the tb~me of this chapter; 
the ra~ationship.b~tween the Oxford movement and the 
Canterbury Association. . The chapter is an investigat-
-ion of the history and membership of the Canterbury 
~ssociation and its con~ection with the spread of 
tractarianism in the Church of England. 
Wakefield was .not aAchurohman. His religion was 
not parti~ularly orthodox and he involved the anglican 
church in the Canterbury project as a means to an end. 
It is to John Robert Godley, the co-founder of the 
Canterbury Association, that we must mainly look for 
the source of tractarian ideology .in this colonial 
project. 
Born into the Anglo-Irish aristocracy, he was 
an undergraduate at Oxford when Newman was in his 
hey-day. Although much of his time at University 
,. 
~as spent in the traditional non-academic pursuits 
~f riding to hounds and undergraduate dinner parties, 
·he possessed a serious and capable mind, which turned 
its· attention to the Tracts for the Times, during 
~is later leisured life on his Irish estates, 
Writing to his friend. C. B. Adderley in 1841, he 
summarised his religious views in these terms: 
Many of the questions at present 
under dis~ussion are, I think, 
intimately connected with the 
dutiea and practices of individual 
Christians, so I really think we 
have unconsciously slid into such 
extremely lax notions upon what 
are commonly called Ch"rc~ mat~ers, 
that a movement of the kind that 
has been ~ade at Oxford had become 
absolutely necessary, and bas· been, 
'I 
1 Wa to Go, 17 Dec 1847: f!?unders {,i of Canterbur~1 
Vol 1. pp. 11-13. ) 
in spite of the disputes to which 
it has given rise, highly beneficial 
to the Church. You must. not think, 
from what I have said, that I am an 
unqualified admirer of the Tracts, 
~nd all the doctrines contained in 
~hem; on the contrary, I think that 
the write~s have, by a perhaps natural 
reaction from what they perceived to 
be the rat.ionaliatic and latitudinarian 
tendency of the age, been driven in 
many instances to a contrary excess, 
and I am sure that in many of thai~ 
views they approximate fully as much 
~o the Church of Rome as to the Church 
of England; but still I like, on the 
whole, the tendency of their writings. 
~ prefer superstition to scepticism, 
an undue regard for forms to a neglect 
of them, and I think the spirit of the 
age so much more inclined to Ultra-
Protestant than to Roman Catholic 
errors that I look with less appre-
-hension on what seems to savour of 
tbe·latter than the former. 2 
Throughout the first half of the 1840's Godley's 
correspondence with his father and Adderley was full 
of ~heological topics such as tradition, faith and 
~orks, the role of scripture, the place of the 
sacraments, On each of these matters Godley faith-
-fully defended Newman's position and sought to bring 
his correspondents to a similar point of view. 
But although Godley's way of life may have been 
leisured and affluent, it was not secure. The 
prominent place of his name on a Fenian murder list 
2 Go to Ad, 29 Mar 181"1: Godley-Adderley Letters 
pp. 17-18. 
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obliged Godley to gp armed about his estates and to 
iead night-time militia patrols over the roads of the 
area. The stormy nature of contemporary British 
politics, coupled with a deep interest in the colon-
-ization of Canada by poor Irish emigrants changed 
Godley's tractarian ideology 'into what may be called 
~political Puseyism••. The firm conviction tb~t he 
•as living in a time of the crisis of ciivilization 
'~hifted Godley's interests away from the religious 
and doctrin~l aspects of tractarianism to its social 
•nd political implications. Ana~ysing the state of 
British society in 1843 Godley wrote: 
I have long thought that the age 
~f equality is coming upon us, and 
~hat our business is not so much to 
struggle against it, with a view to 
repulse it altogether, as to retard 
its progress, and to modify its 
~ffects; at present we are not 
ready for it. I think no man can 
look upon the state of our working 
alasses, their ignorance in all 
which it is important for them to 
know, the immense space ~hich 
divides them in habits, tastes, 
pursuits, and feelings from the 
rich, above all,the wide spread 
indifference to religious obligations, 
~ithout trembling at the thought 
of their speedily acquiring political 
power. Our object, then, should 
be to refuse it them, as yet, while 
we earnestly endeavour to remove the 
disqualifications, which r have 
mentioned. Nationally and individually, 
Church and State, landlord and capit~-
. . . 
-alist, all should join heart ~nd hand 
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in this groat work, preparing the 
. 3 
~ay for a safe democracy. 
Here we see the strong tory and aristocratic strands 
. , 
~n Godley•s political thinking and his fear of popular 
power whether through an extension of the franchise 
·or by violent revolution. He was appalled by the 
similarities in the extremes of wealth in post-reform 
'bill Brita~n and pr~~revolutionary France, and believed 
~hat the time of revol~tion·e6uld not be far off. 
Godley believed whig landlords and aristocrats to be 
responsible for a reckless pursuit of wealth, extrav-
-agance and luxury to the detriment of social oblig-
-at ion. And the effect on society of this had been 
that; 
A•• ~oyalty has passed away; respect for 
birth and family attachments are 
rapidly vanishing, too, and it is 
daily becoming more obvious that 
the rich govern England. 4 
In looking for a solution Godley decide~ that: 
out best hope lies in the conduct 
~ot of the state but of individuals. 
The grand object to which we should 
all devote ourselves is the improve-
-ment in the condition of the lower 
classes, their improvement physic-
-ally and morally, and a cultivat-
·-ion of mutual sympathy and good 
feeling with them~ th~ landlord 
should, if necessary, lower his 
rents, the farmer increase his 
~ages, and the manufacturer 
diminish his hours of work. 5 
3 Go to Ad, 21 Jan 1843. God.le x-Addel'le.Y._ ~etters 
4 Go to Ad, 21 Jan 1843. Godlex._-Adderlex Letters 
5 Go to Ad, 21 Jan 181~ 3 ' Godl.~~-Add_erl.ex Lett2rs!, 
p,.33 
p.34. 
p.35. 
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And out of this came Godley's vision of a pious and 
just, hieraohical society in which wealth ceased to 
determine social position and the privileged pro-
-tected the weak. This is where the church and ita 
tractarian reformers came' in. As well as better 
conditions for the labouring·classes: 
A far more important obj~ct is their 
moral and religious education.. It 
is vain n~~ to regret the miserable 
apathy and neglect of generations 
gone by. by which the poor have been 
too long taught to look upon~the 
Establishment a~ being the rich man's 
church. It must be ou~ task to 
grapple with the herculean task of 
trying to repair the deficiency, 
and if there is one feature in our 
project which may encourage us to 
hope that God is preparing in time 
a corrective to the co~ing evils, it 
is surely the increased zeal and 
energy which (at the last moment, 
as it were) have srrung up, and above 
all the direc~ion which they have 
taken. It would occupy far too much 
·time and space to attempt to point 
out the features which render the 
ecclesiastical "movement" of the 
last ten years peculiarly adapt~d 
to act as a corrective~to the evils 
. , 
which we have to dread. You will 
at once see that the more important 
of them, the denunciation of luxury, 
and even wealth itself as an evil -
a·doctrine which tho~gh inculcated 
in scripture :in the strongest manner, 
has practically passed away from our 
creed - the recommendation of austerity 
~nd self-denial, the e3hort,tion to 
alms-giving and recognition of the 
rights of the poor, all this is just 
~hat we want, while ~o the poor is 
pr.eached respect to authority • 
unquestioning faith, humility, 
resignation - all that is opposed 
to the spirit of wild and licentious 
.. 
democracy, which seems to threaten 
·US • Now that a school, professing 
·doctrines such as thes.e, opposed as 
are to the spirit of the age, should 
they 
have made such.a marvellbus progress 
among us as to promise at no very 
distant period to absorb all the talent, 
piety and influence of the. Church, is, 
surely a sign that there is univers-
-ally felt a consciousness of something 
wrong, and a want of such a corrective 
as an overruling Providence seems 
graciously to vouchsafe at our 
. a 
uttermost need. 
But the other side Gf Godley's vision was one of 
such apocalyptic gloom that he feared that the tractar-
-ian revival might not save the tradition and authority 
to which he was so attached: 
But, alast the state of society which 
has been created cannot be got rid of; 
a concentrated and redundant population 
has been created, the church in the 
hour of her slumbers has been dis-
-tanced by it, and a decline of 
wealth cons~itutes now the plunging 
into misery of millions, the drag is 
~ff the wheel, and our only chance 
is to keep the horses out of the way 
7 
of the coach. 
-37. 
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From this social pessimism came Godley's deep interest 
in eolonization. It might be possible for civilisat-
-ion to start afresh in remote areas of the world 
where church and society could renew themselves: 
who know~ whether you and I may 
not be destined some day or other 
to wield an axe or spade in a 
Canadian forest, like the emigrantsr 
of 92, if.~he democ~atic principles 
~ow advancing shall be forced into 
~ation by commercial dist~ess, and 
Bweep away order, civilisation, 
.soc iety, ... ~veryt bing. 8 
These conclusions which Godley had drawn fro~ 
the state of the English society made him extremely 
receptive to Wakefield's invitation to co-found the 
("' 
Canterbury proj~ct. tAs he went about recruiting 
members for the Canterbury Association in late 1847 
and early 1848 he c~me to share his partner's con-
-cern about the churchmanship of those involved in 
this new colonial venture. He agreed with Wakefield, 
that on the one hand the success of the Canterbury 
project depended upon the energy, ideas and enthus-
-iasm of tractarians, but that on the other band 
an exclusively tractarian Canterbury Association 
~ould generate such ecclesiastical opposition that 
the project would come to nothing. To Adderley 
in 1848 Godley wrote: 
My present business is to procure a 
~ertain number of good and creditable 
~ames with which to go before the 
public as our Committee of Manage-
-ment. I do not want t~em to be 
taken mainly from any one party in 
the Church, but wish to have a broad 
basis, composed of those who .wish 
the Church well, and are known as 
8 Go to Ad, 21 Jan 1843, ,.(Quoted in .A..l!:!:_stvry of Canter-
.-buu. Vol 1, p.13'0 
~ealous in her interests, without 
holding extreme views. 9 
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Before investigating the people recruited onto 
the Canterbury Association it is worthwhile noting 
that many were purely nominal members of that body. 
Often membership meant little more than consenting 
to have one's name on the Association's list, and 
Gontributing a little money, The decisions were 
made by the Management Committee, which· comprised 
just under one quarter of the membership list. 
Attendances varied considerably from one meeting to 
~nother. Some men who are of especial interest 
to us, such as Dr W. F. Book and Bishop S. Wilber-
-force, only attended one or two such meetings. 
However some of such mounted public platforms 
throughout the country to promote the Canterbury 
\ 
settlement, and Bishop Wilberforce was am6ngst those 
who rendered this invaluable service to the Assoc-
-iation. 
An interesting feature of the Canterbury Assoc-
-iation was the wide range of its membership. Many 
of its members bad been on opposite sides of the fence 
during the ecclesiastical struggles sparked off by the 
Oxford movement. The Gorham case was at its height 
I from 1848 to 1850 and most of its leading protagfni~ts 
I 
.shared a common membership of the Association. 
The tractarian party was represented by a small 
but highly influential group of men. Its leading 
layman was Lord John Manners. An aristocrat and 
tory M.P., he was the living embodiment of the influ-
-ence of romanticism on the Oxford m~vement, partic-
-ularly through his passionate attachment .to the 
romantic .toryism o~ the Young England party: 
Manners propog~tad a Toryism which 
valued the feudal link of lord and 
tenant and distrusted the middle 
clat:~s. He expected the church to 
9 Go to Ad, 16 Jan 1848, Godle,y-Adderley .I>eJtera .. t. 
p. 124. 
save society from the materialism 
of ~odern industry, to rouse the 
.gentlemen of the land to their 
responsibilities towards the 
10. 
masses. 
Godley was not the only exponent of ~political 
Puseyismu. There was also the ideology of that 
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•mall groUp of tory backbenchers (including Disraeli) 
.known as the Young·England pal:'ty which sought to 
promote a benevolent hierachical system against the 
·Benthamite utilitarianism which threatened the power 
cf the al:'istooracy. It has been described as: 
the Oxford movement translated by 
Cambridge from religion ·into 
. 11 . 
politics. 
\ Manners was profoundly influenced by the tractarian 
Frederick Faber and was an assiduous devotee of lost 
causes. The most notable example of this was when 
he supported Ambrose Phillips De Lisle's proposal for 
an anglican union with Rome: 
-the present clergy to retain their 
wives and livings, appointing Curates 
12 to administer the Sacrament. 
His debut in public life began in 1841 when he became 
a parliamentary member of Peel's new tory party. 
Manner's tractarianism made him an enemy of Pee~ for 
tractarian attacks on the Royal Supremacy had threat-
-ened the old connection between high churchmen and 
the tory party. He also played a important part in 
the beginnings of anglican monasticism. In 18/""/.;., with 
the help of an influential group of men, including Lord 
Lyttelton, Pusey, Hook and Gladstone, Manners founded 
at Park Village West ~he first community of angli~an 
sisters. In 1847 the appointment of Dr Hampden to 
10 Chad, Vi Ch, Part 1, p. 222. 
11 Blake, Disl."aeli, p. 171. 
12 Quoted in Whib1ey, 1.£!:.d y,ohn 1,1anners, Vol 1, 
p. 25 3. 
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the.Bisbopric of Manchester inspired Lord John Manners 
to verse in which he prayed that the spirit of truth 
~ould upraise some msn of God: 
Who• strong in conscious rectitude, shall dare 
Resist the flagrant outrage. which repays 
The church's long obedience with the rod 
of state oppression. 13 
And in 1850, at the height of the protest over the 
Gorham judgement, he-joined si~ty.three eminent lay~ 
-men in publishing an open letter to the Bishop of 
'London 14 d~claring that the Church of England was in 
danger~ the judicial committee was unfit, and asking 
his Lordship to take counsel with other bishops. 
Dr Hook was one of the tractarians leading 
. . \ 
clerical allies in the Canterbury Association. Poss-
-essed of strong catholic convictions before the 
tractarian revival, he was with it but not of it. A 
6hurchman bf considerable ability 1 he revolutionised 
anglican pastoral practice by an extremely successful 
ministry to the people of the industrial city of Leeds. 
He had introduced such practices as frequent celebrat-
-ions of the holy communion and services on saints days 
.before the tractarian revival began and was quite ready 
to adopt their ideas. His new church of St Saviours~ 
Leeds was a showpiece of camden society principles with 
its gothic architecture and surpliced choir in the 
chancel. But he was not an uncritical admirer of the 
tractarians and was as much against popery as puritan-
-ism. ·Although abused as being a tractarian~he had in 
fact been a fervent supporter of the Jerusalem Bishop-
-rio, intensely disliked Ward's Ideal of the Christian 
.. II. 1 ~-org=q 'IIIII---
Church and refused to join the campaign against Hampden 
.in 1847. His support for Newman's Tract_JlQ was reluct-
-ant and he was incensed when some of the assistant 
~3 Chad, Vi Ch, Part l, Pw 238. 
14 Bishop Blomfield was a fellow-member of the 
Canterbury Association. 
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elergy and laity of St Saviours defected to Rome in 
3.846. He was thus a man of catholic but independent 
cburchmanship, whom the discerning recognised as a 
moderate tractarian sympathiser, staunch in his defence 
of the anglican establishment. 
Archdeacon Robert Wilberforce had been a friend 
•nd colleague of Pu~~y, Xeble 1 Newman and Froude since 
the 1820's and as a scholar and theologian of •ome 
repute vas widely acknowledged to be a leading tract-
-arian • Brother to Bishop Samuel Wilberforce, he was 
. ~lso the friend and confessor of"Archdeaoon Manning, 
whose conversion to Rome !te tried .to prevent. He 
joined the C~nterbury Aasociati6n.early in 1848 but 
his attention was soon to be completely occupied by the 
Gorham judgement, Wilberforce and Manning led the 
extreme section of the tractarians who threatened to 
secede if the bishops did not ~averse the Gorham judge-
-ment and reject the Royal Supremacy. Their failure 
to bring the rest of the tractarian party to share this 
point of view led his brother, Henry Wilberforce, and 
the future Cardinal Manning to. secede to Rome in 1850. 
Pressure from his wife, and from his brother, Bishop 
Samuel Wilberforce, kept the distracted and confused 
archdeacon in the anglican obedience for a further 
. ' 
four years, but in 1854, as the Canterbury Associat-
--ion was winding up its affairs, Robert Wilberforce 
acceeded to Manning's pleas and defected to Rome. 
Other members whom the tractarians might have 
counted as being supporters or sympathisers were J. R. 
Godley, Sir J. T. Coleridge and his son J. D. Coleridge, 
Sir W. Heathcote, Bart, R. Cavendish, M.P; the Earl of 
Lincoln and the Righi Honourable Sidney Herbert, M.P; 
the Dean of Canterbury (W. R. Lyall), Lord Lyttelton, 
J. C. Talbot, M.P; W. Vaux, the Reveren~ N~ Wade and 
15 the Reverend R. C. Trench. 
15 See ~ppendix A 
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The evangelical party was small but e~tremely 
powerful and bitterly anti-tractarian. John Bird 
Sumner, a moderate evangelical, was elevated from the 
See of Chester to the Archbishopric of Canterbury in 
February 1848, and shortly afterwa~ds became .President 
Df the Canterbury Association. A gentle and amiable 
man, be was not a forceful Archbishop of Canterbury 
but .he had crossed swords with the tractarians ort 
£ormer occassions. He was the first bishop to oppose 
the tractarlans when in 1838 he den~unced: 
the undermining of the foundations 
of ou~ Protestant Church by men 
who dwell within her walls. 
·and the bad faith of those: 
who sit ·in the Reformers seat 
and traduce the Reformation. 15 
In turn the tractarians despised Sumner as a spinales~ 
heretic for consecrating Hampden and speaking in 
vindication of Go~ham in the appeal court of the Privy 
Council. 
His brother, Bishop C. R. Sumner of Winchester, 
was also a moderate e~angelical and mem·ber of the 
Canterbury Association. He approved of some of the 
tracts and opposed Hampden's Bishopric, but refused 
tooordain Kable's curate because he (the ~urate) was 
an adherent of tract 90. 
Lord Ashley (soon afterwards Lord Shaftesbury), 
the great philanthropist, was the roost prominent 
evangelical layman in an age which saw the apogee of 
evangelical influence in English society. His 
qualities of toughness, perseverance, courage, and his 
considerable influence made him the most doughty oppon-
-ent of tr~ctarianism in the land. 
Lastly there was John Butt, former governor 
of Western Australia, and for a time chairman of the 
16 Quoted in Dean R, W. Church's, The Oxforct Move-
-ment, p. 251. 
Canterbury Association. He was an evangelical~ 
·reputedly influenced by the Claphsm sect. 17 -- · 
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The rest of the bishops in the Association 
represented a variety of clerical shades of opinibn. 
Archbishop R Whately of Dublin, Bishop S Hinds of· ... 
Norwich r; _(Management Committe,e) and Bishop C Thirl-
-wall of St Davids were liberals, anti-evangelical 
and anti-tractarian in outlook. Bishop C. T. Longley 
.. . 
of Ripon. and Bishop W. H. Coleridge, former Bishop of 
Barbadoes, ~ere men of.no particular party opinion. 
Phillpots of Exeter, the warrior bishop who had 
·Sparked off the G6rham controversy and had threatened 
. . . . : 
to withhold communion from Archbishop Sumner in 1850, 
shared membership of the Association with his «here-
-tical« Archbishop. 
He is described as being: 
a high churchman of the1:school 
which preoeeded the Oxford 
aovement, and though often ranked 
on the Anglo-Catholic side, he· 
never identified himself with that 
party, despite his pronounced 
hostility to its opponents. 18 
Bishop Wilberforce of Oxford was a ppwerful 
personality, a very effective bishop, and a fighter. 
He gained his reputation for militancy as a result 
of his inept intervention in the Hampden affair. A 
high churchman of independent views he disapproved of 
-ritualism but was quick to see in the .anglo catholic 
movement a means of infusing new life into the church. 
Like Phillpots, he sponsered the development of 
anglican sisterhoods. In 1854 he founded Cuddeston, 
the first anglican theological college with a common 
.life and a tractarian principal. By the late 1850's 
17 Robert Glen, "The Work of the Canterbury Assoc-
~iation in England, 1848-56" 1 p. 102. 
18 D N B, ~1 xv···. p. 1111. 
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hie ready defence of anglo catholic cle~gy had made 
him the episcopal champion of the tractarians. 
Bishop Blomfield of London was &Utocrat1c, hard 
working. and an old fashioned 18th centu~y type of 
bishop. A decidedly non pa~ty man, he denounced the 
"Tridentine colouring" of the tracts while praising 
the tracta~ians revival of neglected prayei book usages. 
His attempt to define precisely the ritual rubrics in 
.. 
~842 sparked off the "surplice riots" throughout the 
diocese of London. 
In fact, a majority of t~e members of the tanter-
-bury Association wel'e moderate chUl'Chmen who ·did not 
belong to any particular party. F~ur such men, all 
-members of the Management Committee and therefore at 
the heart of the.Assooiation's activities, illustrate 
the diversity of opinions held by the moderates. 
Henry Selfe Selfe was not only a member of the Manage-
-ment Committee but he was also a prominent ~igure in 
.--; 
the ·ca?terbury. judiciary" It has been pointed out 
that one of Selfe's most valuable assets to the 
Association was that he: 
was not tainted by personal or family 
connexions with Tractarianism; indee~, 
his brother-in-law, Tait, (later Arch-
-bishop of Canterbury) was known as a 
moderate but decided opponent of the 
Anglo-Catholic movement. Thus his 
appointment to a~;high office in Cante1·-
-bury would help the Association rid 
~tself of the stigma of being nothing 
.more than an offshoot of Puseyism ••• 
Many years later Selfe explained his. 
religious views and how they related 
to the Canterbury scheme: "Mr Selfe 
••• said he must remind the ~eating 
at the outset that he was not assoc-
' 
-iated with those whose aim a~d object 
it had been to make Canterbury a 
Church Settlement and that he did n6t 
profess to have any great sympathy with 
such a scheme. He had however become 
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more of a Churchman ~rom the friendships 
he had formed with those who were 
among the founders of Canterbury, 
although he bad not identified him-
-self in any way with either party 
in the Church. His j,nterest in 
eaclesiaatical questions was mainly 
confined to. those who might be called 
practical; and his views were such as 
might be e~pected from a lawyer and a 
layman who was not wh~t would be called 
. 19 
an enthusiastic Churchman". 
C. B. Adderley, an aristocratic tory M.P., was brought 
up in an atmosp~ere of deep evangelical devotion and 
was a strong churchman who rose above party feeling. 
Always interested in reconciling apparently opposing 
religious forces he: 
advocated in 1889 a union between the 
Church of England and the Wesleyans. and 
he developed an aspiration to heal pro-. 
-testant schism and stay controversy in 
"High and Low Church". 20 
The Reverend G. R. Gleig was Chaplain-general to the 
forces and was more interested in military history 
than church party conflict. G.·K. Rickards was an 
O~ford academic and political economist. A non-party 
churchman, his ecclesiastical inte~ests lay in the field 
of administration and finance. 
When selected as deputy chairman of the Manage-
-ment Committee. Wakefield said of Henry Sewell that he 
19 -Report of a meeting of 17 Feb 1868 in LT, 12 Feb 1868, 
Quoted in R. L. N. Greenaway• s, ••Henry Selfe Selfe 
and the origins and early development of Canter-
-bury", p. 20 
20 D N B, Second sueplement 1 1901 -1911 1 p.2o 
had: 
no defect that I know of unless his 
Puseyite name should prove hurtfu!. 21 
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In fact Sewell was not a tractarian but he gained his 
reputation from his eccentric brother, the Reve1•end 
~illiam Sewell. William had known Pusey. Keble and 
·. 
Newman well and in the first phase of the traotarian 
movement had been one of its.ablest members. But he 
left the movement in 1842, frightened off by the rom-
-anising tendencies exhibited in tl'act 90. It is · 
·difficult to be certain about Henry Sewell's church~ 
-manship, though he did reveal his mind to some extent 
in the debate over Bishop Selwyn's proposed New Zealand 
church constitution. Bishop Selwyn borrowed extens-
-ively from the American episcopal church t~ produce 
a constitution which included a revolutionary clause: 
That the bishops, clergy and laity 
shall be three distinct orders, the 
consent of all which shall be nec-
-essary to all acts binding upon 
the church at large. 22 
Sewell was opposed to the laity having power over 
spiritual matters, particularly as the oom•union test 
was not applied as a test of membership of the church. 
This was: 
sacrificing the Catholicity of the 
Church to a mere hobby of self-
government. 23 
Sewell's objection t~ the role of the laity in the 
decision-making process had been refuted by a tract 
f\ . ·' ') 
of N!3wman entitled On consultJ.n.!Lih.C:: ..• ~J!ity in mJ!i.:LfUJL 
i 
of F~ith. In it Newman pointed out that in the Arian 
·controversy the .laity had prevent'd the bishops and 
clergy from adopting the Arian heresy. Sewell's concern. 
21 
22 
23 
Wa to Got 22 June 1850: Founders, Vtil 1, p. 293 
'\ ~ Quoted in J. H. Evari·':~\, Churchman Militant, p.l40. 
Henry Sewell's jou~nal, 3 May 1853, p.216. 
for the "Catholic bas is n of the Church and for clerical 
control nf the church's spiritual affairs sugge•ts to 
me that be was an old fashioned high churchman. 
The rest of the story concerning the relationship 
between the Oxford movement and the Canterbury 
project is revealed by an examination of certain import-
-ant papers and events. There is very little material 
to be found on this .topic in the official papers of the 
·Canterbury Association. The members were extremely 
practical about the business in hand and even Godley's 
private norrespondence of the 1850s shows a sudden loss 
of interest in doctrinal questions and only an occasional 
and practical interest in the great ecclesiastical 
controversies of ·the day. 
Previous writers on this subject have usually 
pointed to the Reverend J. C. Wynter's publicity pamphlet 
Hints on Church Colonizati~as a tractarian manifesto 
reflecting the views of the Association's supporters. 
In it he asked: 
Is the Church to stand aloof, 
a cold, dignified, unimpassioned 
spectatrix of the solution of this 
great knot of juncture in England's 
destinies? ••• Henceforth let the 
~hurch coloni2e itself... Strong 
in the strength of her Lord, let her 
I 
become a leader, not a tardy attend-
-ant; let her go forth; for shame's 
sake let her no longer be dragged 
forth. 
He pressed his readers to copy the model of the 
Patristic Church an~ send a complete diocesan 
organisation overseas to Canterbury: 
'The Apostles did not plan,t Churches 
by driblets, fragments, instalmerits-
but by gathering together the seper-
-ate members into one body under one 
~ommon, visible head. They planted 
the Church entire; they did not plant 
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episcopacy without a bishop. 24 
The only ~roblem with this view is th~ churchmanehip 
~f Wynter himself. Wakefield, in his search for a 
moderate Bishop of Canterbury who would offend neither 
high church nor evangelical par~y, seized on J. C. 
Wynter, Rector of Gatton, as being: 
-sufficiently latitudinarian in 
-outloolc. 25 ' 
He described a Gatton parishioner's reaction to his 
Rector thus: 
If you ask whether he is a 
Puseyite, or Low Churchman, or 
High Churchman, or what ·not, 
the catechist looks puzzled 
and says - "he doesnt know; 
26 he never heard ... 
Hardly the sort of man to p~oduce a tractarian manifesto. 
However 1 a wide section of English public opinion 
was convinced that the Canterbury Association was 
sponsoring a Puseyite project. It was the prev~l­
-ence of this attitude that obliged ~ New Zealand 
~~ to take a sarcastic journalist to task: 
The berths of the labouring 
'emigrants in the ships about 
to sail for Port Lyttelton are 
wider than usual. We are not 
surprised, says our punning brother, 
that a ttwide berth" should be 
given to these fan~tical and bigoted 
l . • 
Tractarians, who are going out 
to New Zealand to Wbrship the 
God uprer-Bok" (Prayer Book) 
I 
-on 11Pooz ee 'Wusey) Heights •"" 
The principl~ of this joke is, 
24 J, C. Wynter, Hints on Church Colonization: in 
Canterbury Papers pp 48•49.~ 
25 ~~unders, Introduction by Peter Burroughs, 
p. XXlV. 
26 Wa to Bish of Norwich, 10 Feb 1850: :e_oundera 
p. 216. 
to get the dog hanged bj giving 
27 
. him a bad name. 
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The years 1850 and 1851 were the years of crisis 
in which bitter anti-catholic feeling created consid-
-erable problems for the Canterbury Association. 
Wakefield was well aware of this feeling as he intrig-
-ued behind the scenes of the Management Cbmmittee 
meetings. In February 1850 he wrote: 
The chief impediment now- the 
orily thing I believe, that prevents 
a large success - is the wide-spread 
notion that this a Papistical project ••• 
At Clapham - the main seat of anti-
Popery - they have it- that John Hutt, 
who is known to lean thei~ way in 
theological views, is made Chairman 
for a blind,. being himself a dupe 
of the Jesuits who really direct 
at Charing Cross. The seal of .the 
Association is Papi~tical. 
Well, all this, monstrous nonsense 
as it is, goes about and is believed 
as truth. Nothing will put it 
down but the selection of a Bisbop. 28 
The selection of a bishop for Canterbury was a 
major pre-occupation of Wakefield and the Association 
during the first half of 1850. It was a particularly 
difficult problem because few clergymen wanted to 
~ecome colonial bishops, and because of the differing 
expectations of various members of the Association. 
The Coleridges and their supporters wanted a man 
~ppointed who would be congenial to Bishop Selwyn, 
who was wid~ly and incorrectly b~lieved to be a 
' 
27 Quoted in The New Zealand Journa1,·7 Sept 1850 1 
p., 216. 
28 Wa to Wyn, 22 Feb 1850, Founder,, PP.219.220. 
Puseyite. This caused consternation among the evang-
elicals. Richard Cavendish wrote to Lord Lyttelton: 
I think therefore it as well you 
should be reminded of the fact that 
Hutt and some others are very 
anxious to nominate a Bishop at 
once because they think that by so 
.. 
doing they will promote the sale 
·of. 1 and. Butt talked to me a great 
deal on the subject, and I gather 
from him that the chief thing 
with regard to the selection of a 
Bishop about which he. is anxious 
is that he should not be .a puseyite 
and that his idea of a puseyite is 
embodied in the person of Selwyn, •• 
One reason for Butt desiring to get 
a non-puseyite bishop appointed at 
once is to calm the alarm of some 
E li 1 . t d. 1 . t 29 vange ca 1n en 1ng co on1s s. 
Cavendish went on to say that if the~evangelicals 
were allowed to pick the bishop they w6uld select 
a man so antagonistic to Selwyn that it would be 
worse than having nd bishop at all, He suggested 
that the way out of this impasse was for Lyttelton to 
1ind a man without the puseyite label: 
on whose principles we might rely 
although he was sceptical that a man with the qualities 
of a second Selwyn could be found quickly. Godley had 
already considered the problem and decided that he 
wanted: 
a sober enthusiast. Lyttelton i,s the 
only man to manage it, because it will 
shock the Coleridge party exc~ssively 
29 Ca to Lyt, 27 Feb 1850: Cobham papers 
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to go on without waiting for 
/ 30 
Selwyns decision. 
Never one to be left out of these things, Wakefield 
had decided that he wanted: 
a statesman-bishop, a man of social 
standing and of good private 
. 31 property. 
In 1849 be had plumped for the Reverend J. C. Wynter 
as a man ideal in all respects 1 but unfortunately(~r\ 
Wynter's timid nature, coupled with his wife's absol-
-ute refusal to face the hardships of colonial life, 
had put this candidate out of the running by early 
is5o. By now the problem had an _additional complic-
-at ion. Wakefield wrote: 
There is no so pressing want for the 
whole undertaking as the nomination 
of the principal clergy. Till that 
shall be done, sincerely religious 
people of all 9hades will be afraid 
of the predominance of some strong 
party spirit in the settlement adverse 
.to their own theological views. My 
brother meets this fear everywhere, and 
finds it a most serious obstacle to 
the enlistment of good colonists. 32 
A solution seemed to be in the offing when Wynter 
suggested the Reverend W Maddock, and Ly,~elton and 
the eocle~iastical sub-committee concurred in this 
choice. Maddock was agreeable, the appointment was 
announced with relief, but disaster struck a month 
later when he with~rew. A depressed Wakefield wrote: 
Two good men declining the offer 
must prove - a heavy blow and great 
30 Go to .Ad, 27 Sept. 1849: Godle ... v-:Adderl~,y# Letters'· 
p. 131. 
31 Glen, "Canterbury Association", p. 103 
32 Wa to McGeachy, 27 F~b 1850, Founders, p. 221. 
discouragement - Maddook•s name 
as the intended Bishop has spread 
through the religious world~ His 
refusal of a notorious offer ~~sts a 
slur on the appointment and the 
settlement... Add to this the 
running down of the entire enterprise 
by the Low·Church party,, the common 
belief that it a "Puseyite affair"• 
arid the ill-will, not inactive, of 
Selwyn's friends- together with the 
goring of each other by Gorham and 
Phillpots: put ~11 these things 
together, and you wili see that the 
a£fair is, ecclesiastically, in a 
desperate mess. Nothing can put it 
right in time, but relief from 'the 
heavy burthen of Maddock's deliberate 
refusal. That will be attributed to 
his having found out that it is "a 
Puseyite affair". 33 
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On 17 April the Association had to endure the humiliation 
of a public meeting without a bishop, which did not help 
its claim to be a distinctly church project. With the 
departure of the first batch of colonists imminent, 
the inability of the Association~t~ convincingly 
answer the accusations of colonial puseyismwas making 
' . 
it difficult to sell land• raise laana, or enlist 
~olonists. Moreover the evangelicals amongst the 
intending colonists were thinking twice about the whole 
venture. A spat~ of dafe~tions in June caused Wake-
-field to single ou~ one as an example: 
the reneg~de has turned preacher 
against Canterbury ••• You won·him, 
or rather his wife, but when ~he 
33 Wa to Wyn, 9 April 1850, Founders, p. 253. 
had completely overcome his Low-
Church scruples. his own family 
made a dead set at him, and 
frightened him with Papish 
bugaboos. till at last he bolted' 
quite out of sight. No loss, 
you'll say. Truly: but, on the 
·Other hand~ hts defection has 
proved very misohievious, because 
his kith and kin abuse us in order 
to excuse him. 34 
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Moreover the Association was coming under increasing 
pressure from the remaining colonists on the bishopric 
question as the following memo~andum in Wakefield's 
corres~ondence reveals: 
A representation from the Co16nists to 
th~ Committee, setting forth the ill 
effects of uncertainty as to the 
character and opinions of the Bishop. 
This in some detail, with a statement 
of the facts concerning the manner 
in which the undertaking is maligned by 
several parties in the Church, each of 
which seems to •xpect that the Bishop 
and clergy of the settlement will be 
men holding views antagonistic to their 
own. It is a serious impediment, which 
at one time there appeared to be only 
one means of removing; that is, by the 
announcement of the Bishop by name. The 
disappointment of Mr Wynter's wish to be 
the Bishop prevents this just uow: but it bas 
occurred to the Colonists that another 
means might be employed as effectually. 
This. is a public assurance by the 
34 Wa to Go, 22 June 1850, l..£l1Jl~ters....t pp 278-279. 
Association that in recommending a 
~entleman to ~he notice of the Primate 
and her Majesty's government they 
will use their best endeavours to 
select one who shall be pleasing 
~o the First Body of Colonist~; and 
in possession of their confidence 
d •'t 35 an respec • 
It was this pr.essure that pushed the Association 
into making the rash choice of the Reverend Thomas 
Jackson as the bishop-elect of Canterbury. 
As the date for the sailing of the first colon-
·-ists drew closer, the Association began a determined 
co~nter attack on its critics, ably assisted by that 
pro-colonising organ, The New Zealand Journal: 
Some of the best and most prominent 
m~n of both parties in the church 
have united to further this scheme 
. .. . The Archbishop of Dublin and 
the Bishop of Exeter, Lord Lyttelton 
and Lord Ashley, Archdeacon Hare and 
Dr Hook,, men who, although they are 
united in cine common bond of church 
union, are still divergent in 
matters of doctrine to a degree which 
would see~, at first sight, to pre-
-clude any possibility of joint 
agency, are found working side by 
~ide in the undertaking. Funds, 
patronage, good-will, a desire to 
~ink party feeling in the endeavour 
to promote the common good are all 
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visible. 
35 Wa to Rintoul, 14 April 1850, F~unders, p. 259, 
36 The, Ne)v Zealand Jour.n~h 7 Sept 1850, p. 216. 
~n its own behalf the Association published a pamphlet 
entitled Two U.nf ounded ..Qlll.!l~ about the Cant.!7:r}:gp.•_y_ 
Colony. In answer to the accus~tion that it was: 
a regular Puseyite affair 
it pointed to the prominent evangelicals who belonged 
±c the Association. In reply to the counter-claim 
that: 
in all Jesuitical affairs there are 
blinds and tools 
it pointed 6ut that the superior class of settlers 
the Association was depending upon to make a success 
' 
of the project would not emigrate without carefully 
considering this claim and rejecting .it. The 
anonymous author declared that both evangelical and 
tractarian extremists would be disappointed to dis-
-cover that the Association was: 
bent on repelling, all party spirit, 
whether of .. High Church", 11 Low Churchu, 
or ttDry Church". 
In answer to the claim that it was going to be: 
a priest-ridden colony 
the author declared that the church element in the 
scheme was a means to the end of making it a superior 
colony attractive to the best kind 6f Englishman. The 
Church would have no conn~ction with the state, no 
political power and would only possess: 
that moral influence which minia~ers 
of all denominations will be equally 
free to acquire by the moral means 
of persuasion and example. 
The first ships duly'departed and the Association 
seemed to be out of trouble. 
But as the first ships sailed away, the Papal 
aggression burst upon England. Godley's friends 
wrote him a series of gloomy letters la~enting the 
"No Poperyu scare, the conversion to Rome of mutual 
friends, and fears of an episcopal secession from the 
Church of England: 
It is my only consolation· that the 
Church rif England is putting forth 
vigorous scions in foreign lands even 
~hen the time of her glory as far as 
human eyes can judge is departing 
. 37 
from her. 
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The colonial newspapers joined the national outcry 
and The Australian and New Zealand G~z.ett.~ launched 
~ series of·slashing attacks on Bishop Selwyn for 
~is Puseyite leanings. 
tractarianism's: 
It went on to denounce 
staunch advocates ••• th~ very men 
who have been the most distinguished 
in the promotion of their creed in 
the colonies;~ the Wilberforoes, the 
Coleridges and the subordinates of 
whom they are the leaders. 38 
At first Wakefield was confident that the Assoc-
-iation could ride out the storm. He had partially 
overcome the problem of recruiting suitable prin~ipal 
clergy for the colony and speaking of the Reverend 
Nugent Wade, at that time the prospective warden of 
College House, he declared: 
He is not quite free from party 
reputation; but the objection, great 
, 
aa it is for the particular office, 
has been overcome in my mind by his 
most winning mind and manner: and 
I rely somewhat. on the present 
destruction, or destruction for 
the present, of the ultra Milit-
-arian party by the monstrous folly 
of Dr Wiseman and Pio Nono, and the 
weakmindedriess of those o~~ ou~ 
clergy who fly to Rome because 
they are uncomfortable, or, if they 
stay. parade their belief in the 
substantial importance of vestments 
and attitudes. 
He triumphantly crowed: 
Bowler has made a report on the 
whole management of the eight 
ships... It will astonish many 
of our Detractors, by showing that 
fta lot of Young Englanders, Parsons. 
Puseyites~ and so forth, can do a 
very complicated and difficult ~ieee 
of real city business~ not only 
better and cheaper, but far better 
and cheaper. than it has ever been 
39 . 
done before. 
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But shortly· afterwards Wakefield was alarmed by 
Sewell's report that it was extremely likely that 
parliament, under pressure from Lord Ashley, was 
contemplating a reform of the Prayer Book. The effect 
of this would be.to split the Association between a 
parliamentary church party made up of evangelicals and 
liberals who supported the new Prayer Book and a 
secessionist, or free church party made up of high church 
-men and tractarians who supported the old Prayer Book. 
Sew&ll's proposed soluti6n was to place Canterbury under 
the jurisdiction of Bishop Selwyn who would be sure to 
reject the new Prayer Book, thus satisfying the high 
~hurchmen; while the low churchmen could not object to 
such a legal course of action. Wakefield opposed 
this on the grounds that since the Association charter 
sought to promote: 
the Church of England as by law 
established 
Sewell's solution would be immediately denounced 
by the laity as an evasion of the oblig~tion of law~. 
Wakefield's report of his convers~tion with Sewell 
continued; 
that one of the means by which 
party strife had hitherto been 
those who object to Bishop Selwyn's 
High opinions, that he is not to be 
the Bisho~ of the Settlement; that 
a full submission to him now, on the 
supposition that Mr Jackson would 
certainly (as.he certainly would) 
go with the Church of the loaves 
and fishes, and that a Selwyn-appointed 
Bishop suf~ragan should be appointed 
i~stead, would raise amongst us the 
very division it is so desirable to 
avert; that my hope is that we 
may get along, ~s we have done 
hitherto in matters ~f religious 
opinion, by carefully avoiding any 
appointment distasteful to the 
bulk of the Laity who emigrate 
(nine-tenths of whomp at least, are 
even afraid of High Church tend-
-encies) and by also avoiding 
appointments and deeds so far of 
a party character as to displease 
even the Highest Churchman in the 
Association; that to do all this 
requires aMmost skillful steering of 
the ship, more especially now when 
the country is torn by a feud 
' 40 
growing out of the R. C. proceedings. 
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Although this crisis did not eventuate, the next 
month brought a more serious one, At a colonists' 
meeting at the Adelphi, Wynne told Wakefield that John 
Simeon, brother to Charles Simeon an Association 
member, was on the verge of going over to Rome. 
40 Wa. to Go, 23 Jan 1851: ~.anterqu,tY ·Papers ~ Letters 
from E. G. Wakefield to J ._,R, G~ey...._ Vol. 1, 
m~Ju1y -·18s1-
Wakefield asked Wynter to appeal to Simeon's sense of 
honour and postpone any dramatic action till after the 
departure of the main body of colonists in that year. 
Wynter approached Simeon and later told Wakefield that 
probably nothing would eventuate for quite some time. 
However Wakefield decided to take no.chartces and brought 
£orward the departure date of the main e~pedition by a 
month. The precaution was certainly justified for in 
May he wrote.to Godley; 
I·shall not say much ~bout John 
Simeon's perversion to Rome. The 
.fact has only realised my anticipat-
-ions. It is, as I also anticipated, 
a heavy blow to Canterbury. But if 
~t have the effect of making the 
Committee take good care to avoid the 
imputation of Tractarianism on the 
road to Romanism - as the laity of 
England, 99 to 100, now think Tract-
-arianism to be - the shock of the 
blow will not last long. At present 
there can be no doubt that whatever 
indisposition there was (and it was 
very considerable and widespread) 
to embark for Canterbury on account 
of its supposed Puseyism,has been 
much increased for the present by 
Simeon's passage from Traota~ianism to 
Romani sm. If you think that I 
dwell over much on this subject, I 
would remind you that thus far, so 
far as we are aware, out of the 1800 
people who have sailed for Canterbury, 
~~ is a person of very High-Church 
opinions: 41 it is a fact (let those 
41 An incorrect statement as chapter 3 will.show 
account for it who can), that the 
~olonizing public is almost entirely 
anti-Tractarian 6 Put this and that 
together and you will see the real 
importance of tbe subject ln. its 
b i t . 42 ear ng on all our opera 1ons. 
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Another difficulty was that Jackson was returning home 
soon to face the wrath of the As~~ciation over his 
financial bunglings. It was highly likely that he 
~ould think ·attack the best meahs of •defence, side with 
Lord Ashley and the evangelicals, ezplolt the public 
furore over the Papal aggression and John Simeon's def-
-ection to Rome, and disc~edit the Association as a 
Romanising body. In the event~ Jackson was dealt with 
.firmly before being allowed to make too much trouble. 
But the Canterbury Association, desperate to raise loans 
to finance road building, excused its p6or financial 
situation on the grounds: 
that the distracted state of the 
Church, nearly squeezed to death 
between Phillpotts and Ashley, puts 
subscriptions of any amount out of 
the question. 43 
After this, the ecclesiastical crises of the Association 
,. 
abated as peace slowly returned to the church. It had 
been a close call. 
So we come to an end of this survey of the relat-
-ionship between the O:Kford movement and· the Canterbury 
Association. In reviewing the evidence we must conclude 
that there was substantial injection of tr~ctarian 
ideology i~to the Canterbury project through the 
11 political Puseyism 11 of Godley and the similar ideals 
of .Lord John Manner's Young England party.. The 
tractarians were not interested in the Canterbury settle-
42 Wa to Go 1 6 May 1851: C~nterbury Papers - Letters 
from .E. G. Wakefield to J. R. Qpdley, Vol.l •. 
l815 .. July, 1851. 
43 Wa to Go, Ibid 
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-meat because they saw it as a bolt hole for catholic 
anglic~nism from its protestant persecut6~s, though they 
may have been interested in the possibility of setting 
up a non-established church. Deeply concerned abotit 
the revival of Convocation and dubious of the value of 
the Royal Supremacy they might have thought it possible 
to create a free episcopal church in New Zealand. What 
is certain is that the tractarians involved themselves 
•ith the Canterbury Assoeiation because of the soc.ial 
~nd political implications of their churcbmansbip. Their 
social vision was based on a romantic, conservative 
protest against democra?Y and industrialism. They 
wished to alleviate social distress and postpone a 
social cataclysm in Britain by emigration, and 6reate 
and pious and just, hieracb±cal society in Canterbury. 
They also wished to c~eate a powerful and glorious 
branch of the Church of England at a time when the 
Mother Church seemed to be breaking up. It would be 
fair to say that Godley and his fellow tractarian~ 
became involved in the Canterbury Association because 
of their tractarian ideology. However, when they got 
down to business their religious and social vision 
faded, as they faced the more practical problems of 
actually getting the project off the ground. Unfort-
-unately we do not know who made up ''the Coleridge 
party•• or if they wanted Bishop Selwyn for Canterbury 
because they thought him a fellow tractarian or just 
a good bishop. 
The evangelicals seem to have b~en more concerned 
with sending missionaries overse~~ rather than a complete 
diocesan organisation. They feared church colonization 
because it might threaten the dominance of the CMS in 
~any missionary areas, exercise a bad social influence 
~n the natives unde~ the care of evangelical mission-
-aries, and lead to the ousting· of evangelicals in the 
mission field by tractarian clergy. Apart from the 
concern of John Hutt and some of the evangelically 
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minded colonists about the possibility of Bishop Selwyn 
becoming Bishop of Canterbury, the evangelicals do not 
appear to have bad much influence on the decisions of 
the As~6ciation. Hutt was their only man tin the 
Management Committee. 
No other party in the Church of Englan4 seems 
to have bad the ideals or the energy to sponsor such 
a thoroughly ecclesiastical colonial venture. Without 
Godleys "political Puseyism" Wakefield's plan of oolon-
-~zation wo~ld only have been an int~resting idea. 
) In this sense tractarianism can be said to have given 
, practical substance to the Canterbury proje~t. 
The Association's membership was aristocratic, 
conservative and anglican. It contained a relat-
-ively small but powerful group of tractarians and their 
sympathisers, with a small but influential representation 
on the Management Committee. Most of the members of 
the Management Committee were moderate or non-party· 
chu1•chmen. 
The ~ssociation seems to have been relatively 
free from internal party strife and, with one or two 
exceptions, its members stuck to the practicalities 
of the business in hand. Members did their feuding 
outside the Association and these external feuds bad 
~uite an impact on the Association 1 s affairs. 44 
However, despite the care of its founders, the Assoc-
-iation was unfairly labelled a Puseyite affair by low 
church propagandists from its inception, and the un~ 
-fortunate label stuck. The Church of England-was in 
a distracted state over the Gorham judgement and the 
Papal aggression, and bot~ the British public and the 
colonising public seem to have been largely unsymp-
-athetic to tractarianism. The Canterbury project 
began just at the moment when the Church of England was 
being strained to the limits of its toleration. The 
"Puseyite label" problem became acute in 1850-l and 
revealed itself in three specific crises: the bishop-
-ric question, the Papal aggression ~nd John ~imeonis 
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~efection to Rome. The Association found it difficult 
to convince prejudiced public opinion that it was not a 
«regular Pus~yite affair''• This public distrust 
resulted in the Association's difficulties in selling 
land, enlisting colonists, raising .loans and finding a 
suitable bishop. These problems becam~ particularly 
aoute in 1851. However, ~he Association ~ained its 
central objective of despatching two main expeditions 
of colonists' to Canterbury in 1850 and 1851. This 
achievement, coupled with the gradual return of peace 
to the church, had defused the problem by 1&52. 
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CHAPTER 111 
EARLY CANTERBURY ANGLICANISM 
At the public breakfast for the mai~ expedition 
of Canterbury colonists in July 1850 the Reverend 
William Sewell made a-speech: 
He prayed that the spirit of party 
and controversy might be excluded; 
that the colonists would have nothing 
to do with the controversies of tbe 
day, but cling to their praye~ books 
~nd their bishops, for then he was 
sure they would succeed ••• It would 
be the duty of the bishop to point 
out the dangers of covetousness and 
.of faction, and to show where tbere 
true ambition should be pl~ced; there 
was no power to keep them together 
except that of their bishop and their 
~burch, ~hich would bind them by a 
golden chain and assist them in 
developing a sound and healthy 
freedom. l 
In constant danger of becoming embroiled in ecclesiastical 
~ontroversy itself, the Canterbury Association hoped 
that disputes over churchmanship would be absent in the 
new colon~. Certainly Wakefield thought that no such 
problem should arise for he believed that none of the 
1800 colonists who had departed for Canterbury by 1851 
were'~f very High Church opinions". We know little 
1 C A Times, 31 July, 1850. 
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about. the churchmanship of the first colonists, but we 
do know that among them was Benjamin Mountfor~the 
architect, who became the leading anglo cathoi1c layman 
.·of the diocese. In October 1877 he sent a memorial 
protesting against the Kaiapoi judgement to Bishop 
Harper, and it is certain that three of his 
co-.signatori.es came out, in the first two main e:xpedi t ions. 2 
Some of the colonists were evangelicals, some were 
wesleyans, a few w:ere Presbyterians; but most were 
~rdinary 1 angli~an laity untouched by the party strife 
in the Church of England. 
What kind of anglican church would they find in 
New Zealand and what was the churchmanship of its most 
dominant personality, Bishop Selwyn? The North Island 
had been evangelised by CMS cl,ergy and catechists who 
had had considerable success amongst .~he Maoris. 
Theirs was an austere religion, devoid of faBt day or 
feas~, with infrequent celebrations of the holy 
communion, and a large emphasis on the bible and the 
Prayer Book. In competition with them were wesleyan 
-and roman catholic missionaries. Church life had been 
established in the large european communities in Nelson, 
Wellington and Auckland. Of the small number ot 
europeans in Canterbury most were presbyterian&, with a 
small roman catholic community at Akaroa, and a handful 
of anglicans. 
From his headquarters at. St Johns College, 
Auckland, Bishop Selwyn presided over this confused 
patchwork of a missionary diocese. A man of consider-
able ability and forceful, charming personality he 
2 The memorialists were the most active anglo 
catholic laity in the diocese. The ones referred 
to are: B. W. ~ountfort, Charlotte Jane; Francis 
Taylor, 1L<t~dolf; Margaret Taylor, ~; 
Alexander Ande~son, Steadfaat; · . 
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succeeded in captivating even the suspicious Godley. 
In a very real sense he set the tone for New Zealand 
churchmanship. One of his most decisive acts was to 
put a stop to the informal intercommunion arrangements 
~hich bad sprung up between the anglican and wesleyan 
missionaries4 Declaring the wesleyans to be schis-
matics, he forbade anglican converts to enter their 
places of worship o~ pain of excom~unication. The bad 
feeling that resulted from this led to the first 
accusations of Puseyism against Selwyn and the charge 
stuck. From then his most innocent actions were 
closely examined for their bearing on his churchmanship. 
Whether it was installing a crederice table in a church 
at Taranaki or putting candlesticks on the altar at St 
Johns, rumours and speculations gained a wide currency 
Jn the parochial colonial communities of the time. 
One settler recalled: 
When I arrived in the colony I 
found that Bishop Selwyn bad been 
by accl~mation voted a Puseyite. 
Not having much belief in popular 
acclamation I was pertinacious in 
asking why? uwhat is Pusey ism?" 
said I - 11Could not exactly say" -
«Have you read the ninety tracts?u 
-"No" - «Tben why do you call Bishop 
' Selwyn a Puseyite?"- uwell; he.has 
g~t a cross on his tentt" But oven I 
lapsed into error. The Bishop had a 
little bald spot on the top of his head, 
so round ahd so sharply defined that I 
3 
mistook it for an embryo tonsure. 
The charge of Puseyism was widely balieved in 
Britain, particularly b~cause of the critical reports 
3 Carleton, Lik..,Q,f Henry Williams, i i, 55, Quoted 
in J. Miller • Earl:t_Yictorian NeV?._ Zealand, p. 186. 
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of a jumpy colonial press. uwe are grieved to hear It' 
observed ~he Australian and New Ze~land Gazette: 
from sources the accuracy of which is 
indisputable. that in New Zealand the 
practices of the head of the church 
there savour more of Rome than of 
Canterbury .... It is stated to us 
that at t~e seat of the episcopacy, 
"Romish" mummeries are in vogue, 
feasts and fasts kept, confession 
practiced, and a system of monkery 
established, even to the. compellihg 
the clergy and their wives to "dine 
.in hall n - in "refeotoryu we, perhaps, 
ought to have said. We are sorry to 
see a man of Dr Selwyn's .energetic 
mind engaged in such puerilities. 4 
Were the charges true? 
opinions?: 
What were Selwyns 
You are entitled to receive this 
statement of my feelin~s, that you 
may know how far I sympathise with 
the religious movement of which 
Oxford was the centre, and at what 
point I stop ••• While it seemed 
that the one object of all their 
endeavours was to develop in all its 
fullness the actual system of the 
anglican church, neither adding 
aught to it, nor taking aught away 
from it: but purifying its 
corruptions, calling forth its 
latent energies, encouragirig its 
pr~esthood to higher aims, and to 
4 ANZ Gazeti£, 30 Nov 1850 1 p. 61. 
a holier and more self-denying life ••• 
- in one word, while they seemed to 
teach us to do in our own system 
and ritual what the apostles did 
in their days, and what our own 
ohurch still prescribes; I felt that 
I could not disobey their calling, 
because it' was not theirs, but the 
voice of my Holy Mother whom I had 
sworn to obey, and the example of 
"the apostles ~hich it was my heart'~ 
desire to follow. But when a change 
came upon the spirit of their teaching, 
and it seemed as if our own Church was 
not good enough to retain their 
allegiance; when, instead of the unity 
for which we had prayed, we seemed 
to be on the verge of a frightful 
schism; then indeed I ah'runk back, 
as if a voice had spoken within 
Not one step further; for I love 
my Church in which I was born to 
God, and by his help I will love 
' 5 
her to the end. 
me: 
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Selwyn had left for New Zealand in 1842 and so had 
only been influenced by the triumphant first phase of 
tractarianism. He was not in England during its defeat 
at Oxford and its later development into l"itualigm. 
Yet though influenced by the Oxford movement he was 
no tractarian for he had taken part in the consecration 
of the Bishop of Jerusalem. He had only a hazy 
conception of where ·the Oxford movement was going, and 
could be patron of the camden society and take its 
5 H. W. Tucker, Life of Bishop SelwYE,·, Vol 1, 
pp. 21+0-::- 241. 
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plans and designs for colonial churches to New Zealand 
without anticipating the future development in ritual 
and ecclesiastical architecture which was the hallmark 
of that societ~. He seems to have regarded tractarian-
ism as a rejuvenated form of the old fashioned high 
ehurch movement. Thus he could talk abput "Our Anglo 
Catholic Church" while at the same time pr~siding over 
a predominantly low .church clergy. But what he was 
really interested in was the revival and renewal of 
Convocation; Synods of bishops, the Cathedral system, 
and Diocesan organisation, all of which seemed to be 
effectively functioning in the roman catholic church. 
He shared the tractarians horror of erastianism and 
wanted to see the Church of England shake itself free 
~f state c~ntrol. And this was why New Zealand was 
so important to him, for it seemed to offer the chance 
·of a fresh start: 
My desire is, in this country, 
so far as God may give me light 
and strength, to try what the 
actual system of the Church of 
England can do, when disencumbered 
from its earthly load of seats in 
P~rliament, Erastian compromises, 
corruption of patronage, confusion 
of orders, synodless bishops, and 
. d 6 an unorgan~ze clergy. 
It has been argued7 that colonial bishops needed 
tractarianism in order to assert a true episcopal role 
because they lacked the security of social and political 
power enjoyed by their English counterparts. It would 
seem that Selwyn wa~ selective in his adoption of 
6 H. W. Tucker, Life .of_Jiishop .f?,elW.Y..UI Vol 1, p. 200. 
7 A. P. Cooper, "The O~ford Movement and Australia". 
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tractarian principles and that his mi~sionary e~perience 
enhanced his appreciation of the tractarian view of the 
episcopal role. In a letter to Bishop Samuel Wilber-
f.orce of Oxford Selwyn declared that: 
the time is past when there was 
truth in the s~ying, that the pomp 
of bishops conciliated the respect 
of the people ••• Think ••• whether 
the time be not come to Ecclesiastici2e 
our order, to drop the bad imitation 
~f the aristocracy, and to appear 
in a character peculiarly and 
strikingly our own. 8 
Selwyn was very much influenced by the tractarians, 
(.some of his missionary enthusiasm had been caught 
from Manning) but he was not a party man. Like the 
members of the Canterbury Association who were interested 
in Canterbury as a church se~tlement he wanted a New 
Zealand church enshrinin,·~~actarian objectives without 
using tractarian means or men. 
The clergy the Canterbury Association sent out do 
not seem to have been well chosen for a colonial life 
and, by and large. were .neither active nor energetic 
in the perform~nce of their duties. Complaints against 
them came early and one of the mOst damaging criticisms 
came from Fit2Gerald: 
Besides, I maintain the clergy have 
frequently if not generally done more 
harm than good on board. Three 
were habitual and be~stly drunkards. 
Complaints were made privately against 
others for non attention. It is 
indeed manifest that the class 
8 Sel to Wilb~ 20 Dec 1849, Bodleian Lib~ary, Oxford, 
Ms Wilberforce, C. 10 ff. 20721, Quoted in Coop~r~~ 
"The Oxford Movement and Australia" ,1 / 
of clergymen who would take a 
work of that kind, a temporary 
employment, to roam over the world 
(~illegible) is a bad one - the worst chaps. . 
Again I say the Aforementioned 
did not get the work done when 
they could for nothing. Sometimes 
the ~haplain has been appointed 
to a ship in which a clergyman 
. 9 
was a passenger. 
Worse w~s to follow, for when the ships Dhaplains 
arrived at Lyttelton they found that there were too 
many clergy for a small colonial community and that 
.~he Association did not have su~ficient mpney to pay 
for the schoolteachers and clergy it had taken on. An 
~larmed Godley pointed out in early 1851 that there 
were 7 clergymen for a population of 2,000 people 
and at least another 6 clergy were expected in June. 
He went on to predict correctly the eventual outcome· 
of this situation: 
the Clerical establishment being 
enormously disproportioned to the 
wants of the people, the greater 
number of the clergy will necessarily 
be sinecurists and must either 
become altogether secul~rized by 
lt~ing and stipporting themselves as 
ordinary settlers, or receive clerical 
incomes which they cannot earn by 
real work. 
He blamed the Association for selecting clergy of 
indepenclent means who would naturallY. be~ome land-
owners: 
9 FitzGerald to Selfe, 6 Aug 1852: Selie Papers 
men who are likely, in fact to 
be primarily settlers and 
landowners, and but secondarily 
priests. 10 
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Thus with few dhurches, few stipends, and no bishop 
the Canterbury clergy be~ame discontented and cantank-
er~us, plaguing the Association with requests for money, 
churches, a bishop, ·and even alleging that they had 
been persuaded to come out under false pretences. All 
in all, they do not seem to have been of that superior 
class of self sacrificing priests that the tractarian 
revival was producing to work under the most difficult 
6~ conditions as slum pastors in ~he great industrial 
·cities of England. 
The Reverend C, Alabaster and the Reverend W. 
W. Willock were said by some to be high churchmen but 
I have been unable to find any hint of this. Henry 
Sewell found the Reve1•end W. B. Dudley to be "rather 
e~treme in his views•', unpopular with many for his 
treatment of tenants, strictly adhering to the fasts 
and festivals of the Prayer Book, punctilious in the 
holding of a daily service, and strong against dissent. 
Yet Dudley's later career gives no hint of a taste for 
things "High ... Sewell found the standard of clerical 
ministratio~s better and the laity more faithful in 
Canterbury than in Wellington where ~hortened services 
in only two churches attracted less than 200 churchgoers 
out of a population of 3,000 people. Canterbury had 
some devoted clergy but the reputation of the church 
was being tarnished by the scandalous behaviour of the 
Reverend Joseph Twigger. A man of considerable 
capital, Twigger came out on the ~-in 1851 and 
took up a lite of l~nd ownership and hard drinking. 
On a dark night in 1855 he left the White Hart Hotel, 
10 · Go to Lyt, 10 June 1851: ~~t·~~.~~s, 
Qodley J.ette,!'.S,.:,. 
I; 
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nav1ng consumea n1s usua~ ~wen~y nips, %ell .into the 
Avon, and drowned, 
The anglican church in Canterbury was fa~ing severe 
problems. Some of th~m stemmed from the A~s~ciation's 
I 
land policy. Poor land sales coupled with a drought 
in New South Wales and Victoria obliged Godley to relax 
the restrictions which favoured an agricultural 
economic base for C~pterbury and allow in Austtalian 
pastoralists. By 1853 approximately one million acres 
had been taken up by large sheep runs and the pilgrims 
had been joined by Australian squatters, who had been 
allowed in without any kind of religious test. 
Moreover, the Secretary of State ~ad declared that he 
would not allow exclusive anglicanism in Canterbury. 
The poor land sales and cheap pasturage rights had left 
the anglican church with little money to finance church 
. building or ecclesiastiQal endowments. The influx of 
Australian pastoralists meant that there were quite a 
few unselected colonists of all shades of religious 
opinions. The anglican church was in a particularly 
~eak position to cope with this new challenge of lost 
advantages since the early resignation of .Bishop-desighate 
Jackson left its highly centralised authority structure 
without episcopal ~irection. The situation was further 
complicated by the Association's reluctance to grant 
the colonists fHll control over their own ecclesiastical 
affairs, 
situation: 
This vacuum in leadership led to this 
It must be said that the picture 
presented by the Church in.Canterbury 
at the beginning of the year 1857, is 
not a cheerful one. A state of 
apathy and inertness everywhere 
appear._ Clergy and laity alike show 
/" 
little power of initiative, and no 
11 
missionary zeal. 
11 H. T. Purcha s, Bis h'?.E •. J:Lar pe~ and the. C.§.~t er bul" y 
Settle~ent, p. 72. 
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By contrast, the non conformists with their grass roots 
~rganisation and localised authority structure had an 
inherent advantage in a frontier soaiety. Aided by the 
sudden influx of co-religionists from Australia the 
non conformists exhibited considerable initiative and 
by the mid l850's two wesleyan chapels and a presbyterian 
church had been built. The anglican church would 
continue to flounder' until an effective bishop was sent 
out. Summing up the problems of the day a perceptive 
(though not unbiased) observer stated: 
In short owing to causes not very 
hard to seek the Church of England 
seems less pcipular, tho~gh it may 
have more adherents than in' the 
other provinces of New Zealand where 
it took its chances among all comers. 
Complaints were not few of the hardship 
of having to pay twice over for 
Church ministrations, once in the 
price of land and now in voluntary 
subscriptions for Cathedrals, schools, 
maintenance of Clergy, and so forth, 
from which the purchasers of three 
pound an acre land flattered 
themselves they had escaped for the 
rest of their natural lives. The 
individual clergy, also with one or 
two exceptions are perhaps not consid-
ered very bright and shining examples 
~f the efficacy of apostolic descent 
to qual~fy for the ecclesiastical 
leadership of the model Church 
. 12 
colony of the nineteenth century. 
In 1857 Bishop Harper arrived and there~fter the 
situation rapidly improved. A close friend of Selwyn's, 
12 Fox to Godley, 31 Dec 1858: Ms Canterbury Museum 
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he became a tutor at ~ton anu While there was ordained 
to the anglican ministry. At first he was a clergyman 
of relatively low church views. Ho~ever, in the late 
1830s he took a deep interest in the Oxford movement 
and changed his the6iogical outlook to the point where 
he completely. adopted the tra.ctal' ian emphasis on 
baptismal regeneration and sought to deepen his inner 
life through a disalplined spirituality on the tractarian 
pattern. In 1840 he became the vicar of the country 
parish of Mortimer and distinguished himself as an 
exemplary parish priest. The innovations he intra-
duced suggest that he was sensitive to the reforms of the 
Oxford movement without being a wl:\olehearted supporter 
of traotarianiam. Communion was monthly, and there 
I 
was a service on saints days at lla.m. Great care 
was taken over the preparation of candidates for 
,_..Confirmation. The rood ioft and gallery was l'emoved 1 
~long with the choir and brass band• to make way for a 
restored chancel which accommodated a surpliced choir 
and barrel organ. He was a moderate churchman who 
disliked theological liberalism and was sympathetic 
to the earlier phase of anglo catholioism. 13 But 
there is one factor in Bishop Harper's family background 
~hich has so far escaped the notice of historians. His 
brother George was also ordaine~ an anrlican priest but 
later changed his allegiance to become a roman c~tholic 
priest. Father George Harper died iri 1862 ministering 
to plague victims in Lancashire. Perhaps his brother 
catholic priest tinged Bishop Harper's sympathy for 
the Oxfo1•d movement with suspicion whcm. latet• devel·· 
opments se~med to indicBte a traotarianism on the way 
to romanism. 
The considerable.ability of the man was revealed 
in the neJCt few years .in that by the early 1860s he 
had put the affairs of the Chr1stchur6h diocese on a 
sound footing. 
13 i.e. non-ritualistic tractarianiam 
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The three basic problems which Bishop Harper 
diagnosed were, an inadequate income for clerical 
stipends and for diocesan administration, too few 
~hurcbes, and a alack clergy. The first problem was 
resolv~d by the bishop persuading 6hurch people to 
accept the innovation.of pay~ng clerical stipends and 
diocesan quotas by means of a monthly collection. The 
second by persuading. the laity to sponsor a church 
building p~ogramme and to lobby the Provincial 
Government for financial assistance. The third was 
the most difficult problem and the bishop's diaries 
provide ample evidence that his clergy were not the 
.stuff of which enthusiastic self-sacrificing tractarian 
'"" priests were made. The bishop's task was to get the 
' A 
clergy off their farms, persuade them to do more ~han 
hold two services a Sunday and do a little pastoral 
work in their immediate locality. The clergy would 
have to be galvanized into extending their pastoral 
ministrations to the hitherto neglected sheep runs on 
the Canterbury plains and to beginning missionary 
work amongst the Maori communities. H. T. Purchas 
sums up the bishop's difficult task in these words: 
Very few of the first clergy of 
./; 
the settlement e.Xcaped reproof // . 
and even censure from their new 
diocesan. Iri some cases he went 
to the length of withdrawing their 
licenses altogether - sometimes 
restoring them upon promises of 
amendment. But all this exercise 
~f discipline was carried out with 
great tact, and was known to few 
beyond the .persons. immediately 
affected. Sometimes a clergyman 
was deprived of a pastoral charg~ 
under the guise of preferment 
to another position. which brought 
·perhaps greater dignity, but fewer 
opportunities of helping-or hindering-
the real work of ministering to souls. 
The grounds upon which the bishop 
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acted were generally those of negligence 
and inactivity. 14 
N~r was he slow in proclaiming his views on changes 
.. 
in worship and ceremoniai. Better informed than most 
about devel~pments in the English Church, he laid down 
guidelines about what was permissible in his diocese. 
In his presidential address to the synod of 1870, he 
declared that alterations in the forms of church 
services should be governed by the advice of the Prayer 
Book, which recommended that the church be n~ither too 
easy nor too stiff in authorising innovations in services. 
He went on to suggest tentatively the introduction of 
evening communion services, a practice abhorrent to 
fasting anglo .catholics. The bishop was a moderate 
~ho disapproved of any extremist, whether bishop or parish 
priest, who forced his own personal preferences on his 
congregation. But he was prepared to allow a certain 
latitude in the way services were conducted, and would 
allow special services if the congregation completely 
approved of them and if the clergyman had sought the 
bishop's permission. In his opening addr~ss to the 
1875 synod, he opposed any alteration in the services 
and formularies of the Prayer Book, particularly as 
they related to ceremonial usages in worship, on the 
grounds that any revision would only add to the divis-
ions with the church. However a diversity of usages 
ought to be allowed within different provinces of the 
lr. . 
anglican communion ~ and he went on to define .more 
14 H. T. Purcha s, Bi s ho.IL.!!ar per_.and the CaU,1~buu 
~' p. 83. 
15 Presumably this meant that each country ought to 
be allowed a certain latitude in its liturgical 
forms. 
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strictly what was permissible in his diocese. He 
·pointed out that the Prayer Book demanded only a 
minimal conformity in ceremonial usages, prohibiting 
only usages which might deny or distort the church's 
~octrine or teach false doctrine. Congregations were 
.allowed a considerable 1 i bert y in the way they inter-
p~eted its ambiguous and brief formularies. Some 
qustoms, such as the ascription of glory to God before 
~he reading.of the Gospel, bowing at the name of Jesus, 
facing east for the creeds, and the position of the 
clergyman during various acts of worship, were neither 
recommended nor denied by_the formularies, but had 
received a certain sanction fro~ long continued use. 
Their introduction did not involve any question of 
doctrinal change or obedience or disobedience to 
authority but was rather a question of whether it would 
~dify a congregation or divide it. Referring to the 
lG Phillimore decision in the Court of Arches, 1868, the 
bishop declared that he had the authority to allow a 
pluralism in ceremonial usage in which a clergyman with 
the support of the majority of his vestry could obtain 
permission for certain ceremonial innovations, which 
other parishes did not have. The bishop's overriding 
concern was to maintain unity and keep the peace. The 
one thing he would not tolerate was novelties in worship 
being forced on unwilling congregation~ • 
Two points should be made he~e. . Even before its 
first appearance in Christchurch, anglo catholicism had 
encouraged the growth of one of its distinctive contrib-
utions to nineteenth century church life, congregation-
16 tt a,n y ceremony w h i c h i s s u b s i d i a r y t .o what i s 
o~dcred and in accordance with primitive and 
~atholic use, an~ not nece~sarily connected 
with novelties, which were rejected at the 
Reformation is lawful; but the doihg or the use 
of ceremony must be governed by the discretion 
of some person in authority" • .Qt!, Nov 1875. p,6, 
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alism in worship. Fear of ~~s eventual arrival in the 
diocese had created the possibility of each local 
anglican church becoming independent and autonomous in 
its choice of style of worship. It could only be a 
matter of time before some local anglican parishes took 
advantage of Bishop Harpervs guid~li.nes for liturgical 
changes and mov~d t~wards a more catholic type of 
worship. The second point is that because of the 
generally low church character of the diocese Bishop 
Harper's guidelines would only secure peace for the 
church if an innovating anglo catholic prie,t was 
prepared to move slowly and bring all his people with 
him. 
In Canterbury, as in many ~ther nineteenth century 
european colonies, the denominational patterns Of the 
old world were faithfully reproduced. This was 
particularly true of the Canterbury anglicans who 
brought with them the traditional party positions within 
their own denomination. Throughout the 1860s a small 
,-'""\ 
but highly articulate body of anglo catholic la,ity .'vere ,· 
coming into existence in the diocese. of Christchur~\i •.• 
They were led by one or two clergy who, .though distinctly 
moderate and timid by Briti~~ sta~dards, seemed daringly 
~High" to their colonial contemporaries. Nor were the 
anglo catholics the only party to dev~lop in strength. 
The anglican settlers in this period seem to have been 
generally low church by today's standards but ther~ was 
more diversity than has hitherto been assumed, This is 
illustrated by the Church News report of the consecration 
of St Marys, Timaru, in 1871: 
A few minutes after 11 o'clock, a 
procession' was formid.headed by a 
do.zen choir boys; , they certainly 
presented a motley appearance~ clothes 
of all colours and shapes, white 
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flannel caps, straw hats and billycooks. 
It would very much haye added to 
to solemnity of the service if 
surplices had been provided for the 
choir. And then, the clergy, one 
naturally as~s why they cannot adopt 
some uniform style of dress - short 
~urplices to the knees, and long 
~Qrplices trailing to the ground, 
surplices with a multitude of plaits, 
~nd surplices plain on the shoulders, 
correct-looking.cassocks, and grey 
trousers and muddy boots, two college 
caps, a biretta, a bell-topper, and 
felt hats of many shapes. The High, 
Low and Broad Church seem to have each 
their f( sic). distinctive style of dress, 
J . 
" ' 
but if all things were done decently and 
in order such incongruities would not 
be seen. 17 
The most prominent of the "High" clergy. was ·a 
mission priest, the Reverend Henry Cooper. Originally 
from Ireland, his ministry to.the people of Canterbury 
extended to many of the remote ~reas where no parocial 
organisation was e~tablished. 18 His tractarian 
theological views were most untypical of Irish ~retest­
ant clergy though he had the Irish love of controversy 
and strong opinions. In May 1872 he went to a public 
meeting intending to deliver a lecture· on '~Ritualism". 
It was to be a reply to the attacks made on the founders 
of the Oxford movement during ~ recent address delivered 
by a presbyterian minister. Befo~e he was a quarter 
17 Cl'{; Nov 1871, p. 19. Birettas seem to have been 
characteristic of clerical ~ccentr.icity rather 
than the party badge they later became. 
18 "his sphere of work was the district between the 
.Rakaia and Rangitata rivers, the Mackenzie Country, 
·the Peninsula and a few districts in Canterbury". 
S. Parr, Canter~ury PJlgri~ag~, p, 86, 
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~f the way through his lecture an over-wrought ~r~sby­
terian minis tel:', the Rever.endjMcGowan, rose to ·~is feet 
and made such a commotion that the chairman sto~ped the 
lecture. Never a man to give up easily, Henry Cooper 
then published his lectUl'e in J'h~_.P:re s ~ and ChUJ:_c h News. 
Although he said that he was: 
not about to speak in fav~ur or 
defence of·what has been called 
the Tractari•n movement 
be went on to deliver a lengthy and emotional defence 
of John Kable and Dr E. B. Pusey. Nor could there be 
any doubt. where Coopey//~octrinal sympathies lay: 
In the.pres~nt day there is a great 
deal of clap-trap talked about, 
Ritualism and many other isms, brit 
~he safeguard of Churchmen is the 
firm belief in the truth and office 
of the Eng~ish Church, in the Divine 
Nature of her Episcopate, in the 
Apostolical Succession of her 
Priesthood, and in th& abiding 
presence of her blessed Lord in 
the Holy Sacrament. 
Such a belief will be the best· 
safeguard against Popery on the 
~ne hand and Dissent on the other. 
holding fast to these truths, I say:-
*'God save the Churcht be this our cry, 
Both when we live, and when we diei 
For rave her foemen as they will, 
'l'he Church is England's glory st:l.ll". 19 
,/ 
For England in the 1870's these .were comparltively 
/ unremarkabl~ ideas but in Canterbury this was fighting 
talk. 
In ~872 Cooper became locum tenens of Holy Trinity, 
19 CN, .May 1871, pp. '/-8 
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Avonside. In the interegnum before the new vicar 
arrived, several special Holy Week services were 
introduced, incl.Uding the 11Th1•ee Hourstt service on Good 
- -
Friday. This service is now staridard form in many 
parishes and consists of a series of sermons on the 
Passion interspersed with hymns and prayers. Once 
again Cooper was in the news as controversy broke out 
in Christchurch newspapers over the innovations~ The 
Church Ne'YJ! .summarised the controversy admirably. Afte.t.' 
stating that Cooper had taken special morning and afternoon 
services throughout Holy Week it went on to say: 
On Thursday morning, March 28th, a letter 
appeared in the Press, signed uAnti-Ritualist••, 
denouncing in ~trong terms the setting up 
of a shelf beside the communion table, 
the weekly celebration of the Holy 
Communion, choral services, and other 
matters which the personal feeling 
entertained for the late incumbent had 
caua~d to be passed over; and saying 
that during the week the proceedings 
had been so extreme as to oblige some 
of the really Christian people to leave 
the parish church. A gentleman had 
told him that across the chancel was 
hung a black or dark-coloured curtain, 
intended, he (the gentleman) believed, 
to represent the veil of the temple. the 
communion table was perf~ctly bare, and 
the prayer-desks were drawn out into the 
body of the church. "Anti-R:t.tualistu 
heard that the veil was to be rent at 
three o'clock on Good Friday, as a conclusion 
.to ~ service which was to take up the whole 
day. "My informant" 1 he says, i•was so 
scandalized that he declare~ neither he 
nor his family will enter.the church 
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again". The letter concludes by stating 
that the services were attended by a 
large number principally strangers. 
••• On the Saturday mo~ning a lett,r 
appeared in The Press from Mr Henry 
20 .. . 
Slater, one of the churchwardens ••• , 
containing a full explan~tion and 
refutation of all matters alluded to by 
11Ant i -Ritualist 11 • The credence table ••• 
was put up during the time, and with 
,... .. -., 
the appro bat ion t o:f M'r Mart in, a former 
-· ",r! 
incumbent, and there had been one choral 
service on Christmas Day, when the 
number of communicants had been greater 
than on any former occassion. Mr Slater 
says:- t!Qf the e:.>treme of ritual, the 
black curtain which "Anti-Ritualist 11 ••• 
hears~, is to be rent on Good Friday at 
three p.m., these are the facts. Some 
seven or eight months since, the interior 
of the church was partially painted, 
but owing to the want of sufficient 
funds the chancel could not be finished. 
A few weeks back a parishioner kindly 
offered to finish the work himself, so 
that it might be completed on Easter Sunday; 
but the difficulty arose as to how the 
work was to be carried on, since Mr Giles 
intended having daily services during Holy 
Week. It was suggested that a curtain 
should be spread across the chancel in 
prder to hide the paint-pots, ladders,etc, 
20 Later a co-signatory of the memorial protesting 
against the Kaiapoi judgement. 
necessary in concluding the work. This 
was done; and there is the sole reason 
of t he t em p le v e i 1 11 • Mr. Slater then 
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·mentions by name the gentleman alluded 
to by "Anti-Ritualisttt as having first 
started the idea of the temple veil, and 
stated th~~ having called and explained 
matters, that gentleman had expressed 
his regret: and the letter concludes 
as to the number of strangers present 
at the services as being an assertion 
simply false. ·Mr Slater also went to 
the editor of The Press to demand the 
name of the anonymous writer, as his 
letter in the state of vacancy of the 
cure might do much harm. After 
communicating with the writer he 
declined to give his name, but agreed 
to sign as "Ant'i-Ritualistu anything 
in the way of apology that the 
~hurchwardens would dictate. 21 
This letter of apology duly appeared in The P,..L~~ 
A low church attack .had been premature and based on 
poor information and had received a public rebuke. 
In lB73 Cooper was instituted as vicar of St 
Peters, Akaroa. His first address to his new 
parishioners reveals the tractarian ideas he had adopted 
in his concept of the priesthodd. He preferred to 
speak of himself as "the parish priest", rather than 
using the traditional titles of "Vicar" or "Parson", 
because it emphasised his intermediate role between 
God and man and because· it emphasised the sacramental 
nature of his ministry. He expressed his desire to 
form a guild of lay people to assist in the work of tbe 
church. Obviously this was not supposed to be a cup 
21 ~. May 1872, p. 111. 
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of tea fellowship, for in support of his cherishad 
project he pointed to the sacrificial work of roman 
catholic and anglo catholic nuns amongst the socially 
deprived in England. He announced his intention of 
being loyal to the Prayer Book rubrics with regard to 
the ritual and ceremonies used in divine worship, and 
be asked his parisb~oners to speak with him ft~nkly 
about any innovations in worship they disapproved of 
instead of complaining behind his back. Dean Henry 
Jacobs was present at this gathering and his speech 
reveals an interesting appreciation of the growing 
awareness of the laity in liturgiqal matters: 
He was particularly struck by that 
part of Mr Coope/J?.{ address, in which 
he declared his loyalty to the Prayer-
book, and his determinatio~ to obey 
its rules without exceeding them in 
anything. He would earnestly beg them 
not to cavil at trifles. He wished to 
speak plainly. Let them not think 
that, if a clergyman turned to the 
east when repeating the creed, he 
wished to lead them to the Church 
of Rome, and let them not be alarmed 
h h . . t• 22 if e wore a red or w 1te s ·ole. 
Obviously Cooper had adopted some of the milder practices 
of the ritualists but he was no out and out ritualist. 
The wearing of coloured stoles was unusual in this part 
of the world at that time but Cooper did not drastically 
change the rites and ceremonies to which the people 
were accustomed, C~oper•s speech rev~aled two 
characteristically tractarian emp~ases~ on fulfilling 
the long neglected legal obligations of Prayer book 
wordhip, and not going beyond the limits of legality, a 
/ 
scruple with which advanced ritualists often dispensed. 
22 CN. Au~ l873. P. 117. 
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tiOW Ol.Q 8.1..1. "tDl.S WOrK OU'C J.n praac J.Ce'( \.-Doper 
wrote articles on ritual in his parish magazine and no 
critical response was forthcoming. An attempt was 
made to revive old English sports and social customs 
traditional on all saints day, such as may pole 
dancing. We are not told if these ~acentric restor-
ations were a success. However, he did su6ceed in 
forming his cherish~~ guild which became the *ubject 
.. of an amusing repot•t by The Chu:rch New§_: 
The Incumbent has set on foot two 
guilds, one for male, the other for 
female, members, who are to be bound 
together by certain rules of life 
and work. The guild for females is 
to be entitled the guild of St Agnesj 
that for males, the guild of StJohn 
of Melanesia. Here we feel bound 
to enter a protest. With the deep-
est reverence for the holy ~e~ory 
of Bishop Patterson, or, rather, because 
we deeply revere it, we object to 
this act of private canonisation. 
The precedent might certainly prove 
an inconvenient one. What if we 
were called upon to recognise a St 
Hugh of Ripon, or a St Arthur of 
Westminister, or perhaps even a St 
Benjamin of Balliol? The title of 
Saint would soon become as common, 
and be held as cheap, as that of 
Knight of St Michael and St· George. 23 
Anyone familiar with the workings of a thoroughly 
anglo catholic parish knows the importance of guilds 
such as the Confraternity of the Blessed Sacrament or 
the Guild of the Servers of the Sanctuary.· English 
23 QN, July 1875, p. 103. 
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anglo catholics would have regarded Cooper's guilds 
as being distinctly pretentious and eccentric but ~e 
can see in them the prototypes of the guilds which were 
to be so important in the parochial life of the Church 
of the Good Shepherd. Phillipstown and St Michaels, 
Christchurch. Cooper was perhaps Canterbury• s. first 
tractarian and proto-ritualist priest. Certainly 
he was one of its m~re colourful and eccentric clergy. 
Throughout the first half of the 1870s both the 
anglo catholic and low church parties engaged in 
controversy in the correspondence columns of The Church 
_News. The issues they contested indicate that the 
angl6 catholics were not trying f6r a sudden change to 
an advanced ritual but rather reveal them as trying 
to change slowly doctrines and ceremonial observances 
and make themsel~es more at home in a predominantly 
low church diocese. 
The bishop's commending of evening communions 
in the 1870 Synod provoked a correspondent styling 
himself "Catholicus 11 to write: 
considering the source whence the 
proposal emanated, I feel that a 
blow has been struck at the 
catholicity of the Church in New 
Zealand, and thatt if care b~ not 
taken, we shall gradually.drift into 
congregationalism, and cease to be 
part of the Holy Catholic Church • 
. It was an issue that was bound to raise the ire of 
anglo catholics for with their insistence on strict 
fasting before receiving the sacrament evening 
communions ware: 
a practice at once uncatholic, 
unlawful, and tanding to the des-
ecration of the highest act of 
Christian worship. 24 
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Battle was soon joined by the supporters of evening 
communions, both sides quoting extensively from the 
patristic fathers to support their c~se. This is 
interesting in view of the fact that one of th~ high 
church movement's distinctive contributions to anglic-
anism was its emphasis on patristic scholarship, 
Particularly noticeable was.the strong element of 
~onservatism in anglo catholic arguments: 
W~ are far removed from home 
influences arld the spirit of 
26 innovation is ripe among us. 
But it did not require such controversial issues 
/, . 
to bring proJ?Ygandists on both sides into the corr·-. 
espondence columns. In November ~873 an anglo catholic 
layman complained of the word 11Catholictt being used by 
the public and the press to denote roman cathol~cs, 
when in fact the word should equally be used of anglo 
catholics. Furthermore he bitterly denounced the word 
"Protestant" being used to describe anglicans: 
As for the term Protestant, I 
. 26 
renounce it altogether. 
In 1874 an irate correspond~nt from Kaiapoi complained 
of a jewelled cross display~d at an exhibition of 
ecclesiastical art as being a waste of money and a 
source of division in a diocese where different parties 
managed to work harmoniously together. In the same 
year .,Protestant Laymann complained of articles in The 
Church News supporting the doctrines of the int~rcession 
of saints and the real presence. :the Church._}'lews, by 
and large, favou1•ed a moderate dose of "High" doctrines 
and ceremonial practices. In 1872 the editor was 
incensed at a correspondent who had asked of the 
practice of facing east for the creed: 
25 ~N, Jan 1871, p. 9. 
26 CN, Nov 1873, p. 10. 
Is not this Rank Popery? 
He· declared: 
surely a plain question can be 
ask•d without at the ~arne time 
trying to hurt the feelings of those 
who may perhaps think differently 
27 
to the enquirer. 
He then went on to quote extensive patristic 
justifications for the practice objected to. 
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But the most controversial issue of the day was 
choral communions. In order to understand what was 
involved in the controversy it is ·desirable to know 
something about the normal worship patterns of the 
anglican settlers. As we have seen, the church 
in Canterbury w~s essentially a p~e-Oxford movement 
church which drew larg•ly on the legacy of eighteenth 
century anglicanism. In most Canterbury anglican 
parishes the morning service consisted of matins, the 
litany, the exhortation, and the holy communion. The 
service would last from 11 to 2 ho~rs but length did 
not wdrry Victorian clergy who thought it more import-
ant to satisfy the legal requirements of the Prayer 
book that all three farms of service should be used an 
Sunday. Same churches only had communion ~onthly and 
the habit of frequent reception of the sacrament was 
not as common as it is now. Congregational partici-
pation in the liturgy was minimal. Bowing at the name 
of Jesus, or to the altar, and the ascription of glory 
to God before the reading of the gospel were optional 
extras foreign to many. The ~arson dominated the 
liturgy with occasi~nal liturgical interruptions from the 
congregation. Sermons were long. Often the church 
building was largely devoid of ornament and the church 
.service was devoid of ceremonial. Normal clerical 
costume consisted of a cassock, a surplice, a black 
27 CN, May 1872, p •. 110. 
scarf and an academic hood, which was worn at all 
services. The priest read the liturgy from his prayer 
desk and knelt at the north side of the altar for the 
eucharistic canon. 28 A few hymns were sung at various 
points in the service. Generally the altar did not 
have a cross, candlesticks, or an altar cloth on it, 
and it was generally referred to as "the holy table". 
Plain bread and not ·wafer bread was used for the 
communion, and mixing water with the wine was considered 
dinstinctly 'Popish. Evensong at three or four o•clock 
in the afternoon was the second service of the day and 
early morning eucbarists were comparatively·unknown. 
All in all, the services were simple, plain. lengthy, and 
some would say dull. They empbasised the passive 
bearing of the sermon and the word rather than the 
active worship of God. 
Some of the clergy were aware of the deficiencies 
of this kind of worship and sought to more act1vely·, 
.~nvolve worshippers in choral services. Essenti~lly this 
was mini- cathedral worship dupl~cated in the parish 
setting. Choirs trained to cathedral standards of 
music· were used to sing responsorial paits of the 
liturgy and to attempt anthems, classical oratorios and 
other liturgical music. The choirs were surpliced and 
processions were introduced to provide liturgical 
entrances and exits. Psalms were c~anted, not read, 
and the clergy intoned parts of the service. Flowere 
. were used to decorate the church on all high festivals. 
All this was designed to appeal to the aesthetic 
instincts of the worshippers, though it had the.ironic 
effect df lessening .congregational par~icipation since 
few could match the ~usical standard of the choir. 
Choral communions were not ritualist innovations but 
were supposed to overcome the liturgical .deficiencies 
of the 1860s and appealed to the Victo~ian desire for 
28 This can still be seen in some extreme 
evangelical churches. 
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increased decoration and decorum both in the drawing 
room and the church. But many of the low church party 
interpreted it as a ritualist innovation and what is 
now a standard form in many churches of every shade of 
opinion was then a hotly contested issue, 
mishop Harper Was aware of this difficulty. In 
his address to synod in 1871, he laid down guidelines 
covering the divisi~~ or alteration of services: 
In all cases there must be the joint 
approval of Bishop, clergyman, and a 
~ajoriiy at least of the vestry. Our 
congregations will have good cause 
for complaint if this c6ndition be 
not steadily adhered to; and it must 
be understood also as applying to 
any change in the usual mode of 
celebrating Divine Service - such, 
for instance, as the intoning the 
service or parts of the service. 
I am far from wishing there should 
be a rigid uniformity in this 
respect; I consider it a great 
advantage that our services 
should be variously celebrated at 
diffe,ent churches, so long as the 
mode of celebration be such as our 
Prayer Book allows. We are not all 
constituted alike, and what may be a 
Hindrance to some in the exercise of 
their devotional feelings, is to 
~thers a real help and refreshment. 
But no inddvidual, whether Bishop or 
clergyman, has a right to dictate to a 
congregation what is. most agreeable to 
hi~self; still less to introduce changes 
in the ·services and the usual mode of 
performing them, even though some 
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sanction to such changes may be 
h b . 29 given in t e ru r1c. 
The limited scope of these directives meant they only 
covered a fairly modest amount of liturgical innovation 
and the bishop had not envisaged what would happen if 
an out-and-out ritualist came aloni. 
Nor did the directives entirely prevent trouble 
over the choral com~~nion issue. In July 1873 the 
Reverend H. J. Edwards was licensed to the parish of 
St Michaels, Christchurch and it was in his time that 
choral services and the intoning of the liturgy were 
introduced. A confused ~nd complicated wrangle broke 
out between Edwards and his vestry. It is very hard 
to discover exactly what the argument was about. It 
seems to have been over how much of the"offertory was 
to be used to pay the vicar's stipend, but mixed up 
in it were vague accusations of ritualism over the 
chori~al services. He was asked to resign in July 
1876• and after some opposition on his part, he left 
30 in August. 
Dean H. Jacobs was one of the most learned and 
prominent clergy in the diocese. His views on 
ritualism are important because his scholarship enabled 
him to see it as part of a larger change throughout 
european christianity and because he was to play a 
crucial part in the Carlyon case. In August 1871 he 
preached the synod sermon on changes affecting the 
contemporary church. He pointed to the sudden expans-
ion of anglic~nism all over the world and the develop-
ment of independent self-governing branches of the 
anglican communion. With this had oo·me the problem 
of how to maintain ~nity and peace in· a time of rapid 
29 CN, Aug 1871, .p. 2. 
30 Personally I ·am convinced that the accusations of 
r~tualism were completely unfounded and that 
St Michaels was as that time far from being an 
anglo catholic parish. 
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change in which the branch churches were growing away 
from the English church and finding her formularies 
irksome, ambiguous and often irrelevant. Jacobs 
believed that the different branches of tbe_ang~ican 
oburoh could find a common approach to their di.fferent 
problems by returning to the reformation principles of 
guidance by the inspired scriptures and by· uncorrupted 
catholic tradition.·· This uncorrupted catholic tradition 
was defined as the universal consent of the church 
before its division into ioman catholicism and eastein 
31 
orthodoxy. He defended this appeal to catholic 
tradition on the grottnds that (a) appeal to scripj;~ 
alone leads to anarchic private judgement (b) the 
• J 
39 articles and the reformation divines both appealed 
to the universal consent of the primitive church (c) 
l 
the canon of scripture is a catholic tradition (d) 
. " 
catholic traditions are enshrined in the struc~ure of 
anglicanism with its liturgical calendar, doctrine of 
apostolic succession of bishops and clergy, rite of 
confirmation_(e) the church has equal authority to 
I 
that of the scriptures and therefore may appeal to its 
traditions as being authoritative. Here we have a 
concept of catholic tradition that an Oxford divine 
would have approved. But thi~ was no endorsement of 
the anglo catholic position. Dean Jacobs went on to 
speak of the threat to anglican superstructures due to: 
...,.,,.,¥-· 
infinite mischief and confusion having 
been introduced into our Church at home 
by the rashness of individuals adopting 
on their own responsibility, so-calle~ 
catholic usages, at vari~nce with all 
t~e precedents of the Church of England 
for more than three centuries. What 
is ~his, after all, but an unauth~rised 
and wilful following of priv~te judgement~ 
31 i~e. the creeds and confessions of the four great 
councils. 
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He believed that the church ·shbuld look to its •ynods 
for the development of catholic ritual ~nd discipline: 
rather than to that of a part~ 
assuming to declare authoritatively 
what.is catholic. 
Dean Jacobs called on the church to: 
boldly assume her catholic character. 
In former.~imes she has been, perhaps, 
t~o e~clusively Protestant; she had put 
forward too prominently, in comparison, 
her negative character. Let her rather 
endeavour to promote the cause of truth 
and holiness in the ~orid by teaching 
affirmatively the faith which the church 
received from the beginning; by teaching 
it fully and freely. without being forever 
haunted by the fear of Romish corruptions 
and abuses, anrl by adopting boldly 
well-considered improvements in her 
ritual, without being 6fraid of being 
assimilated thereby to other ehurches. 32 
At.the same Synod Dean Jacobs was even mo~e 
/ 
e~plicit on the subject in a paper he delivered.to the 
church meeting entitled p~velopm~nt. of Ritu~ Defining 
ritual as "the embodiment of spiritual worship in 
outward forms" he went on to show how the most ascetic 
or plain religious devotion uses nature and art to 
express inward devotion. He pointed out the difficulty 
··I in limiting the development of ritual within man's 
changing circumstances ahd times. Here he show~d a 
penetrating insight into the motivations behind the 
increase in ceremonial in Victorian christianity. 
Or who would advisedly maintain 
that the spread of education,.the 
general diffusion of taste, the 
3 2 CN ·, Aug 18 7 l , p • 7 • 
advance of civilisation, the 
increase of wealth, do not render 
some degree of change in our 
outward forms of worship 
justifiable, if not necessary? 
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From this Jacobs moved on to the evolution of ritual 
throughout the history bf the Jewish people • He then 
... 
discussed the scanty ritual directions to be found in the 
new testament concerning the liturgical life of the early 
church. 
. 33 J.on. 
From here Dean Jacobs pressed to his conclus-
lst•All such developments (of ritual) 
should be subservient .. to the promotion 
of the one great end - the worship of 
God in spirit and in truth. 
2nd.They should not be altogether 
novel and unexampled, but should 
reverence and ~ollow, as far as may 
be, the precedents of Christian 
antiquity, that we may continue in 
harmony with the spirit of the past. 
3rd. Their growth should be natural, 
yet cultivated; neither forced nor 
hindered, but watched and guided by 
authority • 
••• it is undeniable, I think, that the 
spirit of the age demands some advance 
and improvement in matters of Ritual. 
The general prevalence of this spirit 
is proved by the fact ~hat it has 
manifested itself not only in the 
Church of ~ngland, but amongst all 
religious bodies 1-Wesleyans, Independents, 
33 This is quoted in full because of its penetrating 
insights in some places, bold tolerance in others, 
but underlying it all a cautious conservatism as 
to the ritual developments he would liRe to see 
in Canterbury. 
and even the most undemonstrative of 
all, the Presbyterians. Now, it is 
not wisdom to ignore or to resist a 
generally p~evailing spirit such as 
this, but to endeavour to keep it 
within bounds, to guide and regulate 
it. On the other hand, we ~ay call 
upon those who are earnest in promoting 
the revival or development of Ritual, 
especially those charged with the cure 
of souls, to be tender and considerate 
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of prejudices, to tempe~ their zeal with 
moderation, to beware· of putting 
st~mbling-blocks in the way of the weak 
and feeble-minded; above al1 1 to remember 
that the winning of souls to Christ, and 
building them up in him, are the great 
,---
objects of their ministry, and that 
everything else should be considered 
with reference to these, whether it is 
a help of hindrance to the promotion of 
these ends. L~t them not introduce 
such changes against the wishes of their 
people, and let them loy.lly and cordially 
submit to the decisions of th~ Bishop, 
and of the Synods of the Church. 
On the other hand, we may surely 
exhort the weaker bretheren to become 
a little stronger, and a little more 
charitable too; not to be always 
imputing motives, nor suspecting ulterior 
designs; not to be offended if a clergy-
man thinks it more r~verential to stand 
in front of his people and le.ad "them 
rather than to face them in their 
approaches to the throne of Mercy; 
nor to cry Popery if another thinks . 
a Biretta- whatever that may b~; £or 1 
should not know one if I saw it - nor 
to cry Popery, I repeat, if another 
thinks a Bi~etta a more iuitable and 
more clerical-loQking head-dress for 
aolemn occasions than a hat or a 
wide-awake. To raise these false 
alarms is the surest way of realising 
our own fears. "God hath not given 
us the spirit of fear, but of power, 
and of love, and of a sound mind". 
Not that I would by any me~ns wish to 
be understood that I have mainly in 
view such matters as those I have,just 
referred to when I speak of develop-
ments of Ritual, but rather such points 
as the adoption of special services 
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for particular occassions, including 
Processional services, which I think, are 
particularly solemn and the int~oduct­
ion of more varied and joyous services 
for the gr~at festivals. 
More reasonableness, more forebear-
ance, more charity, I repeat are what 
we need on both sides; a dispo~ition to 
discuss proposed improvements calmly on 
their merits; a greater regard to unity, 
and a more willing submission to 
aut h or i t y • 34 
Like Bishop Harper, his plea for tolerance and gradual 
"'~' 
tolerance does not seem to have been based on a 
~ .......... 
knowledge of the more "advan.cedtt practi.ces which avant 
garde ritualists were getting up to in Britain. 
34 CN, Sept 1871 1 pp. 3-4. 
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An animated discussion followed the Dean's address 
andl~he(two prominent laymen expressed attitudes. typical 
of many of Canterbury's laity. #John Grigg denounced 
all ritualistic practices, while the Han J. B. Acland 
spoke of his evangelical family background which was 
~pposed to ritualism and yet taught him to turn'to the 
East for the recita~~on· of the creed. He bad worshipped 
in a small North Devonshire church untouched by the 
Oxford movement where, nevertheless, all the parish-
ioners bowed towards the altar on e~tering and leaving 
the church. 
But the taste of the laity ~as slowly changing 
towards a more ornate type of service and clerical dress 
as.Canterbury moved beyond its early colonial days. In 
December 1875 Bishop Harper was presented with a pastoral 
staff and cro~ier. Like the EnK~ish laity of the 1860s. 
the people of Canterbury found the pastoral staff to be 
a historic and useful symbol rather than a party badge. 
Indeed, with their sheep farming economy it was an 
especially relevant symbol. This comes out clearly 
in the Dean's presentatiori speech: 
My Lord, we ~o not wish to see 
the office of Bishop, or of Primate, 
in this our adopted country, 
surrounded with the trappings of 
earthly greatness ••• but we 
recognise in the pastoral staff 
and crozier the tokens of a 
35 kingdom which is not of this.world. 
For the moment a deceptive peace reigned over the 
diocese a~ Christchurch lagged comfortably behind the 
English trend to f:i.erce party strife. The Q.h.urch News 
_report on the 1875 Easter parish meetings g~ve utter-
ance to the general ~eeling of satisfaction at this 
state of affairs: 
35 £tl, Jan 1876, p.35. 
At the present time when party spirit 
in Church matters runs so high in 
England .and elsewhere, we cannot but 
regard it as a ground of great satis-
faction and thankfulness, that the 
spirit of unanimity and concord has 
prevailed .~o generally at these parish 
•eatings ••• It would be Utopian to 
e~pect that this harmony will never 
be disturbed; but we have, at any rate, 
at present the vantage ground of peace. 
It would require something almost. 
amounting to a deliberate. effort to 
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stir up discord in our camp to any serious 
extent; and not only may we hope that no 
one may be found to incur so grave a 
·responsibility, but we feel pretty 
confident, that should such an effort 
be made, all moderate and peace-loving 
men amongst us would combine to quench 
the flame at once, before it has time 
to spread. Throughout the history of 
Canterbury hitherto, the~e has been a 
very happy absence of party spirit in 
Church matters- comparatively speaking, 
at any rate- so, for the future, let 
us know no party but the Church. 36 
The tumultuous events of the next year were to reveal 
just how.fragile this peace was. 
35 CN, May 1876, p. 35. 
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CHAPTER lV 
THE CARLYON CASE 
Kaiapoi was one of the first Canterbury communities 
to have a parish church. It was low church, even for 
those days. Kaiapoi•a fo~er vicar had been Canon 
W. W. Willock, one of Canterbury's more capable priests, 
but the people had not fully acce~ted him and there was 
a certain reserve between parson and parish. 
Willock's successor was a young English priest, 
the Reverend H. E. Carlyon. A recently ordained 
graduate of Cambridge, he had held a living in Cornwall 
·for three years, before coming out to New Zealand in 
1875. He seems to have had a winning personality, for 
despite the storm of opposition he aroused, he had many 
devoted admire~s. Bishop Harper thought him a hard 
working and diligent priest. But he was no moderate. 
In his English cure he had used many of the new practices 
of the ritualists and fully intended to introduce them 
at Kaiapoi. His new parishioners seem to have been 
unaware of his churchmanship and his intentions. 
On 4 Junet'l875, Carlyon was introduced to the 
~ 
Kaiapoi vestry. He told the vestry that, having 
consulted the bishop, he proposed to make certain 
alterations in the services of the church and proceeded 
to explain the changes. The bishop instituted Carlyon 
on 6 June. The next day the vestry approved the 
changes by a slender majority. The changes involved 
the holy communion being celebrated on all sundays and 
sain~s days at Ba.m., and also an evening ~ervice with 
sermon--on. wednesdays and holy days at 7.p.m. 
/ 
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For the first few weeks Carlyon made no changes 
in either his ceremonial practices or in the church 
furnishings. On 5 July the annual general meeting of 
parishioners elected two additional vestrymen without 
incident. 
Shortly after thi~ Carlyon began to introduce 
ceremonial innovations in worship and opposition began 
to develop. R. s. Bean, a vestryman, resigned in 
protest against the incumbent's innovations and a 
special general meeting of parishioners was convened 
on 15 November to elect a new vestryman. Controversy 
was in the air and whereas only 20 people had attended 
the annual parish meeting, 40 ~arishioners came to the 
special meeting. An attem~t to elect another vestryman 
was thwarted by an amendment which read as follows: 
That the parishioners present at this 
meeting decline to elect a Vestryman 
until an opportunity has been afforded 
them of discussing the affairs of the 
Parish and enquiring into the general 
conduct of the incumbent. 1 
The amendment passed on a division by two votes arid a 
majority of the vestry signed a requisition to the same 
effect. 
Carlyon consulted Blshop Harper, who decided to 
set up a commission of inquiry to be presided over by 
Dean Jacobs. Jacobs was probably chosen because he 
was the most seni6r clergyman next to Bishop Harper. 
The bishop thought this a more just method of proceeding 
than allowing ~n aggrieved body of Kaiapoi parishioners 
to sit in judgement.on their vicar, particularly when 
some might not be communicants. A6cordingly on 22 
November a special parish meeting was held, to which 
1 Kaiapoi Vestry Minutes, 15 Nov 1875. 
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about 5h people came. Dean Jacobs explained to the 
meeting the nature of the proposed inquir~ and the way 
in which it would be conducted. All charges would be 
taken down in writing, with the incumbent's replies, 
and the usual rules of evidence would apply as tb the 
exclusion of hearsay evidence. These would then be 
forwarded to the bishop. The dean would be guided in 
his conduct of the inquiry by two assessors, Messrs 
Josiah Birch and Caleb Whitefoord, who were b~th magist-
rates.2 When the dean had finished his explanation~. 
' 
Beswick moved: 
That the parishioners request the 
. 3 
present incumbent to resign. 
Beswick alleged, amongst other things, that Carlyon was 
corrupting th~ minds of the confirmation candidates by 
a book on examination of conscience from which he quoted 
questions referring to sexual mis~onduct. A pro-Carlyon-
ist, E. McKenna, tried to. stop the bitter tirade by 
moving an amendment to proceed with the next business, 
but was frustrated on a point of order by E. Revell. 
The meeting continued in an acrimonious and disorderly 
fashion for some time, with personal attacks rather than 
Christian charity being the order of the day. Carlyon 
was presiding over the meeting and found it difficult to 
defend himself and remain a fair c~airman. However the 
vestrymen steered the debate to a more edifying level 
~ 
by arguing against Carlyon's being condemned before he 
had a chance to defend himself.before a properly con-
stituted court of inquiry. Beswick argued that the 
meeting was legally competent tti judge Carlyon, that the 
bishop had no right to interfere in the matter, and that 
his earlier revelation should be the basis on which the 
2 Birch was vicar's warden and Whitetoord was people's 
warden, a fact which caused some comment later on. 
3 Kaiapoi Vestry Minutes., 22 Nov"l875. 
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parishioners should judge the incumbent. The meeting, 
however, voted to agree to the enquiry and to adjourn 
till after its conclusion. 
The commission on inquiry sat that night and 
again on 26 November. A mass of charges and evidence 
was given which may be grouped under three headings: 
Charges relating to.~octrinal error, to cerem~nial 
observances, and to self~·examination and confession. 
Carlyon was-accused of teaching the doctrine of.the 
real presence, that the dead pray for the living, and 
of declaring Mary to be the greatest saint who ever 
lived. Of charg~s relating to ceremonial observances 
Carlyon defended the practices .of mixing water with the 
wine at the offertory, taking the ~astward position 
before the communion table, elevating the blessed 
sacrament at the consecration, and of making the sign of 
the cross with the chalice when administering it. He 
also defended himself against the charge that he had 
re-baptized two young people without proper prior 
examination or the proper form of service. He admitted 
without defence that he had allowed a server, or 
acolyte, within the communion rails, but had discontin-
ued the practice at the bishop's order. He also 
admitted to placing two seven branched candlesticks 
within the communion rails, teaching chil~ren to bow 
at the name of Jesus and requiring them to stand when 
he entered the church at the children's service. He 
denied whispering secret prayers during the creed, 
crossing himself or bowi9g at the communion table, 
engaging :i.n ido~o'torous adoration of the consecrated 
/ 
elements, or F'quiring the adult congregation to 
stand when he· entered the church; But the fiercest 
controversy raged around the charges relating to self· 
examination and confession. As in Ensland, the New 
Zealand Victorian patriach feared that private confess-
ion to a priest would reveal the mo~t intimate details 
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of family life and undermine his authority over wife 
and children. Carlyon was charged with requiring 
young and old to attend the confessional andt in 
particular, with refusing to allow confirmation 
candidates to go forward for confirmation unless they 
made their confession either personally or in writing. 
It was also alleged that Carlyon had distributed manuals 
.. 
on self·,e.xamination and confession to the confirmat.ion 
candidates which were morallY corruptingt and that he 
had told the children not to show them to their parents. 
A storm of moral indignation was unleashed as excerpts 
relating to sexual temptation were read out. All 
these cha~ges were denied by Carlyon who said that.he 
had urged his people to go to confession but had never 
commanded them. The. manuals were impure only in the 
eyes of impure beholders, He had asked the con~irmation 
candidates to keep their manuals in a safe place, not 
to hide them from their parents. By and large the 
evidence taken under cross examination tended to 
support Carlyon 1 s defence, But this issue caused even 
the stoutest defender of Carlyon to quail, McKenna 
had prevented his son from going to confession and 
had told Carlypn that his children could only go to 
confession in later life if they stili wanted to. 
The commission of i~q~iry theri handed over the 
evidence to the bishop for his deliberation. But 
due to a misunderstanding, between the Kaiapoi com-
missioners and the reporters of the two daily news-
papers, the whole mass of evidence was published in 
The J~ttelton Times and ,T._he Press before i,t was placed 
in the hands of the bishop. This caused him consid-
erable embarrassment as Carlyon had stated in the· 
evidence that his custom of mixing water with the wine 
was sanctioned by the bishop, which was in direct 
contradiction to a written answer given by him at the 
1875 synod in reply to a question on the legality of 
the mixed chalice. This led to some·correspondence 
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between the dean and the bishop in both daily papers, 
in which the dean, at the urgent request of several 
leading churchmen, asked the bishop to explain ihe 
app~rent discrepincy~ In reply Bishop Harper publi~hed 
two letters h? had written to Carlyon on the subject 
in July. Carlyon had asked him to sanction the practice 
and in his first letter the bishop declined to do so 
(while apprO''(l)ing of ·the custom) on the grounds that the 
rubric made no provision for it~ Wben Carlyon asked 
again for the sanctioning of the mixed chalice the 
bishop replied that he would not object to the'practice 
being continued provided that the consent of the vestry 
was received. The b~shop admitted that he had given 
his reply in synod without sufficient thought and had 
forgotten his second letter to Carlyon~ 
On 20 December the bishop met the Kaiapoi vestry a~ 
commenting later on this meeting in his pastoral letter 
to the churchwardens he wrote~ 
you may have gathered from my comments 
on the evidence in support of the charges 
brought against the Rev. H. E. Carlyon, 
before the Commis~ion of Inquiry, that, 
while fully ~dmitting that in several 
instances connected with his ministrations 
he had acted very injudiciously, I 
leant towa~ds the opinion that it was due 
to him, and for tbe interests of the 
Church, that he should still exercise 
his ministry in the cure of Kaiapoi. 4 
He ppomised to give them a formal written statement of 
his conclusion and to write to some of the parishioners 
who had made complaints but were not.members of the 
vestry. 
4 A letter from the Bishop of Christchurch to the 
Churchwardens and Vestrymen of the Parish of Kaiapoi, 
1876. f· .. , 
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But the people of Kaiapoi did not. wait quietly 
for the bishop's decision. On New Year's eve Carlyon 
was preaching at the midnight service when the congreg-
ation was suddenly startled by a loud noise of drum-
beating and bell-ringing outside. In the confusion a 
woman fainted while several men rushed outside to find 
two men with a big drum and a bell left in the Wake of 
the rapidly retreating noise-making party. A souffle 
ensued in w~ich the drum was slashed. · The noise-makers 
~!aimed that they were not on church ground but had gone 
to a cottage nearby to serenade a newly married couple •. 
Others were convinced that it was-an anti-Carlyon 
demonstration, 
In January 1876 the foremost opponents of Carlyon 
set up ~ rival sunday school to protect the youth of the 
parish from practices which they regarded as corrupting. 
The-official sunday ~chool was run by two of Carlyon's 
staunchest allies. By late 1877 each sunday school had 
.a roll of about 80 children. 
In that same month Bishop Harper's pastoral letter 
to the churchwardens and vestrymen of Kaiapoi came out. 
It was a well argued plea for toLerance, which was 
remarkable for a colonial bishop in such a decidedly 
low church diocese. In it he stated his opinipn that 
Carlyon should continue in his office at Kaiapoi, and 
he reviewed the more important charges that ~he commission 
of inquiry had elicited. On the basis of direct evid-
ence Carlyon was charged with errors in doctrine re~ating 
to the condition of departed souls, the ceremonial and 
sacramental character of Christ's religion and ministry, 
and the nature of the minis~ry of. reconciliation: 
I have carefully perused these 
doctiments, and am bound to say that 
I can find no doctrine in them 
which. in my judgement, is 
inconsistent with the t~aching of 
the Bible or the Church, or which 
a clergyman in our communion is 
not at liberty to teach. 5 
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He felt that some of the statements were a little 
overstrained, and that the congregation had not been 
sufficiently prepared for this teaching. but that none 
of the doctrines referred to were outside the compre-
hensive teaching of the English church. With regard 
to charges relating to ceremonial observances Bishop 
Harper sanctioned Carlyon's taking the eastward 
positian before the lord's table because it had obtained 
a certain sanction from immemorial custom and because 
the bishops and archbishops of the English church 
.attached no doctrinal significance to it. But the 
bishop o~dered Carlyon to discontinue ~ixing water 
with the wine and other ceremonial observances, such 
as the elevation of the chalice, which communicants had 
objected to. He did this not because they were 
symbolic of erroneous doctrine but because: 
they certainly have failed at 
Kaiapoi in promoting those devout 
and revere~tial feelings which are 
and ought to be the chief end of 
all ceremonial observances. 6 
The bishop criticised those wh6 had accused Carlyon of 
''idol worship" and pointed out that Carlyon had nowhere 
admitted to worshipping a localised presence in the bread 
and wine, Nor could Carlyon's belief in the doctrine 
of the real presence be confused with the roman doctrine 
of the transubstantiation or the luthe~an doctrine of 
consubstantiation. A belief in the real presence of 
Christ in the eu6harist in a heavenly manner was charact-
eristic of some of the most devout members of the 
5 Bishop to Kaiapoi Vestrymen, p. 3. 
6 Bishop to Kaiapoi Vestrymen, p.4. 
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anglican communion. With regard to the matter of self 
examination and confession Bishop Harper found the books 
distributed by Carlyon to be useful and edifying for 
all, and that their special warnings on infringement of 
the seventh commandment~ 
are most seasonable and desirable. 7 
He declared Carlyon to .be right in requiring his confirm-
ation candidates to examine themselves before God and in 
urging them.to come to him for guidance and counsel. 
He did feel that Carlyon had laid too much stress on the 
necessity for confession and that in the case of under 
age children he had not taken enough account of the 
duties and responsibilities of parents. Confession in 
the Church of England was not for habitual use but for 
I 
those who could not overcome special difficulties on 
their own. Summing up his opinion of Carlyon's conduct 
the bishop said: 
In his eagernens to carry out his 
ministry in ways which he found to be 
useful and successful in his English 
cure, he seems to me not to have 
sufficiently considered that such 
ways were novelties at Kaiapoi, 
and from their likeness to usages 
which are associated in the minds 
of some with errors in religion, 
liable to be misunderstood. 
It is my intention to forward 
to Mr Carlyon a copy of this 
letter, and to point out to him 
c~rtain alterations in his mode 
of celebrating the Holy Communion, 
which I consider expedient ••• And 
7 Bishop to Kaiapoi Ves~rymen, p.6. 
if I am entitled, by my office, 
to request this of Mr Carlyon, and 
to expect his compliance, I am 
equally entitled to ask and expect 
of those who have objected to his 
use of these observances, that they 
will refrain from hasty and inconsid-
erate judgement, both as regards his 
teaching and other ministrations. 8 
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On 14 January, 1876, Bishop Harper duly wrote to 
Carlyon requesting him to desi~t from a number of 
~eremonial observances, including mixing water with the 
wine, and elevating the chalice during the prayer of 
consecration. 
But the vestry did_not act as the bishop had hoped 
for on 24 January they convened an adjourned special 
general meeting to _discuss the primate's reply. A 
letter was read from Carlyon in which he declined to chair 
the meeting as its convening was in disobedience to the 
bishop's decisi6n. Josiah Birch, a churchwarden,-then 
took the chair and copies of the bishop's letter were 
distributed amongst the members of the meeting. It 
quickly became apparent that some parishioners were 
against the bishop's decision and thought they should 
have the final voice as to Carlyon's future at Kaiapoi. 
Despite several commendations of Carlyon's zeal as a 
pastor a motion was proposed requesting him to resign. 
An attempt by 1Pr Fletcher to amend the motion out of 
existence, by_~oving that the bishop's decision be 
accepted, was defeated. Instead the following words 
were added to the original motion: 
That should the Incumbent not comply 
with the request the matter be laid 
by the Churchwardens before the 
8 Bishop to Kaiapoi Vestrymen, p.s. 
9 
standing Committee of Synod. 
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The resolution passed with a majority of seven. The ,, 
ant i-Ca:rlyonist s we1•e in a strong posit i<in, for the 
debate had revealed that some vestry members and 
parishioners were boycotting Kaiapoi church eervi6es in 
protest, and that even Birch, who favoured accepting the 
bishop's decision, was worried by Carlyon's emphasis on 
confession. They i~en consolidated their position by, 
passing the.following resolution: 
That a copy of the foregoing 
resolution be forwarded to the 
Bishop, that the Bishop be assured 
that the Vestry is authbrised to 
pay the Stipend up to Easter on 
:receiv~ng the resignation of 
10 the Incumbent. 
But at the end of the meeting the anti~Car!yonists suffer-
ed a surprising tactical defeat in t~e election of a new 
vestryman. Bean was narrowly defeated by Dr Fletcher, 
a pro-Carlyonist. Bitter feelings had been aroused 
by the meeting and on 28 January a letter appeared in 
1:.~ Press alleging that some of th0se who had voted for 
the resolution requesting Carlyon to resign were not 
bona fide churchmeri as they had either seldom or never 
attended church. 
On 31 January· the vestry met and drew the incumb-
ent's attention to the resolutions passed at the recent 
parish meeting. Birch then presented a petition 
signed by about 70·parishioners requesting him not to 
resign. Carlyon declared that he had no intention of 
resigning. The battle lines had been.drawn. 
9 Kaiapoi Vestry Minutes. 24 Jan 1876. 
10 Kaiapoi Vestry Minutes, 24 Jan 1876. 
Meanwhile the bishop was once .again facing consid-
erable public embarrassment, this time at the bands of 
Cbristchurch~s religious journals. Although b~ bad made 
a plea for tolerance and moderation, both the~ 
~4agazin~?~and the Church News had repudiated the bishop's 
decision, called for Carlyon's removal, and published 
lengthy criticisms <?;f his doctrine. The Cb~~l.n£. 
had also pointed out the impropriety of the commission 
~n inquiry's two assessor•s being Kaiapoi magistrates 
an~ parties to the suit~ But the Church News presented 
a more thorny problem in that the 1875 syndd had defined 
it as the official organ of the d~ocese, and had placed 
its management and gen~eral direction in the hands of a 
committe~ consisting of the bishop, three clergy, and 
three laymen, with the bishop exercising a veto over the. 
acts of the committee. The 1875 synod had also elected. 
Carlyon as one of the 6lerical representatives on the 
committee, In decla~ing: 
that there will be no peace for the 
parish of Kaiapoi, or for the 
diocese of Christchurch, so long 
. 11 
as he holds his.present office. 
the official organ of the diocese was in direct conflict 
w it h t he d i o c e s an • Moreover t he b i s hop 1 s son tf' t he 
Archdeacon of Timaru, inserted a letter in the Lyttel.!.££L 
J:~mEL§. and the P1•ess asking the primate to define the 
church's teaching on the following three questions: 
Does the Church ~ecognise or recommend 
any,., p'rivate or individual confession 
beyond a voluntary unburdening of 
conscience occasionally, of the 
necessity of which the individual 
i s · t he j u d g e 'i' Doe s t be o h u r c h 
ll CN, 5 Feb 18 76. 
recognise any doctrine or practice 
which implies adoration of the 
consecrated elements in Holy 
Commu11ion? Is it, in your Lordship's 
judgement, unnecessary to be oi our 
guard in these times, lest the truth, 
as held by the Church Catholic in 
primitive times. and on which the 
Church takes her stand, be cor1~upted 
by the re-introduction of Romish 
12 i' 
error. 
r··· 
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Bishop Harper replied by publishing an open lette~ 
to tme editor of the Church News, together with a post-
script in answer to the three inquiries of the Archdeacon 
of rimaru. In it he stated that he did not wish to 
restrict freedom of-. opinion in the Church News. Howe vel." 
he would prefer the editor to express contrary views to 
the bishop in the correspondence columns while main-
taining a certain reserve in the articles. He took issue 
with the editor in his interpretation of the charg~ against 
Catlyon of adoring the consecrated elements. He denied 
that Carlyon believed and taught the.doctrine of trans-
ubstantiation or adored a localised presence of Christ 
in the bread·and wine. Rather, Carlyon worshipped the 
heavenly God under the forms of the consecrated 
elements and was justified in his belief in the real 
presence by a long tr~dition of anglican spir±tuality. 
De~ling with each of the archdeaconts enquiries in. 
turn the bishop affirmed that the anglican church recog-
nised the principle of private confession to be used 
in exceptional airc~mstances but riever habitually. In 
answering ~he archd~acon's second enquiry the bis~?P 
defined anglican eucharistic doctrine in very much the 
12 CN, March 1876, p. 67. 
'· 
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same terms as used in the open letter. It was both 
right and proper for clergymen to offer up private 
prayers after the consecration so long as this did not 
disturb the congregation or imply that there was a 
localised presence in the bread and wine, In reply 
to the third enquiry the bishop said that while the 
roman catholic church had been extremely active of late, 
.. 
and had won over some distinguished ~nglicans, theolog~ 
ical libera~ism and protestant private judgement were 
equally dangerous enemies to be guarded against. 
It is difficult to establish what was said at the 
Church News management committee meetings. One £~ 
correspondent alleged that the committee had forced the 
editor to take an opposing line to the bishop, but this 
was denied by one of the committee members. What is 
certain is that Carlyon resigned from the committee on 
the grounds that the paper had departed from its purpose 
by o~posing the bishop and because he wanted to protest 
against the unsound theological views of the editor. 
In the next edition oi the Church News the edi~or rejected 
the bishop's reasoning, in the politest possible way, 
~nd continued his opposition to Carlyon. For his part 
Carlyon engaged in a lengthy debate with the editors and 
correspondents of the ~£.!.!.. Il·1ag_az:i_:..n~. and Church News 
on eucharistic doctrine, In the long term this was a 
tactical mistake foi one of his letters was later used 
as evidence against him in his trial before the bishop's 
court. It also brought to the public's attention th~ 
fact that, while in England, Carlyon had signed a 
\ 
petition organised by anglo catholic clergy to oppose 
Prayer Book reform, and that he was also a member of the 
Confraternity of the· Blessed Sacrament, 
Back in Kaiapoi both factions were contending for 
position. The anti-Carlyonists, baulked by Carlyon's 
refusal to resign, sent a deputation to the standing 
committee of synod with a petition bearing 108 names, 
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The memorialists wanted the standing ~ommittee to request 
Carlyon to resign. After a heated debate the standing 
~ommittee adopted the following resolution: 
That the Standing Committee are not 
at present in a position to take into 
consideration the matters contained in 
the memorial, not having been called 
upon by the Bishop to assist him 
iq the conduct of an investigation 
into the questions at present affecting 
the peace and welfare of the Church 
, 13 
at 1{ a i a p o i • 
Bishop Harper told the deputatipn that they could take 
their remedy under a general synod statute appointing 
ecclesiastical courts if they thought that Carlyon had 
acted or taught wrongly, Dne of the deputation wrote 
to the bishop and asked him if this meant that they 
should lay charges against the incumbent or if lt was 
the bishop•s duty to do so, When they had received the 
bishop's reply the memorialists set about the involved 
business of preparing a legal suit against Carlyon, 
Most of the anti-Carlyonists were boycotting his 
services and on 2 April Caleb Whitefoord, churchwarden 
and lay-reader, received a petition from 38 parishioners 
requesting him to conduct sunday services in the Orange 
Lodge Ha11. 14 On 6 April he received another petition 
signed by 26 parishioners who wanted him to request the 
bishop to take the Easter services at Kaiapoi and admin-
ister. the holy communion, since they would not receive 
the sacrament from the incumbent, or ~ttend any of his 
th . 15 o er servJ.ces. 
13 CN 1 Mar 1876 1 p. 67. 
14 It is reputed that the Orange Lodge marched through 
the streets of Kaiapoi with band ~nd banners in 
pretest against Carlyon's activities. 
15 The bishop replied that he had a prior committment 
at Woodend ~nd 25 Kaiapoi parishioners went there on 
Easter Sunday to receive the sacrament at the 
bishop's hand. 
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The pro-Carl~onists were rallying their forces. 
On 24 April they succeeded in stacking the annual 
general meeting, which attracted a capacity crowd of 
130 parishioners. Carlyon chose his old ally Birch 
for his churchwarden, and with the election of pro-
Carlyonist Dr Fletcher as people's warden, it soon 
became apparent which side was in control of the 
.. 
meeting. A solidly pro-Carlyonist vestry was then 
~lected. Their ~pponents, realising that'the meeting., 
was going against them, staged a dramatic walk out 
before the formalities were completed. 
Carlyon and his new.vestry were soon embroiled in 
·controversy with The Church News 1 which had said of the 
April general meeting; 
We are informed, however, and that 
on the very best authority, that the 
majority fwhich elected the pro-
'-
Car 1 yon 1 s t v e s try''')! w a s made up 1 to ('''>J 
a considerable extent, of persons 
registered for the occ~sion, who 
not only were unknown as resident 
Churchmen, but in some cases were 
only too well known as persons of 
16 disreputable character. 
The vestry met in early May and passed a motion 
declaring: 
That the article in question is 
maliciously false and a gross libel 
and that the Editor of the Church 
i 
News be requested to furnish, at 
once, the name of the uvery best 
authorit.y" on which the statement 
17 
was made, 
16 gN , May 18 7 6 , p. 9 6 • 
17 Kaiapoi Veatry Minutes, 3 May 1876. 
To which the editor of the Ch]:!l'.£h_News replied: 
1 am not at liberty to give the 
,/ . 
names of the gentlemen on whose 
authority the statements were made, 
but I may add that further inform-
ation since· received has convinced 
. 18 
me that t4~Y are strictly true. · 
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The incensed Kaiapoi vestry tabled a motion calling on 
its lay synod representatives to place the matter 
. 19 before synod and to see justice done to the parish, 
Throught 1876 an exchange of letters took place 
between Carlyon ~nd the bishop. _They reveal a growing 
exasperation between a bishop who respected the pastoral 
zeal of his immoderate priest and a priest who respected 
his diocesan's charity, The bishop had the greatest 
difficulty in trying to persuade Carlyon to give up the 
mixed chalice. Carlyon protested that he did not know 
(Bar pel') 
what the bishop was referring to when he wrote: 
I entreat you do not ..e.ersj.st in 
little points either in the Church 
or Parish which experience has 
shewn ••• are likely to give 
20 
offence. 
People would persist in trying to bring ~bout hls 
/ 
resignation un~..S the bishop told them that they were 
wasting their time. 
Carlyon then asked the bishop if he would write a 
foreward to two pamphlets he was re-printing 21 so as 
.18 Copy of letter received from Editor of Church News, 
20 May, 1876 ,. Kaiapoi Vestry Minutes, .~-·· · - ' 
19 So far as I am ·aware nothing more was heard of the 
matter. 
20 Carlyon to Harper, 7 Feb 1876: Diocesan Archives 13/5, 
21 Presumably Does the Church o.J_Eng1a!l3 sa.nct ion 
Auti.Qular_Q.Q.nfession and What is J.UtualisE!1, 
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to ~amove prejudices. The bishop thought the pamphlets 
advocated extremist ritu~lism and had no ibtent.ion of 
~··! 1 end in g hi s name t o suo h an in d i .:::;.0"1" e t e p u b 1 i oat i on • 
Carlyon replied: 
I for one should characterize it as 
the height of folly to attempt to 
\ 
carry out an elabor~te ritual in a 
Church wh~re Protestantism had 
prevailed. 
Mv present mode of conducting 
Divine Service is far below the 
standard positively prescribed by the 
Book of Common Prayer ahd the only 
reason why I thus deliberately 
neglect to obey the Church is that 
I wish to teach the people to desire 
conformity and so to make it as much 
their act as my own. 22 
It was the consecration of St Bartbolomews in 
August which caused the bitterest exchange of letters. 
Carlyon had celebrated the eucharist at 8a.m. and 
therefore did not receive the sacrament at the main 
service at 11 a.m., at which the bishop was the celebrant. 
Bishop Harper was deeply hurt and accused Carlyon of not 
communicating with his bishop and the majority of his 
people because he had reoe~ved the sacrament at a time 
more suited to his own devotional feelings. 
wounded Carlyon replied: 
The cruelty of your lordship's 
remarks about my resolution to 
adhere to religious observances 
most a g r ~e c.J.b 1 e . t .2. my s e 1 Lor w hi. c)! 
M,J2r.ove t hems elves t a my o~n 
judgement with the ~st_gQss~ 
cons ide rat ion for olli...!:.§_is 'no doubt 
not intended in all its horrible 
22 Carlyon to Harper, 24 Feb 1876: DA 13/5 
The equally 
meaning by your lordship for I 
have repeatedly said that I hate 
private judgement as the curse of 
our day, that I endeavour not to 
th~nk of myself at all - but to do 
what l know to be Godts will 
especially in matttrs which concern 
. 23 
my relati~n to his people, 
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The increasing acrimony of these letters goes some of 
the way to explaining why Bishop Harper took such drastic 
action with the incumbent of Kaiapoi at a later stage, 
Although there had been a church at Kaiapoi for 
si~teen years, St Bartholomews wai as yet unconsecrated. 
The installation of a new organ gave Carlyon and his new 
vestry the opportunity they wanted to petition the bishop 
to perform the consecration. The anti-Carlyonists 
ponsidered.counter-petitioning the bishop not to perform 
the ceremony until parish affairs were more settled. 
But on reflection they decided that this would not achieve 
any useful purpose and inptead boycotted the consecration 
service, which took plac' on 24 August. 
By this time there had been considerable developments 
in churc~ furnishings and liturgical innovations. The 
altar was covered by an embroidered white cloth decorated 
with sc&rlet and gold devices. On the altar were two 
flower vases, two single candlesticks, two three branched 
candlesticks, with a plain cross over the communion 
table. A re-ta~le within the sanctuary uas likewise 
covered with flowers and candles. The wood panelling of 
the reredos had been trimmed over with blue and gilt 
paper. There were two sets of se~en branched candle-
sticks by the communion rails and the choir stalls. A 
raised platform had been ext~nded ftom the chancel into 
the nave to accommodate the choir stalls. The choir 
23 Carlyon to Harper, 28 Aug. 1876: DA ~3/5 
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was now robed in cassocks and sumplice, included introits 
and gr~~~ chants in its repetoire, and entered the 
church in solemn procession with a procession~! cross 
and banners. The celebrant was vested in cassock, 
surplice and uoloured stoles. A considerable ~ody 
of old parishioners were now attending non~conformist 
churches or other anglican services. Consequently the 
offertories had declined by about a quarter. 
Of the many clergy invited to the consecration 
service only Archdeacon Harper and the Reverend Henri 
Cooper atte?ded. The congregation was small (about 80) 
for such a grand bocasion~ As Cooper and Carlyon, with 
the choristers, all in cassocks.with their surplices 
over their arms, proceeded through the streets to the 
consecration of the cemetery, insults and taunts were 
flung at them by some of the locals. In the evening 
Cooper preached a ''forcible" sermon in which he held up 
the incumbent as a persecuted christian, and the anti-
C<n•lyonists as those who had conspired to "fight against 
Jerusalem, to hinder it," 
. The synod of 1876 was long, lasting for thirteen 
days from the end of October into early November. It 
was general knowledge that Carlyon had been charged with 
errors in doctrine and ceremonial usage, and there was 
a general and tacit desire to avoid discussing those 
controversial questions which had been so much the 
subject of the 1875 synod. There was a minor sensation 
when Cooper and Carlyon unsuccessfully proposed that the 
synod adjourn for All Saints day to keep the feast. 
Bishop Harper's presidential address received the most 
attention from those· interested in the Kaiapoi con-
troversy. Speaking of the undesirable effects. that 
the prosecution of Carlyon had~ the bishop pointed out 
that while the Christchurch diocese was short of clergy, 
and wished ·to import more from England,. it was unlikely 
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to recruit many priests due to insecurity of tenure. 
This is a key point in understanding Bishop Harper's 
tolerance of Carlyon's activities. If ritualists or 
tractarians were summarily thrown but of their livings 
and were denied episcopal protection and a fair trial, 
Christchurch would receive a bad name amongst English 
clergy who were thinking of emigrating to New Zealand • 
.. 
In his defence Carlyon was to make much of the fac~(·· 
that the New Zealand Church had confined its doctrine 
and practice within narrower limits than that permitted 
by the English Church. Security of tenure and princip-
, 
les of justice would be violated if, in a dispute 
between parson and parish, the aggrieved sat in judgement 
on their clergyman arid enforced their decision. He 
pointed out the difficulties of New Zealand ecclesiast-
ical law as it related to the Carlyon case. 
\.f"' 
,: It was 
impossible for a clergyman to be speedily removed from 
his cure since neither the bishop nor the. standing 
committee could summarily dismiss a man unless he had 
been proved guilty before a competent tribunal. Although 
general synod had prescribed a procedure to be followed 
before a clergyman could be found guilty and punished, 
it was doubtful whether this procedure could be carried 
out with a view to convictioni 
The first duty of a bishop in 
dealing with such charge~ when as 
yet they have not taken the definite 
form and order prescribed by law, is 
"to follow after the things that mal{e 
for peace" .... The duty of peace 
ntaking· is inherent in the office of 
a bishop, ~nd however unsuccessful 
'his efforts for the purpose may be, 
it is the more binding upon' him 
because so far as it relates to 
religious opinion and teaching a 
very considerable latitude is 
allowed in our Church. 24 
And this was particularly the case with the Holy 
114. 
Communion. Quoting lengthy extracts from the Bennet 
judgement he showed that anglicans are allowed a consid-
erable diversity of beliefs about the eucharist, within 
certain limits laid by the Prayer Book. While the 
decisions of the Privy Council were not binding in 
New Zealand: 
our church here will be justly 
chargeable with presumption and 
intolerance if in dealing with the 
teaching of our clergy i~ takes a 
narrdwer view of the liberty 
which under this judgement is 
accorded to their bretheren in 
the Mother Church. 
Perhaps one of the hardest 
lessons which earnest-minded 
men have to acquire is that of 
maintaining what they conceive 
to be the truth with a due 
consideration for.the opinions 
of others who may differ from them; 
and the truths connected with the 
Holy Communion, as was .remarked in 
the course of the judgement, 
«have always moved the deepest 
feelings of religious men and 
will continue to do so", 25 
He also quoted with approval Bishop Connop Thirlwall 
who stated that the most adv~nced ritualists had not 
overstepped the bounds of a belief in the real presence 
24 CM ' 15 N 0 v 18 7 6 I p p • 16 8 - 9 • 
25 CM, 15 Nov 1876, p, 170, 
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~hich the Church of England allowed. But the same 
liberty of action did not apply to clergyman giving 
ceremonial expression to these views: 
a clergyman really bas less 
liberty in this matter than 
individual worshippers ••• For 
·a clergyman is the minister of 
the Cburc~~ as it is, riot as it 
has been, or may be; and is, 
moreover, the representative of 
the whole congregation, and not 
of those members of it alone 
who may sympathise with ·him in 
a desire for more ceremonial 
worshipj and the more be values 
these religious truths which 
certain outward observances are 
supposed to symbolize, the more 
careful he should be, lest by an 
ill-advised introduction of them 
he creates in the minds of his 
1 ' d' ' t t h 26 peop e a preJU ~ce aga1ns em. 
It was the speech of a man being forced into an unsavoury 
course of action by an impossible situation. He was 
dubious about the desirability or eff~ctiveness of a 
law .suit' but knew that the continuing controversy at 
Kaiapoi was doing the church a lot of harm. He 
desired unity and tolerance but was caught between a 
powerful, intransigent low church faction and a stubborn 
anglo catholic priest who disliked compromise. 
In September of 1876 the dean and Caleb Whitefoord, 
J. C. Porter, William Wilson and Charles Dudley of Kaiapoi 
laid their accusations against the incumbent of Kaiapoi 
before the church advocate. On 21 September a copy of 
26 fM, 15 Nov 1876, p. 171. 
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the charges was sent to Mr Carlyon. In general he was 
charged with maintAining doctrine contrary to the 
authorised teaching of the Church of England but more 
particularly he was charged with: 
1. Teaching the obligation of 
auricular confession of sins 
to a prie~t. which he argued by 
sermon and by pamphlet, ~s the 
C·of E sanction Auricula~ 
£onfession? ••• 
2. Doctrine contrary to the C of 
E on the Sacrament of t~e Body and 
Blood in a letter to the N.Z. 
Church Newst Mar 13, 1876, and in 
a separate pamphlet: uThis is my 
Body and Blood being understood 
in a literal sense". 
3. Nature of t~1e Sacraments: ttThe 
nature of a Sacrament is the union 
of two substances in one". 
4. It was claimed by Mr Carlyon that 
Jesus ordained the use of unleavened 
bread and a mixed .•• chalice. 
5. That be taught doctrine contrary 
to the C of E vi.z: "I maintain that 
the object of the Reformation as 
(sic) being to correct abuses, and 
/''· 
not to abolish any ~ncient and 
Catholic custom, therefore, whatever 
custom in use at the time of the 
Reformation is not expressly forbidden, 
is expressly prescribed". 
6. That he performed a baptismal 
service outside the course of the 
normal service - i.e. not following 
the second lesson of Evening Prayer 
as laid down in the rubrics. 
7. Nor did be ask if an adult had 
already been baptised. 
a. And that in fact an adult (Emily 
Anne Spillard) had been baptised 
by a Wesl~yan minister. 
"9. That he used wafers and not 
normal bread. 
10. That he taught the lawfulness 
of elevating the·consecrated 
elements. 
11. That he "adores" the sacrament 
aft e!' consecration - "I believe in 
the Real Presence, and believing, 
I adore". 
12. That the Prayer o£ Consecration 
is said with back to the people and 
therefore they are not able to see 
him break the bread and take the 
cup into his handsn. 27 
Carlyon g~ve no answer to the presentment beyond 
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acknowledging its receipt. In doing this he showed a 
shrewd understanding of the weakness of the ecclesiastical 
tribunal statute which made no provision for this s±tuat-
ion. The statute envisaged that the accused clergy~an 
would provide a written answer to the charges, whitib 
would be laid before the bishop, whci would decide if there 
was sufficient cause for the case to proceed. If the 
accused clergyman admitted the material facts of the 
charges the suit would then be laid before the bench of 
bishops for their decision. Since Carlyon had neither 
admitted nor denied the mat~rial facts of the charges 
the chancellor was uncertain what he should do next 
and took legal ~dviae. On the basis of this advice he 
summoned the diocesan court of assessors to meet on 19 
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December to enquire into the facts alleged in the 
I presentment. The assessors· task would be to see if 
"'~~--~'"'-
the material facts of the charges could be proved and 
if their verdict affirmed this the case would be laid 
.bef.ore the bench of bishops, who would decide if the 
doctrines and practices complained of were contrary 
to the authorised t~,aching of the Church of England, 
On the day before the court met, one of the 
assessoxs, ArchdeaconA.Lingard, wrote to the bishop 
stating that he would not be able to appear the ne~t 
day due to bad health. Moreover, he urged. that all 
proceedings in the case be stopped imm~diately for 
some very pertinent reasons. He believed t~at the 
ecclesiastical offences statute of 1874 was so badly 
worded that Carlyon could be neither tried nor con-
victed on the basis of the charges against him, He 
stated that, contrary to the relevant legislation on 
the matter, the bishop had failed to make any inquiry 
into the case, hor bad he given as his opinion that 
sufficient cause existed for instituting proceedings 
in the bishop's court. Nor could he see how the 
chancellor of the diocese could be allowed to preside 
over the court when: 
but for the pressure he brought to 
bear in the matter, the presentement 
would in all probability have never 
been made. 28 
Although the chancellor was an interested party· in the 
matter it would be his duty to sum up and direct the 
jury of assessors. Archdeacon Lingard then played 
his trump card: 
I cannot but look upon the present 
proceedings as being taken without 
28 Lingard to Harper, 18 Dec 1876: DA·l3/5 
your Lordship's consent, and in direct 
contradiction of your express decision 
in'~he Kaiapoi case'' in the early 
part of this year. 29 
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This is the most ,puzzling feature of the court proceed-
ings. Bishop Harper could have prevented the case 
coming to court by d~claring that there was insuffic-
ient cause for further proceedings. Although he made 
no formal d~claration that sufficient cause did exist 
the fact that he allowed the assessors! court to sit 
and give its verdict without any protest on his part 
was tantamount to a formal pronouncement that suffic-
ient cause did in fact exist. ·Yet almost all the 
charges against Carlyon were ones on which the bishop 
had acquitted him in the Kaiapoi pastoral. It would 
seem that the bishop was exasperated by Carlyon's 
stubborn refusal to compromise and bowed to the over-
whelming pressure brought to bear on him by the low 
church party. 
The court sat the next day, and all of the 
charges were either admitted by Carlyon or proved by 
witnesses, with the exception of the charge relating 
to the baptism of Emily Spillard. Several charges were 
slightly amended in form on the basis of evidence given 
before the court. The church advocate then laid the 
eleven proved charges before the bishops of Auckland, 
Wellington, Nelson and Dunedin for their decision. 
The year 1877 was to be one of cumulative defeats 
for Carlyon as he tenaciously hung on to his curacy 
hoping to ride out the storm. Petty bitterness in the 
Kaiapoi community ha~ reached the pQint where Carlyon 
was tried and convicted in the local magistrate 1 s c~urt 
by resident magistrate Whitefoord 1 one of his foremost 
critics, on a dharge en allowing a horse to obstruct 
a footpath. The anti-Carlyonists were incensed when 
29 Lingard to Harper, 18 Dec 1876: DA 13/5 
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the three hours' se~vice was introduced on Good Friday 
1877, particularly as it was taken by a layman who was 
not a licensed lay reader. They were also somewhat 
taken aback when the Reverend H. C. M. Watson, a 
visiting evangelical missioner, preached at St Barthol-
omews at an evening service in Holy Week. 
Carlyon's first major defeat came at the annual 
parish meeting which was held at the unusual date and 
hour of 9 a~m., Easter monday. One of his critics later 
alleged that this was an attempt to prevent. the opposit-
ion turning out in force by convening the meeting in the 
·holiday season when many ~amilies would be away. The 
~ reporte1• thought that both sides Were equally 
'disadvantaged by the arrangement. Certainly the anti-
Carlyo~i.ts were in a position of great strength for of 
the 91 registered members present only 26 were supporters 
of Carlyon with 65.against him. Carlyon nominated Birch 
to be his churchwarden for another year, but Whitefoord 
was elected as parishioner's churchwarden unopposed. 
Si~ of Carlyon's sternest critics were then nominated. 
as vestrymen. None of them had attended St Bartholomews 
for some time. When Carlyon pointed out that church-
wardens and vestrymen had to be communicants 30 he was 
told that they had communicated at other parish churches. 
Carlyon replied that as there had been no communion 
service at Woodend he would check to see if they had been 
to Rangiora. The nomination was unopposed, and the!R~w 
vestry took office by default. Carlyon now had one ally 
and seven opponents on his vestry. 
Throughout 1877 vicar and vestry were continually 
at loggerheads, not only over ceremonial and doctrinal 
issues but also ovet the rapidly deteriorating financial 
situation of the parish. The vestry was not prepared 
30 They had to receive the sacrament at least three 
times a year, one of these times being Easter, 
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to wait for the bene~ of bishop's decision but tried to 
suppress Carlyon's ceremonial activities immediately. 
On 23 April the vestry proposed: 
That the churchwardens apply to 
the bishop for a faculty to remove 
fro~ the Church at Kaiapoi the 
following .art ioles 1 the use of 
which has been declared by the 
highest Ecclesiast~cal courts in 
England to be,illegal -viz- All 
candles, and candlesticks not 
necessary for the efficient 
lighting of the Church - vases -
table covers except such as are 
provided by the Vestry -Cross, 
ratable or super altar, banners 
etc and that the Bishop be 
requested to inhibit the continuance 
Of all processions with or without 
cross, coloured stoles, banners, 
bowing at the communion table and 
the employment of one or more 
acolytes within the communion rails 
which in the opinion of this Vestry 
are not only illegal but highly 
repugnant to a very large majority 
. 31 
of the Parish2oners. 
Carlyon ruled that the resolution cou~d not be put 
to the vestry but would be referred to the bishop. 
Two other motions suffered the same fate. The first & 
called on the churchwardens to inform th~ bisbo~ that 
Carlyon had introduced two acolytes within the communion 
rails at E~ster, despite the bishop's specific prohibition 
31 Kaiapoi Vestry Minutes, 23 Apr 1877. 
of this. The second was: 
That in the opinion of this vestry 
the Sermon delivered by the Incumbent 
of the Parish Church of Kaiapoi in 
defence of Mr (Arthur) Tooth now 
unde~ punishment for contempt of 
the laws of England was riot only 
uncalled £6r but disloyal and that 
it be referred to the Bishop. 32 
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On Pentecost Sunday the vestry forcefully 
~xpressed their disapproval of acolytes within the 
sanctuary. The vestryman who had collected the 
offertories pushed past the boy who was supposed to 
receive them and laid the offertory bags on the altar, 
The vestrymen then told Carlyon that they did not intend 
to ~ecognise this acolyte, and having heard that he 
fntended to use other people to collect .the offertories, 
that they intended to maintain their right - by force 
if necessary. The next Sunday the incumbent dispensed 
with the usual sermon and instead denounced the vestry. 
·In a letter to the offending parties he said that they 
did not come within the Prayer Book definition of ''fit 
per.sons" to collect the offe1~tory since they were not 
communicants, did not give any money, and on the few 
occasions when they did attend church they usually 
misbehaved themselves. 
On 28 May the v~stry resumed the attack by 
moving that the bishop's opinion be sought on the 
legality of various church ornaments which were not 
the property of the parish, namely, two brass vases, 
two three branched candlesticks and two brass c~osses. 
The vestry also pressed for an inquiry by the. bishop 
and the st~nding committee into the financial affairs 
32 Kaiapoi Vestry Minutes, 23 Apr 1817. Arthur Tooth 
was the great anglo catholic martyr of the lS~O's who 
had defied the verdict of the Privy Council and had 
been imprisoned. 
the same light. 
Perhaps Carlyon saw himself in 
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of the parish in connection with the payment of the 
incumbent's stipend. The parish was suffering from 
a considerable financial deficit and there seemed to 
be evidence that the incumbent had improperly manipul-
ated the parochial funds. The parson ~ vestry relation-
ship had become so antagonistin that it was resolved: 
That as there are so many matters 
in dispute between the Incumbent, 
a~d the Vestry the Vestry requests 
his Lordship the Primate to name 
an early date to meet the Vestry 
and discuss these matters with 
33 
a view to speedy set~lement. 
At about the same time the standing committee 
considered a letter from Birch, Carlyon's ~burchwarden, 
alleging that the recent canvass of the parish had been 
a failure because the vestrymen had encouraged parishion-
ers to withold their financial support. The diocesan 
treasurer reported that £18 had been paid as stipend to 
Carlyon on receipt of a larger amount purporting to be 
the Kaiapoi contribution to the diocesan stipend grant. 
However it seemed unlikely that this money had been 
raised from the Kaiapoi parishioners because it had 
been reported that Carlyon' had repaid £47 to Josiah 
Biroh on a loan raised t~ make up the local stipend 
quota. Archdeacon W. B. Dudley of Rangiora was requested 
to enquire into the two matters. On 12 June the standing 
~ommittee learnt from Archdeacon Dudley's report that the 
Kaiapoi vestrymen bad honestly tried to obtain promises 
of financial support from the parishioners. In his 
opinion there seemed to be no reasonable prospect of 
enough money being raised to p~y Carlyon's stipend. 
33 Kaiapoi Vestry Minutes, 28 May 1877. This meeting 
did take place but its outcome is unknown. 
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He also ~iscovered that Birch had advanced £47 paid as 
a local contribution to the diocesan treasurer and that 
Carlyon had repaid Birch. Thus the £47 ~as not'the local 
contribution of Kaiapoi. The standing committee asked 
Carlyon for an explanation of his actions. At their 
next meeting they inserted a letter from Carlyon in the 
minutes which state~.that he had only done what many 
of his brother clergy did in similar circumstarices. 
However the -stand:i.ng committee took a stern view of 
this· and censured Carlyon, while recommending that synod 
amend the financial regulations to prevent ~~oh irreg~ 
ularities occurring in the future. Carlyon humbly 
apologised to the standing committee in July. On 14 
August they received another letter from him stating that 
£35 was overdue to him in stipend. Dean Jacobs reported 
that no locHl contributions had been received in the last 
quarter of the financial year and Archdeacon Dudley was 
once again asked to visit the parish and enquire into 
the best means of supplying the deficiency. 
However, by September Carlyon had more than a 
financial deficit to worry about. On 17 September he 
was notified that the bench of bishops had found him 
guilty of maintaining unauthorised doctrines and pract-
ices and that he was to appear at the Christ's College 
libra~y on 10 October to have sentence passed on him by 
Bishop Harper. Of the twelve charges preferred against 
him the bench of bishops had found him guilty on seven 
counts. These were, teaching the obligation of 
auricular confession, holding doctrine contrary to the 
Church of England on the eucharist, performing a 
baptismal service outside the course of-the normal 
service, not asking i'f an adult .had already been baptised, 
using wafers and not normal bread, elevation of the 
chalice, and taking the eastward position at the prayer 
of consecration. It is hard to understand the long 
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delay of nine months, .particularly as the bishops met 
several times at the general synod in March to discuss 
the case. One explanation advanced at the time was 
that they were waiting for the decision of the PTivy 
Council in the Folkestone ritual case to decide on the 
legality of the eastward position. On 10 October about 
50 pe~ple gathered in the Christ's College library for 
.. 
the djlivery of the judgement. Bishop Harper read the 
decision of the bench of bishops and Carlyon was given 
an opportunity to speak in mitigation of his sentence. 
He proceeded to make a lengthy speech citing numerous 
patristic theologians. anglican divines and contemp-
orary legal decisions in his defence. He complained 
of the unfairness of not being allowed to plead his 
case before the bench of bishops, on being condemned 
on isolated statements without reference to the general 
tenor of his writings. and of the narrowness of the 
New Zealand church which would not allow the same liberty 
of doctrine and practice permitted by the mother church, 
Bish~p Harper then pronounced sentence, but not before 
he had revealed his mind on the matter: 
It is a painful duty which I have 
to discharge- painful. because you, 
a clergyman of my diocese, are the 
/irst
1
Clergyman in New Zealand against 
whom it has been found necessary to 
proceed in the Ecclesiastical Courts 
of this province, and towards whom I have 
to act judicially, and because I am 
persuaded that but for your unguarded 
language iri statements of doctrine, 
and undue r~liance on your own 
judgement in the use of public acts 
of religion, you might have done good 
service in this diocese. 34 
34 QN, Oct supplement 1877, p. 10. 
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On cha~ges nine, ten and twelve the bishop admonished 
Carlyon to abstain for the fu~ure in the celebration 
of the holy communion from the use of unleavened bread, 
the elevation of the consecrated elements, and the · 
eastward position. On charges one and two Carlyon was 
suspended for one month from the ministry of the church, 
the suspension to continue until he had formally retracted 
his errors. 
The Christchurch synod met six days later and 
became the forum for a discussion of the implications 
of the Kaiapoi judgement. The Reverend Croasdaile 
Bowen moved a seri~s of motions regretting the effects 
of the judgement in confining the doctrine and practice 
of the New Zealand church within narrower limits than 
that allowed by the English church. The motions also 
called for the adoption of English ecclesiastical legal 
precedents as guides in further cases, with~ liaison 
. . 
between the two churches which could refer to some 
J 
ultimate authority in cases not covered by the precedents. 
The general tenor of the debate that followed was that, 
while many feared a weakening ?f the link between the 
two churches, the Kaiapoi judgement was thought to be 
so controversial that unanimity Within the diocese 
would be threatened if the motion was ~ressed to a 
conclusion. At the expressed wish of the bishop the 
motions were withdrawn. 
But Carlyon's friends and allies were not slow in 
coming to his defence. On 11 October McKenna wrote to 
the bishop to inform him that the parents of the children 
at the official Kaiapoi sunday school wished him to pre-
vent the supporters of the opposition sunday school from 
effecting a take-over during the period of Carlyonts 
suspension. On 12 October 48 Kaiapoi parishioners 
petitioned the bishop to allow the off~cial sunday 
school to carry on as before, to prevent any alteraiions 
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in the services at St Bartholomews, to prevent any 
furniture or ornaments being r~moved from the church, 
·to ensure that the eucharist was celebrated at least 
once a month in the pirish church, and to prevant anyone 
being licensed as a lay reader for the parish: 
who does not hold the doctrines of 
the Holy Catholic Church ••• and who 
has not been baptised and confirmed 
in the Church. 35 
The biggest demonstration of support took place on 19 
October when a considerable number of people assembled 
at the Kaiapoi Institute. The .meeting was dominated 
by the architect B. W. Mountfort ~ho., ably assisted by the 
Revs. W. H. Cooper and C. Coates, 36 drafted a petition 
with 71 signatories to the primate and the bench of 
bishops protesting against their recent decision. The 
decision was declared 1 to be: 
Unjust, Impolitic, and Doctrinally 
unsound ••• involving as it does 
our own virtual expulsion from the 
Church of the sa~d Province. 37 
Furthermore, they threatened that if the decision was 
upheld as final they would have to consider seceding· 
from the anglican churah to become old catholics: 
We would ask you to define for us, 
what is the Doctrine of the Church 
of New Zealand on the points upon 
which Mr Carlyon has been condemned, 
35 Kaiapbi parishioners to Harper, 12 Oct 1877: DA 13/5 
36 Coates was to discharge a long and fruitful ministry, 
devoid of catholic externals while employing moderate 
catholic teaching. He named his son Cyril Carlyon 
Coates out of admiration for the incumbent of Kaiapoi 
and one of the murals he painted on the walls of 
Holy Trinity, Lyttelton expresses a strDngly held 
doctrine of the real presenDe of Christ in the 
eucharist. Holy Trinity, Lyttelton still h•s the 
processional cross which Carlyon gave to Charles 
Coates when he was turned out of Kaiapoi. 
37 Carlyon papers: DA 13/5. 
that we may have authoratative 
data to guide us in the most 
difficult choice which seems now 
38 
unhappily forced upon us. 
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Then, on the 22nd, Fred Funston, the Kaiapoi choirmaster, 
..... ---
wrote to the bishop asking him to guarantee the future 
of the c,hoh•. 
All this had little effect on Carlyon'~ future. 
That was being decided by an exchange of letters between 
himself and the bishop. On 29 October the bishop wrote 
to Carlyon to tell him that his plea in mitigation of his 
sentence could not be acc~pted as ·a retraction of erroneous 
doctrine. He enclosed a suggested form of retraction 
concerning the condemned statements on auricular confess-
ion and the eucharistic presence which he hoped Carlyon 
would be able to sig~. His letter ended thus: 
I am constrained however to add 
that, under any 6ircumstances, I 
feel it necessary to ask you to 
place your resignation of the 
Incumbency of Kaiapoi in my hands. 
It is unreasonable to expect, af~er 
what has occurred, that your ministry 
there, either now or hereafter, can 
answer the purposes for which you 
were instituted to the cure of the 
39 parish. 
In his reply of 5 November Carlyon declined to sign the 
suggested form of retraction. On 6 November the bishop 
put forward an alternative form of retraction, which 
I 
Carlyon also declined to sign. On 10 November the bishop 
again urged him to sign the alternative form and on the 
38 Carlyon papers: DA 13/5. 
39 Harper to Carlyon, 29 Oct 1877: DA 13/5 
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13th he received Carlyon's last word on the matter: 
While feeling very much fbr your 
1,ordsh:lp' s painful position between 
the Bench of Bishops and myself, 
and while acknowledging the kindly 
endeavour you have made to satisfy 
their lordship's popular opinion-
.. 
and myself - I still adhere to my 
determination to ehdure the miseries· 
and losses of suspension rather than 
commit myself to so palpable an act 
of dishonesty and unfaithfulness to 
~he church, as to retract certain 
words while mentally holding fast 
to the doctrines expressed,4° 
On 15 November the bishop informed Carlyon that unless 
he resigned his cur~ he would face the penalty of being 
removed from it. Furthermore he objected to Carlyon's 
plan to visit England to consult eminent theologians as 
to the legality of the Kaiapoi judgement as being an 
attempt to override the decision of ~he New Zealand 
Church, against which there could be no appeal. In 
these circumstances it would be impossible for him to 
licence Carlyon to another or any part of the diocese, 
The next day Carlyon asked for two years' leave of 
absence and completely ignored the bishop's request 
that he should resign. This was the last straw. Bishop 
Harper convened the standing committee and asked its 
members if they could recommend that he remove Carlyon 
from the incumbency of Kaiapoi, They did so recomm-
end, and on 23 November Carlyon was formally removed 
from his cure, 
But the bird had already flown. 
November carried a report of Carlyon's farewell address 
40 Carlyon to Harper, 13 Nov 1877: DA 13/5. 
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to his Kaiapoi supporters. He told them that it was 
his intention to go to England to obtain the advice of 
English theologians on the Kaiapoi judgement and that, 
unless advised to the contrary, he would return within 
a period ~f twelve months. He told them of the bishop's 
demand that be resign or be removed from the pari~h and 
stated that he had no intention of resigning. Further-
more he hoped.that his friends would not support any 
other priesi who might be appointed while there was a 
possibility that he might return from England. In the 
meantime they were to maintain their unity as a party 
without bitterness towards their opponents. 
But all of Carlyon's plaris came to nothing. Bishop 
Harper swiftly appointed another priest to Kaiapoi. 
In January Bishop A. B. Suter of ~elson wrote to Bishop 
Harper in answer to the Mountfort memorialists to say:· 
speaking for myself I must decline 
to enter into any discussion of the 
merits of the decision ••• As to 
putting forth new definitions as 
they propose, that appears to me 
b tl d 
. . 41 
.o 1 unnece~sary an 1nnoportune, 
Nor was.Carlyon to have any luck with the English 
theologians he consulted. On 20 July, 1878, he sent 
a retraction of error to Bishop Harper, who accepted 
it with alacrity. His retraction of error in charge 
one, relating to auricular confession, Was almost word 
for word that first proposed by Bishop Harper. And 
with regard to the condemned statements in charge two: 
Before consecration there is on 
the~altar, on the paten and in the 
cup, one reality, after consecration 
there are on the altar, on the paten 
and in the cup, two realitie~- an 
earthly and a heavenly. 
41 Suter to Harper, 17 Jan 1878: DA 13/5 
The words "This is my Bodyt This is 
my Blood" are to be unde1•stood in. a 
literal ae11se. 
Carlyon wrote: 
I am advised by eminent theologians, 
on whose opinion I can rely, that 
.my stat eme.nt, while more than o a pable 
of an orthodox interpretation, may 
nevertheless imply doctrines which 
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are unorth6dox, namely, that the first 
expression may be taken to teach ~he 
"Lutherine doctrine of Consubstantiation" 
and that the word "lilteral" in the second 
expression may be understood to imply 
a gross carnal presence. 
I am consequently advised to retract 
them, and do hereby do so.4 2 
_, 
Carlyon spent the next ten years of his lifo in 
South Africa. In that time he ~eld a variety of posts, 
rarely staying in one place for longer than three years. 
In 1889 he returned to England where he spent the rest 
of his life. 
The Carlyon case reveals.an accurate picture of 
the relative strengths of the anglo catholic and·low 
church parties in the diocese of Christchurch. The 
anglo catholic party was small but ~apable of putting 
up quite a fight in defence of its interests. The 
in t r an s i g en c,y of Car 1 yon had t he e f f e c t of r a i s in g j, t s ( 
expectations as to the impact and influence of anglo 
catholicism on the diocese. The low church party 
was militant and numerically the stronger, The broad 
mass of anglican laity and the bench of bishops seem 
to ha~e been sympathetic to its point of view. The 
42 C G, Nov. 1878t p. 125 •. 
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fact that the ecclesiastical newspapers, and in part-
icular The Church News, came out against Carlyon 
probably had a considerable influence on the public 
reaction to the events at Kaiapoi. The ousting of 
Carlyon must be reckoned to be a victory for the low 
church party, with a consequent retardation of the 
development of anglo· catholicism in the diocese. 
Bishop Harper is revealed as a man of tolerance 
with an und~rstanding and appreciation of the Oxford 
movement. His motivations in the case were thre~fold~ 
He was sympathetic to moderate tractarianism and 
wished to see a broader range of anglican attitudes 
within the diocese, He feare~ that an unjust 
persecution of Carlyon would cut off the supply of 
English clergy to New Zealand. The stubborness of 
Carlyon and the militancy of the low church party 
forced Harper to abandon the way ·of compromise and 
allow the prosecu'tion ot take place. The overwhelm-
ing pressure brought to bea~ on Bishop Harper must not 
be underestimated • He was accused of infiltrating 
. ritualist clergy into the diocese and of manipulating the 
patronage system to force ritualist clergy ori his 
people. It was d~ngerous to resist this kind of press-
ure, particularly as other colonial bishops were finding 
it difficult to convince their low church clergy and 
laity ~hat the episcopacy was an essential component of 
church order, and not a functional convenience to be 
·dispensed with if necessary. 
There is one final puzzling feature of the Carlyon 
case. Anglo catholicism thrives on heroic myths about 
its origins. Its most venerated pioneers are often 
martyrs from an earlier age of persecution. The Carlyon 
case has all the essential ingredients fot a fondly 
cherished story of heroic martydom, Surprisingly 
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the story of Carlyon and the tumultuous events at Kaiapoi 
is not widely known among New Zealand anglo catholics. 
A valuable piece of folk lore has not been appropri~ted 
by the inheritors of Carlyon•s tradition. 
CHAPTER V 
PHILLIPSTONN 
Throughout the 1860•s early Christchurch began to 
spread beyo~d the boundaries of the four avenues. The 
city's eastward e~pansion created several new suburbs, 
one of which was Phillipstown. Situated between 
Avonside and Sydenham, Phillipstown was a working class 
suburb "inhabited chiefly by labourers, artisans, 
1 
cabmen etc.u 
In 1876 it was constituted a parochial district in an 
area known as Columbo Rd and Phillipstown. Ita place 
of worship was a small mission chapel capable of holding 
170 people. By 1879 the population of this part of 
Christchurch had increased to the point where the 
parochial district of Columbo Rd was detached from 
Phillipstown to form ·the parish of St. Saviourts, 
Sydenham. 
In 1880 the Reverend H.J.C.Gilbert became the 
second vicar of Phi!lipstown. He was the first priest 
to wear eucharistic vestments in the diocese of Christ-
church and perhaps, even in New Zealand. The parish 
history of Phillipstown alleges that Gilbert was formerly 
a Wesleyan minister but this is highly unlikely since 
he was confirmed in his native Cornwall by Bishop 
Wilberforce in 1859. He emigrated to _New Zealand at 
an early age and studied for the ministry'under Dean 
Jacobs. Gilbert was ordained a deacon in 1872. From 
1872 to 1877 he was curate of Waimea. Westland and then 
transferred to the Dunedin diocese where he held the 
' 
1 CN, Oct 1882, p. 184. 
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incumbency of Tapanui. In this early stage of his. 
ministry he gave no hint of being a ceremonialist, 
in of 
. 2 
the Bishop Dunedin, a letter testimonial of 
B.:!. shop S.T. Nevill wrote: 
I may add that no complaints \Vere 
made to me of the manner in which 
,you conducted divine service nor 
of your teaching, and that to the 
bcist of my knowledge and belief you 
attended with assiduity to the duties 
of your cure,. 
for 
Probably what changed him·was the strongly anglo catholic 
lay element at Phillipstown, led by B.W. Mountfort. 
Within two years of his arrival Gilbert applied for a 
grant to build a church, which was designed by Mount-
fort. In his appeal for church furniture in 1884 the 
vicar made his ohurohmanship quite clear~ 
If people are to be taught 
reverence for holy Sacraments, and 
that the House of God differs 
from common houses then something 
must appeal to the eye as well as 
to the ear. 
I shall be glad, therefore, if 
any wbo are disposed to help in 
maintaining the good old Cathol~c 
usages of the Church would commun-
icate at once with either Mr B.W. 
Mountfort, the architect, or 
3 
myself . . . 
In that year the fo~ndation stone was laid and in 1885 
2 Mss dated April 30 1880; "H.J.C. Gtlbert"'Various 
papers deposited by the Rev Canon ~.A. Orange' C.D.A. 
3 CN, Sept 1884, ·p. 177. 
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the nave was built with a temporary wooden sanctuary. 
The Church ~f the Good Shepherd is one of Mountfort's 
finest creations and with its conspicucus high altar, 
and the asc~riding levels of footpaces in the sanctuary, 
it is an obviously anglo catholic structure. 
It has been suggestect4 that Mountfort designed it 
with a view to having a suitable church to worship in 
.. 
during his retirement, Certainly he was a faithful 
parishioner. and churchwarden of Phillipstown for the rest 
of his life. It was he who gave Gilbert a set of white 
linen eucharistic vestments, Benjamin Mountfort and 
Hannibal Gilbert were close friends and Mountfort succeed-
ed in impressing many catholic _principles on the vicar 
of Phillipstown. He had a willing pupil for Gilbert 
had come to _know and respect the Reverend H. E. Carlyon 
during the latter's turbulent years at Kaiapoi. In 
this Phillipstown episbde Mountfort was probably the 
central figure, and a close examination of his character 
and views if therefore necessary, 
Mountfort was trained as an architect by Richard 
Carpenter, the darling of the Cambridge ecclesiolo~ists. 
He came out to Canterbury in 1850 on the Charlotte Jane 
and was the foremost anglo catholic laymeri of the diocese, 
His organising of the petition protesting against the 
Kaiapoi judgement made him one of the staunchest defend-
---·-
ers of the Reverend H. E. Carlyon, His churchmanship 
stemmed from his admiration of Camden Society principles 
gained during his training in England: 
Mountfort would have been familiar 
with Ecclesiological thought through 
•, 
his association with Carpenter and 
his churches reflect this interest 
quite strongly. The elements which 
4 Interview, Archdeacon R. J. P. Witty, 13 July, 1975, 
derive from the ideas put forward 
by the Ecclesiologists can be seen 
in his respect for "truth to 
materials" i,e, not making wood 
look like stone or the other way 
round; the "picturesque" planning 
of the churches, i,e. irregular 
.. 
plans which reflect on the outside 
the different functions of the 
interior; his use of a chancel 
divided into two levels, the first 
being raised above the level of the 
nave by one or ~wo st~ps then going 
up possibly another step to the 
altar; and of course the most 
obvious one, his adoption of the 
5 gothic style. 
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Apart from his contribution to New Zealand anglo cath-
olicism as an enthusiastic layman his impact on early 
Canterbury church building was considerjble, P,s the 
local supervising architect~of the Cathedral in 1873 he 
i 
had a ~irtual monopoly o~ church designs, In this 
office he built up a reputation as the foremost eccles-
iastical architect of his day: 
He designed something like 30 
churches in Canterbury alone and 
about 10 more elsewhere in New 
Zealand. 6 
Although the gothic style was almost universally adopted 
by New Zealand's early ecclesiastical architects, all of 
Mountfort's churches are consistent in ~heir full adopt-
ion of ecclesiological principles, In each of them the 
emphasis on the chancel shows his major concern with the 
celebration of the eucharist. The influence of Mount-
5 I. Lochhead ~o author, 2 Oct 1975, Mr Lochhead is 
an Art History Masters student engaged on a thesis on 
B. W. Mountfort. 
fort's religious views on his architecture: 
~ames through in the richness of the 
decoration he applies to his churches, 
something that is not always apparent 
in the buildings themselves but 
which is apparent in some of his 
drawings •.. Holy Trinity, Avonside 
is quite a good e~ample of this ••• 
I It (his religious view~) also comes 
through in his concern with light, 
not only on the interior of his 
buildings, but also on the exterior 
where the play of light over the 
surface . . d t. 7 ~s an important cons~ era ~on. 
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Mountfort must be reckoned to be one of the founding 
fathers of Canterbury anglo catholicism~ His churchman-
ship had a considerable impact on the designing of many 
churches in the diocese and his personal influencs was 
largely responsible for the adoption of catholic cere-
monial at Phillipstown. 
The Church of the Good Sbepherd'soon gained many of 
the characteristics of an anglo catholic parish. The 
order of Sunday worship was as follows: 8am. , holy 
communion; lOa.m., matins and the litany; lla.m., sung 
eucharist, and 7 p.m., evensong. There was a surpliced 
choir. The ceremonial was in the sarum tradition, and 
by the 1920's had come to include gospel processions and 
incense, But more remarkable. was the church's connect-
ion with the development of the religious life in Christ-
church. In 1894 Sister Edith, who had founded the 
Deaconess Community of the Sisters of gethany in the 
prec7e'~ing year, became the Phillipstown parish worker. 
In 1912 the Deaconess Community was renamed the Community 
of the Sacred Name. From 1894 onwards, Sisters of the 
7 Ibid. 
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new religious community worked in Phillipsto~n as su~day 
school teachers and parish visitors.~ Requiem masses 
were celebrated in the Church of the Godd Shepherd on 
the death of Mother Edith ~n~ Sister Mary Elice. Nor 
was this connection with the religious life without 
effect on the parishioners. Several women received a 
vocation to the religious life while living in the parish. 
Miss Francis was to become Sister Teresa of th~ Commun-
ity of the Sacred Name. Miss Hilda Wickham was to. become 
Sister Janetta of the Community of the Sisters of the 
Church, the order which founded St. Margaret's College. 
-
Phillipstown's anglo catholicism was of a moderate 
unspectacular type which did not attract outside attent-
ion or provoke controversy. In this it reflected the 
outlook of its vicar. An example .of Gilbert's low-key 
use of anglo catholic externals is that he wore a biretta 
not because it was a party badge, but because he was 
bald~. 
In 1897 he suffered a heart attack and went on a 
trip to Britain to recuperate. During the holiday he 
kept a diary which records his impressions of the various 
types of religion he encountered. It also gives an 
accurate picture of his churchmanship. On the voyage 
out the ship stopped at Buenos Aires and Gilbert visited 
the city's roman catholic cathedral. 
by the High Mass in progress: 
He was entranced 
The High Service was majestic~lly 
rendered. I had never heard such 
music before. My whole soul was 
thrilled within me, and I felt an 
indescribable feeling of Holy 
Worship, and as the great organ 
and voices blended in one great 
sound of Praise and Thanksgiving I 
could not help feeling that Heaven 
had, for the·moment, descended on 
Earth. 8 
Later he visited another roman catholic cathedral, when 
the ship called at Santa Cruzt 
Mass was being said at / one of the 
altar~ when we ~ntered, and I 
was glad of a few moments .to bow 
before th~.Holy Sacrifice. 9 
The adoption of roman catholic terminology in describing 
the eucharist as a sacrifice was one of the more centro-
versial articles of anglo catholic belief. In his 
nat.ive Cornwall, he visited the Church of St. Mar~, 
Penzance 1 where he had been confirmed by Bishop Wilber-
force in 1859: 
There were Lights and Vestments, and 
all the adjuncts of High Ritual. I 
can't say that I liked ~t at all. 
It was too extreme for me. It struck 
me as being a very near approach (sic) 
Roman usage. I just looked in at St. 
Paul's Clarence St at 10.30 a.m., but 
soon saw there we had another extreme 
only of a Low type! And as you know 
I hate anything ~. 10 
He returned to St. Mary's for the midday service and found 
the moderate ritual at this service more to his taste. 
In many of the churches Gilbert visited in Cornwall he 
found that zealous curates had altered tha furniture and 
furnishings along catholic lines. 
baptism in Perron he found that: 
At the church of his 
Outside and inside all is restored 
and made worthy of its heavenly 
8 Typescript copy of Gilbert•s journal, 12 June 1897, 
per Miss C. Gilbert. 
9 Ibid., 6 July 1897. 
10 Ib~., 25 July 1897. 
Owner. The old square pews have 
made way for modern seats, where 
God's people can sit together as 
one family, Then the old arrange-
ment for Parson and Clerk have given 
place to a beautiful Altar and Sanc-
tuary - with ~11 necessary Catholic 
11 Adornments. 
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Gilbert was 'delighted with these changes in church inter-
iors. 
It is, perhaps, significant that both of Cant~rbury's 
pioneer ritualist priests, Carlyon and Gilbert, were 
Cornishmen, In 1877 Cornwall had been det.ached from the 
diocese of Exeter to form the diocese of Truro, Truro 
was then, and still is, the most uncompromisingly anglo 
catholic diocese in the British Isles, Truro had few 
evangelical or middle of the road parishes, In con-
sequence, Cornish religion has been polarized between 
staunch anglo catholicism and extreme methodism. Although 
Carly~n and Gilbert saw only the early days of all this, 
it is little wonder that men from such a strongly anglo 
catholic area would question the accepted practices in 
Canterbury. 
For the six months that he was away Gilbert 
appointed a young English priest, the Reverend A.E. 
Hoggins, as his locum tenens. During the,six month period 
Hoggins lost no time in introducing coloured vestments 
to Phillipstown. Little is known of Hoggins for shortly 
afterwards he was shifted from the parochial ministry 
to become the diocesan inspector of schools. 
Gilbert returned from England in late 1897 and 
continued as vicar of Phillipstown for another two years. 
But his health continued to deteriorate and in 1899 he 
felt obliged to resign the incumbency of ihe parish. 
11 Ibid., 31 July 1897. 
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He died shortly afterwards at the age of 53. Gilbert 
must have been an effective pastor and able administrator. 
The church had been opened free of debt which was a. 
considerable achievement in what was a fairly poor parish. 
He left behind him a flciurishing and active congregation. 
The third vicar of Phillipstown was the Reverend 
H. E. Ensor. Surp~isingly, Ensor had been ordained 
in the Nelson diocese, which has always been an evang-
elical stronghold. He was a mission priest in the 
Marlborough sounds, and vicar of Kaikoura for five years, 
before coming to Christchurch to take up the assistant 
curacy at St. Michael's. 
· His next appointment was to the parish of Leeston. 
Here he made the eucharist the focal point of parish 
worship and succeeded in substantially raising the num-
bers of communicants. Ensor completely redecorated the 
~anctuary by appealing to the aesthetic and domestic 
instincts of the ladies of the parish. ~very issue of 
' 
the Church News seemed to report a .new altar frontal, a 
new fair linen cloth, or a new sanctuary carpet being 
produced by the faithful, The emphasis on worship and 
beauty was complimented by teaching. A "Catholic 
Religiontt class was estabJ.ished, for young people. The 
congregation were told why the church needed all this 
interior decoration: 
Our little church is beginning 
to teach by the eye, as every 
church in the land ought to teach, 
The congregation received explicitly catholic teaching 
a bout t he s t1a t e of depart e d sou 1 s : 
Thank God we who"believe in the 
communion of saintsn recognise 
that. though our loved o11es are 
hidden from our sight for a 
while, they are only gone into 
the ante-room of Heaven, and 
that if we are faithful we shall 
join them there, and in God's good 
time go forward with them to the 
ttPerfect vision of God.u 12 
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After three years of vigorous work as vicar of Leeston, 
Ensor succeeded Gilbert at Phillipstown in 1899. His 
ministry at Leeston·had shown him to be a moderate anglo 
catholic and this, no doubt, was why he was chosen for 
Phillipstowti.. 
These were years of growth and expansibn for the 
Church of the Good Shepherd. A parish repbrt of 1901 
noted that: 
increased attendance at the services, 
an increase of over £600 in the 
offertories, and, above all, a large 
increase in the number of communions 
made, showed that the parish is in 
a healthy state, and that definite 
teaching and reverent ritual, instead 
of emptying the church, are filling 
it, and in the case of Phillipstown 
at least, with a congregation 
composed largely of men. 13 
Consequently a great deal was achieved in this period. 
The vicarage was renovated in 1900 and in 1~06 Ensor was 
able to extend the nave of the church and add the south 
transept. The installation of a large carved crucifix 
and the furnishing of the sanctuary was made possible by 
the generous gifts of a laity who were eager to promote 
the catholi6 furnishings of the church. Altar frontals 
and sanctuary hangings were among the gifts.as well as 
the eucharistic vestments given by Mrs Gilbert in memory 
of her husband. 'The succeeding vicar added to the 
12 C N, July 1897, p. 6. 
13 C N, May 1901, p. 16. 
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vestment collection, 
By now the parish was unmistakably anglo catholic 
and was producing some dedicated, even fanatical young 
men. One such young man was ed Livingstone, a 
~ 
theological student at Christchurch Colle~e. In 1913 
he travelled to England to apply to join the Society 
of the Sacred Mission at Kelham. 14 Fro~ London he 
wrote an enthusiastic letter to a New Zeaiand friend 
recording his impressions of a tour of the prominent 
anglo catholic churches of the city: 
it is wonderful to see the poor 
dear ragged creatures corning in to 
make their "Visit to the Blessed 
Sacrament" Gren! all my sympathies 
are with what the enemies call 
nthe extreme Ritualistic party," 
Don't fear I can't help it and 
I have not the slightest Roman 
longing ••• I see much more in 
"Catholic prayerstt now and many 
other so called "extreme practices 11 
when I have seen the benefit they 
are to the poor and what good they 
do. 
After enthusing over the quality and quantity of lace 
worn by priests and servers at St. Alban' s 1 Hol bor,p, 
Livingstone went into raptures over the incense: 
Oh the smell of it, I can't ever 
forget it. I'm in Paradise the 
moment I scent it. 15 · 
Either because of war, or because he was turned down, 
Fred Livingstone did not get to Kelha~. He was killed 
in action in 1918. He must have succumbed to the un.oman 
14 Whether as a religious or theological student is 
not known. 
i5 Livingstone to unnamed N. z. friend, 23 Apr 1913, 
Avonside parish papers. 
longing'' for he was buried with the full rites of the 
roman catholic church. 
The Reverend H. E, Ensor would have disapproved 
of the extremism of his former parishioner. But for 
all that he was a decidedly anglo catholic churchman, 
He was well known for his ministry of healing and ·in 1908 
Bishop Julius licen~~d him to investigate, with the aid 
of several Christchurch doctorst the th~ory and practice 
of therapeutic suggestion, Bishop Julius must have 
thought highly of him for in 1909 Ensor was made Arch-
deacon of Akaroa. In 1917 he left Phillipstown to 
become the vicar of Hororata. 
Phillipstown's fourth vicar was the'Reverend C, A. 
Fraer. Ordained in the Dunedin 'diocese in 1896 1 he was 
to become the vicar of St. Stephen's, Tuahiwi in 1904. 
Fraer had a very successful ministry to the Maori people, 
His parish consisted of the Maori community of the Tua-
hiwi pa and the Maori - European community at Ohgka. 
Tuahiwi was not a pleasant place to live in. The Moari' 
people in general were in a depressed state and a high 
T. B. mortality rate was ca~ryin~ off many children of 
the pa. But Fraer's deep interest in the people won 
most of them over to an allegiance to the church. 
Parish life was active and firmly based on the catholic 
tradition. The eucharist was the focal point of parish 
worship with as many as ioo people-turning out on good 
days. Records of parish patronal festivals list several 
male heads o~ families as being lay readers. acolytes~ and 
thurifers. The parish church of St. Stephen's had a well 
furnished sanctuary and a complete set of eucharistic 
vestments. With a keen appreciiation cif the Maori 
love of communal gatherings Fraer introduced the prim-
itive custom of the agape. 16 After the eucharist the 
16 The worship of the early christians was often 
accompanied by an agape or love feast, a fellowship 
meal in which the shared food was a symbol of the 
community's love for one another. 
parishioners adjourned to the Whare Rununga to eat a 
fellowship meal together. Nor was the catholic 
tradition of the parish confined only to its worship. 
At the parish mission of 1911 many people made their 
first confession. 
But Fraer's most enduring ~chievement was the 
founding of Te Waipounamu College at Ohoka in 1909. Te 
Waipounamu was established as a boarding school for 
Maori girls 'of the South and Chatham islands. Fraer saw 
its main purpose as being an evangelistic tool which 
would bring the best Christian influence to bear upon 
the womanhood and homes oi the southern Maoris. It 
also arose out of his concern f~r the many handicaps 
facing the Maori people in their attempts to cope with 
European society. To this end the cur~iculum of the 
school included a religious 1 general and technical 
education. So eager was Fraer to promote the pr~ject 
that he turned over his Ohoka vicarage to the school and 
went to live at the Maori pa at Tuahiwi, Fraer was Te 
Waipounamu's chaplain and chairman of its council. 
Thus when he moved to Phillipstown in 1917 he 
decided to bring the school with him. In 1920 the Te 
Waipounamu College moved to its present location in 
Ferry Rd. Fraer was to enjoy a long and fruitful 
ministry at Phillipstown which str~~hes beyond the period 
covered by this thesis. But his decision to move Te 
Waipounamu may have had far reaching effects on the church 
life of both Tuahiwi and Phillipstown. Tuahiwi ceased 
to be an independent parish in 1931 and was eventually 
placed under the pastoral care of Woodend. Ohoka 
became a part of the Kaiapoi parish. Perhaps with the 
school gon~ there seemed to be no reason for such a small 
community to have its own parish priest. Certainly since 
1931 no anglican priest has resided at ·Tu~hiwi and con-
sequently the influence of the church on the community 
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there has diminished steadily throughout the century. 
Phillipstown had already had its heyday under Ensor. 
Fraer was to find that industry and business premises 
were gradually forcing residential dwellings out of the 
parish. 
The most puzzling feature of Phillipstown•s history 
is the lack 'of controversy over its pioneering of ritual 
.. 
developments in the diocese. More modest ritual innov-
ations at K~iapoi a few years earlier had caused a storm 
o! opposition, while Phillipstown's adoption of catholic 
ceremonial passed almost unnoticed. Why was there no 
ritual case, no angry letters to the newspapers, no 
petitions of protest? 
Part of the answer lies in the nature of the parish. 
Unlike Kaiapoi the laity welcomed, indeed demanded, the 
~ 
changes. What brought about Carlyon's downfall was a 
large body of intransigent low church parishioners. At 
Phillipstown the presence ~f a strongly anglo catholic 
lay ~lament, led by Benjamin Mountfort, prevented any 
internal opposition calling attention to the nature of the 
changes in parish worship. 
Later St. 11ichael•s was to e~perience a similar 
change to ceremonial worship without internal opposition, 
but this change was to attract considerable controversy 
and external opposition. Phillipstown av~ided this 
because of the different social background of the two 
parishes. St. Michael's was an inner city church which 
tended to draw upper middle class worshippers from the 
suburbs~ It was a large and important parish with a 
prominent place in the life of the diocese. Moreover it 
had considerable prestige due to its historical stat~s 
as the first anglican church in Christchurch and the 
original pro-cathedral. By contr~st Phillipstown was 
a small, working class parochial district of fairly 
recent origin. It remained a parochial district and at 
no stage did it enjoy the status or independence of a 
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parish. Thus Phillipstown did not have the promin-
ence or prestige to attract the attention of the mili-
tant low church party. Moreover; for many years it was 
the only parish of its kind and did not seem to repres-
ent a growing trend toward expansionist anglo catholic-
ism. There was also a considerable contrast in the 
personalities of th~.respective innnvating ritualist 
priests. Whereas Gilbert was a mild and moderate man, 
"' H. D. Burton of St. Michael's was an fl'·ifressive mission 
priest with a reputation for fiery preaching. 
There had also been a change of personality in t~e 
hierarchy of the church. In 1890 Churchill Julius 
became the second Bishop of Christchurch, Bishop Julius 
was of a moderate evangelical background but was very 
tolerant of anglo catholics and became higher and higher 
as his episcopate went on. An old pari~hioner thinks 
that he had a soft spot for Phillipstown. 17 
Moreover New Zealand colonial society had changed. 
Life was settled enough for Canterbury settlers to move 
beyond the utilitarian considerations of a frontier 
' 
society. As life became more stable and prosperous 
more attention was paid to the decol·ative adjuncts. of 
european civilization, and its associated cluttered 
Victorian drawing rooms. With this came an increasing 
appreciation of the aesthetic possibilities of clerical 
dress and posture. 
New Zealand church life was also changi~g. There 
was a growing awareness of the impact of anglo catholicism 
on the Church in England. A number of developments 
within the diocese had created an inureasing acceptance 
18 
and tolerance of the new movement. Even before the 
Carlyon case, Bishop Harper!s rulings on the acceptable 
mode of introducing changes'in worship and laid the way 
17 Interview, Horace Palmer, 20 Sept 1974 •. 
18 These new developments are the subject of the next 
chapter. 
open for pluralism in worship. While there is no 
record of Gilbert seeking the bishop's sanction of 
ceremonial innovations there was certainly complete 
unanimity between parson and parish in desiring them. 
Certainly the changes were of a more extreme nature than 
those envisaged by Bishop Harper but from the moment he 
authorised a proced~re for a parish to change its worship 
patterns it beoame almost certain that some would do so, 
This growing congregationalism in worship was part of 
19 
a world wide anglican trend, 
Thus, by the turn of the century the foundations of 
an an g f o cat h o 1 i c t r a d)..:t i on had bee n . 1 a :1. d in t he d i o c e s e 
Qf Christchul•ch, 
19 Ref, pp. 13, 71-72 
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CH!\PTEH Vl 
ST. IviiCHAEL i 8 
In the period 1900 to 1914, the catholic move~ent 
gathered strength in the Christchurch diocese, Anglo 
catholicism made some spectacular gains in .the teeth 
of considerable opposition, The.diocese of Christchurch 
changed from being fairly uniformly low church to rel-
atively tolerant of anglo catholics, though not anglo 
catholic itself. The central achievement of the rev-
vival was its capture of St, Michael's in 1910, How-
ever as a preface to a discussion of St, Michael's, it 
is necessary to examine three factors which prepared the 
w a y f or t he an g 1 o c a t h. o 1 i c r e v i v a 1 , c / ,, • ·.-· .-• 
.......... ,_ 
The first factor was the establishment of the rel-
igious life in Christchurch, In 1879 the Christchurch 
diocesan synod urged that enquiries be made regarding 
the possibility of establishing a female religious 
community in the city, Bishop Harper was especially 
keen to establish a deaconess community in order to 
meet the social problems of Christchurch, I~ his pres-
idential ciddress to the 1882 synod he referred to a 
request that he consider the founding of a community, He 
declared such an order to be justified by new testament 
precedents and extremely necessary in meeting the social 
problems of the young colony. However he doubted that 
the time had come to establish religious 6ommunities. in 
the diocese because there were not sufficiertt resources 
to support them and because it was not .possible to 
obtain the services of an experienced deaconess from 
Britain to supervise the beginnings of the project. 
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This unsatisfactory state of affairs continued for the 
next eleven years. Even deputations by Bishop Julius 
to Archbishop Temple proved fruitless for the arch-
bishop maintained that before a community could be 
established it was necessary for there to be more 
than one wanting the religious life. He had nbt real-
ised, however, that.~here were others, including two 
ordained deaconesses waiting. Archbishop Temple 
selected Sister Edith of St. Andrew's Community, who 
was to be the foundress of the religious life in Christ-
church. 
It is significant that Bish?P Julius decided to use 
a deaconess community to establish this life in Christ-
church. The development of anglican sisterhoods in Eng~ 
land had aroused considerable opposition from those who 
feared that the communities would romanize the English 
church. Bishop Julius knew that any such innovation 
would be bound to arouse similar suspicion among members 
of his low church diocese. In the English controversy 
about the role of women in the churchi two spheres of 
female service had been promoted and e~ch had a different 
justification. The anglo catholics advocated stable 
communities of single women living a common life devoted 
to prayer and works of mercy. They sought to legitimate 
these sisterhoods by referrin~ to precedents in the early 
church. The evangelicals wished to see the deaconess 
order revived to carry out the welfare and chaperoning 
functions which had been theirs in the scriptural church. 
The evangelical proposal had the .advantage that the 
deaconess order was the only e~isting ordained mini~try 
for women to which they were admitted by episcopal 
imposition 'of hands, It was sought on the one hand by 
anglo catholics to justify sisterhoo~, and on the other 
by evangelicals to justify deaconesses,. on the utilitar~ 
ian grounds that they would reinforce the paris~ system in 
large towns and help relieve social distress without 
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calling for a substantial increase in financial support. 
In some cases English anglo catholics sought to remove 
the objections to sisterhobds-by combining the two roles 
in deaconess communities. It was from just such a 
community, namely the St. Andrew's Deaconess Community, 
that Sister Edith came and it was by this means'that 
Bishop Julius hoped .to infiltrate the religious life into 
his diocese. 
When Bishop Julius brought Sister Edith back with 
h~m, some Christchurch people looked upon the new arrival 
as a upopish female.u However the bishop had a ready 
defence against the critics in that the English evangel-
icals supported deaconesses: they were regarded as the 
cheapest and most effective means of relieving social 
distress, and he could claim that a deaconess community 
was necessary for mutual support. He did not plainly 
state that he was intent on founding a Christchurch 
sisterhood. In his presidential address to the 1893 
synod Bishop Julius said: 
I am convinced that the office of 
deaconess can only be adequately 
fulfilled when associated with 
community life and I propose to 
form suc6 a community in Christ-
church, gradually and carefully 
increasing the number of deaconesses 
and associating with the community 
all such women as desire training 
in teaching, district visiting, 
the nursing of the sick, and 
other such offices as women are 
so we 11 qua 1 i f i e d t o f u 1 f ·ir<. 1 
Sister Edith became Mother Edj.th of /the Deaconess Commun-
ity of the Sisters of Bethany. She was aware of the 
1 CN, Nov 1893, p, 10. 
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continuing suspicions of some Christchurch anglicans, 
When the Community house in St. Asaph St. was dedicated 
in 1895, Mother Edith wrote: 
The i~mates of the Home are not nuns, 
neither are they salaried workers ••• 
At p1•esent there are th1•ee deaconesses, 
four asso~iates, and three probationers 
co~nected with the institution. 
She listed extensively the useful work of the community 
members. Some were parish workers, some teachers, some 
nursed the poor, sick, and chronic oases who could not 
be taken care of by institutions. Others were engaged 
in rescue work and religious instructinn. Mother Edith 
carefully explained that deaconesses could not work in 
a parish without the con~ent of the vicar and the bishop, 
that they did not wish to ta.ke away the living of the 
professional nurses, and ~hat: 
they give freely what they can, 
and all they expect in return is 
a mere subsistence. 2 
It was this varied and difficult work which won 
over the support of more and more Christchurch people. 
As time went on, the community grew in number although 
there was a steady decline in the number of deaconesses 
ordained. In 1900 the St. Asaph St. House had to be 
enlarged and by 1910 it housed ten sisters and fourteen 
associates. In 1912 the community moved into its 
present permanent house in Barbadoes St. In that year 
the community formally changed from being a deaconess 
community to a religious order exclusively, by renaming 
itself the Community of the Sacr~d Name. One of the 
early sisters makes the position quite olea~ when she 
writes: 
2 Dedication oLC~nity IJ~~~~ 28 Feb 1895, DCSB 
pamphlet. · 
From the beginning the Community 
was a Religious Order and its 
members were Professed Sisters. 
For some years they were ordained 
Deaconesses but on account of the 
uncertain and unsatisfactory 
position of this Office in the 
Church, it was decided that no 
m6re Sisters would be ordained. 
\ 
The last two were ordained in 
May 1914. 3 
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By 1919 the Communiiy conducted a daily.eucharist 
and the seven-fold office. Attar the dramatic change 
in churchmanship at St. Michael's, its vicars became 
frequent visitors to the Community House. That a 
religious order could establish itself in a low church 
colonial diocese without opposition. is a tribute to the 
diplomacy of both Bishop Julius and Mother Edith. The 
Community of the Sacred Nam9 is both a foundation stone 
and a monument to the anglo catholic tradition, The 
Community gained acceptance and recognition through the 
quality of its religious and social work, As at 
Phillipstown, the influenc~ of its spirituality and 
p~actical work did much to make anglo catholicism 
understandable and acceptable to Christchurch anglicans. 
Nor were they the only form of anglican religious 
life in Christchurch at the time. The Sisters of the 
Church with their mother house at Kelburn, England, had 
charge of St. Margaret's College from 1910 to 1930. 
Sister Blanche and Sister Winifred were the first sisters 
to come out and they were later joined by other~. The 
sisters were obliged to withdraw from New Zealand in 1930 
as they were needed in other branch houses. Canon C~cil 
3 Extract from Sister Constance, CSN, to author, 
16 July 1975. 
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1\·I u t t e r 1 a forme r c u rate 'at S t • M i c h. a e 1 t. s who had s pent 
some time in America, was instrumental in bringing out 
sister~ from the Order of St Anne to New Zealand in 1920. 
Four sister~ from Arrlington Heights, Boston, came from 
America in January 1920 and had charge of St Anne's home 
at Styx; and later in Papanui. Here they carried out 
preventive and rescue work, The Sisters of St.Anne 
returned to America'in 1923-24 and the Community of the 
Sacred Name took over their work. 
The second development which changed public attitudes 
to anglo catholicism was the 1910 General Mission of Help. 
In 1906 the Wellington diocese called for a General Miss-
ion in which a large team of Engl{sh missioners would 
work their way through every diocese of New Zealand. The 
New Zealand church was becoming vag~ely aware that its 
church-going population was on the wane. The other 
dioceses enthusiastically took up the project. In 1910 
sixteen missioners came to New Zealand under commission 
from the Archbishop~ of Canterbury and York. From the 
start the promoters of the General Mission were anxious 
tb keep a balance between High and Low, and to make their 
aim quite clear: 
We wish it to be clearly 
understood that we have never 
regarded this Mission as bein~ an 
effort on the part of a pious 
England to convert the wicked and 
pagan colonials ••• The leader of 
the Mission, Canon E. A. Stuart, is 
a leader well known in 11Evangelical" 
Church circles. A great ~issioner 
and a fearless speaker, who has 
clearly made a reputation in South 
Africa and in the Pan Anglican 
Congress, and who in 'spite of his 
pronounced Evangelical views, is 
heartily respected and beloved by 
HHigh 11 Churchmen. 
His brother, Canon H. V. Stuart 
is Rector of the very important 
manufacturing tbwn of Stoke-upon-Trent. 
Other members of the team include; 
Canon Tupper Carey the popular fisher~ 
man's paraon ••• Canon Lillington is 
vicar of Hull and one of the best 
known men of the Evangelical school of 
thought. Mr.··Horam has been a naval 
officer ••• 
Mr Fit?gerald and Mr Rees, who belong 
to the Community of the Mission of 
Preachers at Mirfield, are both men 
who have given up their lives to 
the particular work of mission 
preaching ••• Canon Ivens, a well 
known Evangelical preacher, has a wide 
experience of the hard-headed and 
democratic working people of the 
West Riding of Yorkshire, who are 
so like New Zealanders in their views 
and ideals. 
Mr Cyril Hepher is . . . a popular 
missioner in the North of England. 
Mr de Carteret .•• is prominent among 
supporters of C, M. S. 
Mr Kinloch, who is private chaplain 
to the Duke of Westminster, and 
Rector ••• at Eaton Hall ••• 
Mr ~arrar, Vicar of Bridgeport, has 
lived in New Zea~and ••• 
Mr Evan~ has been Curate to Canon 
T. Carey. Mr Darby has been chosen 
by the Bishop of Worcester .••• 
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Mr Bell is lecturer for the Church 
of England Temperance Society in the 
Oxford Diocese ••• he comes to us 
on this occasion not as a temperance 
preacher, but as a missioner. 
Mr Jones has experience 6f work in 
a small country parish near Malvern 
••• 
The committee has tried most sincerely 
to send men who represent all shades 
15'7 
of thought within the Church of England, 
with no thought whatever of forwarding 
any narrow or sectioned.interest, 4 
The missioners were supposed to be sent to parishes 
where they would be acceptable. Thus the anglo 
catholics were generally sent to parishes which would 
not object to their brand of churchmanship, Interest-
ingly enough, in Christchurch, the Mirfield Fathers 
were not sent to parishes which one would think of as 
having an anglo catholic tradition. Father J. ·c .. 
Fitzgerald went to St. Luke's while Father T. Rees 
conducted missions at Lyttelt9n and Leeston. St 
Michael's mission was run by its new vicar, the Rev. H. J. 
Burton (a successful missioner in his own right), 
while Phillipstown received the Rev. H. W. Jones. The 
Mirfield Fathers had been chosen wisely for a mission 
which was designed not to give offence .• •• 
Tim Rees 
••• 
deepened our spiritual 
outlook and (was) a safe, sane 
Catholic. Mirfield was like that-
5 down to earth. 
From the ritualist era on, anglo catholicism had 
4 pN, Oct 1910, p,S. 
5 Interview with Canon A. Williams 1 quo~e~ in D. G. S. 
Rathgen, ttThe Church in New Zealand 1890-1920, with 
special reference to W. A. Orange" (unpublished 
t has is). 
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exhibited evangelical traits in its methods of conduct-
ing missions. A Saturday night procession of witness, 
with crucifer, acolytes, and surpliced clergy, called 
the people to a mission service. This service con-
sisted of emotional hymns, a rousing call to repentance, 
and extempore prayer. This formula was commonly · 
employed in many Eng~ish slum parishes. 
catholics such as th~ Cowley Fathers 
Indeed, anglo 
were the organisers and tacticians of 
Anglican parish mission. Right up 
to the present day the kind of evang-
elism worked out during the period 
has remained a typical feature of 
Anglican church life. 6 
Although the 1910 Mission of Holp was not an anglo 
catholic project, its form and methods were the direct 
outcome of anglo-catholic evangelicalism in the English 
Victorian church. Marty features of the mission in 
Christchurch seem more typical of a ritualist slum 
parish than a low church colonial diocese. One former 
St. Luke's parishioner remembers a procession of witness 
consisting of crucifer, choir, clergy and people, which 
went around the streets of the parish singing hymns. At 
each street the vicar would stop the procession and sing 
the collect for revival. These processions were held 
throughout Christchurch and were by no means confined 
only to those parishes'visited by the Mirfield Fathers. 
There were those who thought the mission an anglo 
catholic conspiracy: 
THE GENEHAL MISS ION KILLED BY RITUALISTS, •• 
. That there were evangelical and good 
men and able preachers in this General 
Mission cannot be questioned, but why 
were they not all of this type? 
••• 
6 0. Voll, Cathol.i£_EVaf).Jie.li_c.C1lism 1• p. 133. 
What a pity that, as pointed out at 
the time of their coming by the NeY!_ 
Zealand Church'll§.E., three of them 
should belong to the uconfraternity 
of the Blessed Sacrament", a secret 
society founded to teach the J'_€J_@J 
presenc!, .in the eucharistic sacrifice; 
that three of them should be members 
of the "Christian Union" which aims 
at ..£.Q.!.,P.Orate union with Rom~; that 
six of them should believe in the 
mixed chalj.ce; that two should ~ 
inc_ense..i.. that four should wear E~ 
vestments; that seven should use 
~; and that seven should 
adopt the ~ward positio~ in the 
ante communion service. It seemed 
to be a Ritualistic mission with a 
small evangelical section for a cover. 
7 
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The writer went on to quote the shocked reaction of 
evangelical protestants who had attended the mission 
services and who alleged that the missioners drilled 
romish doctrines into the congregations. It was this 
type of opinion that cause Bishop Julius to refer to 
church party strife in his presidential address to the 
1910 synod: 
That obstacles should arise in the 
progress of a mission is not 
surprising, A mission is a direct 
attack upon "the palace of a strong 
man armed" and he will surely fight 
for his own possessions. But a 
church divided aga.inst itself can do 
nothing. The man or a body .of 
men who deliberately set themselves 
7 J. DicJ(son, Shal.l Ritualism a,_nd Romanism caQ_ture_"ti.Zt.., 
pp 10-J.l, 
to stir up ~trife are, with whatever 
good intentions, playing into the 
hands of the devil, The Church of 
the whole Province is united in 
support of the mission. 'r:he li'Iission-
ers, by no means of one type of 
Churcbman~~ip, are yet content to 
work together for the conversion of 
souls. These considerations ought 
to be sufficient to deter any loyal 
member of the church from letting 
loose upon he~, at such a time as 
t~is 1 the abominations born of 
party-strife and self w111. 8 
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The Mission had a considerable impact, all the 
mission services being crowded. In the sense that the 
·parochial mission was the product of anglo catholic 
evangelicalism, t.he General Mission can be said to have 
presented the people of Christchurch with what may be 
fairly described as another anglo catholic institution, 
But more than this: 
The Mission marks that point at 
whlch we may say the New Zealand 
Church was officially tolerant of 
more than one ( ;L. e. "Low 11 or Evangelical) 
opinion; the "High" Churchmen had 
9 been accepted, 
Father Fitzgerald and Father Rees made quite an 
impression on many people and through their preaching and 
their 11Mirfield Manuals'' they were able to expound anglo 
catholic ideas to a wide audience, The.extent of their 
/ 
influence can be gauged from an article in the Church 
News entitled: 
s CN, Dec 1910, Synod appendix, p. 18, 
9 Rathgen, p. 97. 
THE COMMUNITY OF THE RESURRECTION. 
The Church in New Zealand already 
owes a considerable debt to this 
young and vigorous community, Two 
of its members, Fr. Fitzgerald and 
Fr Rees won greatful rememberance 
from all who came under their influence 
in the General Mission ••• The Vicar 
of Ross, (The Reverend A. F~ Wallace) 
who has just joined the ranks of our 
clergy, is a ·P,riest trained at the 
College of the Resurrection ••• 
We have branches of ihe Fraternity 
(of the Resurrection) in the chief 
cities of New Zealand. The Assoc:l.ate 
(of the fraternity) undertakes to: 
(1) Pray regularly for the Commun~ty 
and the Fraternity. 
(2) Subscribe to their work at least 
ls a year; 
( 3) Int'erest others in the speci.al 
aims 6f the community, viz 
(a) the revival of the religious life. 
(b) mission work at home and abroad, 
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10 (c) the .supply and training of clergy. 
It was the churchman~hip and opinions of Bishop 
Julius which formed a third influence in the emergence 
of anglo catholicism. Julius had been brought up in 
a staunch evangelical family. His father had been 
President of the Church Association, the society which 
prosecuted ritualist clergy. As a student at Oxford( 
Julius moved in evangelical circles. He listened with 
interest to the. sermons of distinguished tractarians s~ch 
10 C~, 1 Feb 1912, p. 17. 
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as Pusey and Liddon, but emerged from Oxford with firm 
evangelical convictions. But even as a young clergyman 
/ 
he was no inflexible part~/nan. When curate of Brent 
Knoll in Somerset, he suo6eeded in bringing two nuns 
into the parish to nurse the sick during a typhoid 
epidemic, despite the objections of his vicar to these 
ttPopish females". .This incident probably led to his 
determination to found.the Community of the Sacred Name 
in Christohtirch. In 1878 he became vicar of Holy Trinity, 
Islingto~, a large slum parish in the east of London. 
Islington was also the central stronghold of evangelic-
alism in the Church of England, -His appointment was 
looked upon"with suspicion by m~ny who did not accept 
Julius as a "true w• blue evangel.ical". A storm of 
opposition broke out when Julius announced on his first 
Easter morning that in future he would refrain from 
wearing the black Geneva gown in favour of the surplice, 
Here indeed was a "liberal" evangelical, Later he 
became Archdeacon of Ballarat, Australia, and it was from 
here in 1889 that he received the call to the Bishopric 
of Christchurch, A journalist writing for the New 
Zealand Press Association in llarat asked Julius: 
How would you describe your Church 
tendencies, Archdeacon? Well I 
should say they were of the Broad 
Church, although, of course, 
different people have different 
opinions. Some might consider I 
was too much in6lined to the High 
Church, and others might tak~. 
•t it i . 11 quJ. e an oppos e op n1on, ., 
His sympathies inclined to liberal catholicism. After· 
a trip to England in 1893, to told the Christchurch 
11 JYeekl:t P~, 11 Oct 1889, quoted in G.F.L, and A.C. 
Elworthy 1 .A P_9JVer in the Land, p. 240. 
Synod that: 
The extreme Ev~ngelicals were not 
doing much, nor were the extreme 
Ritualists, hut there was another 
school arising, full of hope and 
promise, represented by such men 
as Paget and Gore who were in 
full sympathy with old Catholic 
t~aching, but in full sywpathy at 
the same time with modern thought 
12 
and democracy. 
lG 3 
Some were to find the churchmanship of Bishop 
Julius too 11 broad". In 1894 he defended the doctrine 
of praying for the dead when preachirig a funeral sermon 
on the death of Bishop Harper. The subject was causing 
some controversy in the English church at the time and 
the bishop's sermon made prayers for the dead a much 
discussed question in the Christchurch papers and else-
where. As the turn of the century approached, Bishop 
Julius felt it necessary to explain why the English ritual 
controversies were taking place and to prepare his 
people for their possible spread to his diocese. Explain-
ing the causes of the ritual conflict to the 1899 
synod, he said: 
The ritual is attacked because of the 
doctrine which under iies it. 
He went on to explain.the slackness and torpor of much 
anglican church life whibh had made the Oxford Move-
ment necessary. He added a cautionary note: 
You will not suppose that, because 
' I rej~ice in the movement itself, I 
therefore approve of the excesses 
which have marked its progress ••• 
12 Elworthy, p. 240. 
Suffer me, in conclusion, to suggest 
a few words of counsel. 
1. We in the Colonies have felt too 
little of the forces of this new life 
(of the Oxford movement). There j.s no 
extreme ritual anywhere in New Zealand; 
but for t~~ most part our churches are 
comely, our services reverent and 
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decent, and the sacraments are frequently 
ministered ••• If there we:t'e but one 
word which I might say to you today, it 
would be PRAY.;. 
2. 'fake care that you do not lose the 
evangelical spirit of true religion, that 
your services and teaching reveal Christ, 
and do not hide him ••• 
3. Remember that is is quite as easy, 
and equally harmful, to sin by way of 
defeat? as it is by way of excess. 
Remember that the clergy who neglect 
the Church's rule of Daily Prayers, 
and mutilate her serVices, have no right 
13 
to cry out against their brethren, 
A visit to England in 1905 clarified the Bishop's 
thinking on a problem which would eventually face him in 
Christchurch. On his return he was interviewed by a 
reporter of the Christchurch Press who suggested that the 
English bishops did not appear to be unanimous in their 
attitude towards ritualism. The bishop agreed and s~id 
that he would be sorry to see such rigid uniformity. 
The modern church required a certain amount (sic) of 
licence and liberty to make it a live church. Obviously, 
Bishop Julius had studied the findings of the Royal 
13 C C, Jan 1899, pp. 7-9, 
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Commis~ion on Ecclesiastical Discipline with close 
attention. 
It seems clear that Bishcip Julius had a mixture of 
catholic and evangelical traits in his religion. He 
was not interested in vestments for their own sake but 
liked things done decently and in order, He wore a 
cope and mitre at St. Michael's out of r~~pect for their 
tradition, but nowhere else. He had a capable, well 
imformed mind and disliked a fussy, un~ealistic religion 
which did not relate to the problems of modern life. 
Hence his appreciation of libe~al catholicism. Above 
all he was realistic about the pr?blems associated with 
ritualism and appreciative o~ the contributions made by 
the Oxford Movement, He was an ideal bishop to 
encourage and protect the emergence of anglo catholicism 
in the diocese of Christchurch. 
The decisive change at St. Mi~hael 1 s came in 1910, 
St. Michael's has always been one of the oldest and most. 
important congregations of the New Zealand anglican church, 
particularly as it is the Mother church of the Christ-
church diocese. Since 1894 1 its vicar had been the 
Reverend Walter Averill, an exceptional priest and 
a very good preacher. He was not a high churchman 
though he had been influenced by the liberal catholicism 
of Go~e and Paget. The parish was still predominantly 
residential, although many well-to-do worshippers were 
drawn fro~ the suburbs, The congregation was large 
and well organised, In 1909 Averill was elected Bishop 
of Waiapu, The St. Michael's nominators delegated 
their right to nominate to the Bishop of London, Dr A.F. 
Winnington-Ingram and Canon Newbolt. Both were anglo 
catholics. Bishop Julius presided at a speci~l meeting 
of the vestry at which he announced that the vacant cure 
had been offered to the Reverend Harry Darwin Burton, 
who had accepted it, 
For the past eighteen years, Burton had been the 
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Diocesan Mis$ioner in the diocese of St. Albans. In 
that time he had arranged over a hundred parochial ten-
' day missions, and had conducted no fewer than forty-two 
of them himself. He was a staunch anglo catholic, 
a renowned preacher, and had a powerful personality. 
It must be asked why the St. Michael's nominators 
delegated their choice to two well-known·anglo catholic 
sympathizers and why they accepted the nomination of 
such an outstanding anglo catholic missionary. It 
would seem that. the vestry made a conscious decision 
to go High because of declining church atte~dances. 
Looking at the communicant figures for the Trinity 
season (the longest season in the church's year) we 
see that in 1905 there were 3068 communicants over 25 
Sundays which meant an average of 118· communicants a 
Sunday. In that year there were 539 Easter Sunday 
communicants. In 1908 there were 2590 communicants 
over 23 Sundays, an average of 108 communicants. 
were 511 Easter Sunday communicants in the same year. 
It is plausible to suggest that the vestry, worried by 
these declining figures, thought that a vicar with a 
flair for parochial missions and a different style of 
churchmanship would remedy the situation, 
The appointment was not unnoticed by New Zealand 
qpponents of anglo catholicism: 
// . 
As soon as news of the choice reached 
New Zealand a leaflet was circulated 
in the South Island intimating, on the 
authority of "The English Churchman", 
that the vicar appointed was an advanced 
Ritualist, whose extreme teaching was 
the subject of a question in the House 
of L~rds by the Earl of Portsmouth, that 
he had introduced incense int~ St. Sa~iattr's 
church, St. Albans, and that in New 
Zealand they might expect him to mean 
business. It was rumoured at the same 
time that Parish nominators of St. 
James's Sydney, had nominated him in 
vain as a priest who met their rit-
ualist liking. He was reported also 
to be a member of 11The English Church' 
Union" which has made ·corpora.te union 
with Rome one of the chief planks in 
i:ts platform. There were many pro~ 
tests and quite a flutter in the Ang-
lican dovecot at Christchurch, In 
vain. The appointment was confirmed 
by the local bishop and the new vicar 
was duly instituted at St. Michael's, 
At his (sic) consecration the Bishop 
eulogised his "straightforwardness 
and honesty 1 '' asserted that there was 
"room for variety and spaciousness in 
the house of God," and intimated that 
he did not want a "man bound hand and 
foot by the precedents of custom" ... 
The troublers of Israel he thought had 
been indulging in "misrepresentation, 
slander, and anonymous abuse," which 
would not turn either him or the vicar 
14 from the path of duty. 
16 7 
From the very first day that he arrived, Father 
Burton introduced vestments and the daily mass, His 
ceremonial innovations were modest by English standards 
and include~ taking the eastwards position before the 
altar, the sign of the cross at the absolution, bowing 
at the name of Jesus and the wearing of eucharistic 
vestments, including copes, However these were major 
changes for the people of St. Michael's. Some did 
leave, but it is remarkable how many accepted the 
changes and stayed. Numbers did drop but the figures 
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indicate that this was partly due to the declining trend 
noted before, rather than a widespread reaction against 
the new ceremonial praot'ices. For instance, in 1910 1 
the inter-regnum year, the average Trinity Sunday 
communicant figure was 81 with 470 Easter communicants. 
In 1912 with Burton fully in the saddle, numbers dropped 
slightly to a Trini~y Sunday average of 77 mommunioarits, 
with 362 Easter Sunday com~unicants. The communicant 
figures were more pessimistic than the reality of the 
situation. St. Michael's was packed for the evening 
services as many people came from near and far to hear 
the renowned preacher or simply t~ see what was going 
on. It must also be remembered that anglo catholic 
priests were very strict about their parishioners 
fasting and going to confession before recei~ing commun-
ion. The main service of the day was sung mass at lla.m., 
and some people received communion at their local 
parish church before going on to St. Michael's. 
The vestry minutes record only one p±,ce of 
opposition to Father Burton. Vestryman M. C. Orbell 
moved: 
That this Vestry desires to place upon 
record its disapproval of the innovations 
introduced into the .Communion service 
at St. Michael's which are disconcerting 
to a great majority of. parishioners and 
hopes that the Vicar may see his way 
to r~vert to the method of conducting 
'the service so long in use and so 
dear to the oongregation. 15 
The motion was carried with the people's church-
warden dissenting. The motion does not seem to have 
had any effect on Burton, for on 13 March 1911, Orbell 
resigned from the vestry without any ado. Burton seems 
to have maintained a firm control over the vestry for 
he encountered no further obstacles in his innovations. 
In May 1912 the vicar and the·vestry unanimously agreed 
to make the lla.m. sung mass the main Sunday service. 
16 ~ 
There was a similar lack of controversy three years 
later when the vestry quietly agreed to the perpetual 
reservation of the blessed sacrament at St. Michael 9 B, 
It is difficult to under$tand the profound impact 
Burton had on St. Michael's without knowing som&thing of 
his personality. An English priest recalls him thus: 
Canon Burton was Vicar of St. John's 
Burgess Hill, during my teens, He was 
what I, would describe as an "old 
warhorse" of the Catholic movement ••• 
In the Vicarage ~s you were in trouble 
/ 
he was kindnes;· itself, .and one could 
not help loving him ••• He told me 
always to use the Prayer Book (but 
this was somewhat generously interp-
reted in his mind, because he always 
said the Roman Canon - with a certain 
vigour). He was a good confessor 
and most gentle with us. I can 
remember his preaching a lot on going to 
Mass. There was always a special 
emphasis on that word ~.§. ... 
I remember asking him if he wo.uld 
use a censer if I collected the 
money for it 1 and presented it to the 
church. He agreed, and when some 
Protestant shopkeeper objected he told 
him that he did not go into a shop 
objecting to the things he had in 
his shop window and he could "go 
and s u c 1< e g g s " or w h a t e v e r one 
said in those days! ... 
The Canon was of course a great 
I 
preacher. This was his forte, He 
would thunder from the pulpit, and I 
imagine his colourful character and 
the oratory of which he was capable, 
together with his warm heart under his 
gruff exterior and his unwavering 
convictions of which there was absol-
utely no doubt, drew people to the 
faith. 
I would not have described him 
as a great. scholar. He was certainly 
a great missionary and I know no one 
like him in these days ••• I believe 
16 he thought a lot of Gore and Co, 
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Opposition to Burton's changes came from outside 
the parish in 1911. 
"There is still a great deal of feeling amongst members 
of the Church of England in Christchurch in regard to 
ritualistic practices at St. Michael's and a memorial 
of protest signed by 860 members of the Church of 
England, has been presented to Bishop Julius, who has 
replied stating that he does not intend to discuss the 
law of the church in regard to ritual at the present 
time, but will do so in his address to the diocesan 
synod in September. The memorialists said in pa~t: 
We ••• respectfully desire to draw 
your Lordship's attention to the 
fact that ritualistic practices which 
are obnoxious to us and to a great 
many other members of our church, have 
been introduced into at least one 
parish in the diocese: and from 
what we .have leatned we are afraid 
that such practices are likely to 
be introduced into other parishes, 
even if such is not already the case. 
16 Father A. Simmons to author. ae June·, 1975, Fr 
Simmons is vicar of St. Benedict's, Aldershot 
West, England. 
It is unnecessary we think at 
present to go into details as to these 
practices as your Lordship is fully 
aware of their nature 1 but we might 
mention such things as the wearing 
of mass vestments, the use of wafers, 
the elevation and adoration of the 
.. 
elements, prostrations, etc, which 
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practices are inseparably bound up with 
doctrinal teaching, which, in our 
opinion, is not in accordance wit~ 
the Book of Common Prayer. 
We venture to remind your Lordship 
that for similar practices a clergyman 
of the Church of England in this 
diocese was tried by the Bishops of 
this Province some thirty-four years 
ago and was proved guilty and relieved 
of his cure. 
The memorialist•~ spokesman was the former St. 
Michael's vestryman, M. C. Orbell 1 who went on to point 
out that some of St. Michaelts oldest parishioners had 
ceased attending because of their distress at the new 
ritualistic practices. He said that the memorialists 
had no intention of laying charges against any clergyman 
at that time, and that they hoped that the bishop would 
restore harmony at St. Michael's by suppressing the 
ritualistic practices. 
In a'preliminary reply, Bishop Julius recognised 
with pleasure the moderate tone of the Memorial. He 
continued: 
(1) That it will be my earnest endeav-
our ••• to secure such general 
obedience to the laws of the Church~ 
and the formularies of the Book of 
Common Prayer, ·as may be possible 
under altered conditions of time 
and circumstance. 
(2) That the rubrics of the· Book of 
1'12 
Common Prayer allow, and were intended 
to allow, a wide divergence of ritual, 
and t~~t I am not aware of any ritual-
istic practices in the Church of St. 
Mio.b.ael and All Angels, Christchurch, 
contrary to a reasonable amd lawful 
interpretation of the same ••• 
(4) That ••• I think it significant that' 
neither the outgoing nor present 
churchwardens hkve signed the memorial 
and that is signed by no more than 
three members of the late vestry and 
one of the present. 
(5) That, while I am in no way prepared 
to demand an undue deference on the 
part of the clergy to local custom, 
as distinct from the wider law of the 
church, I depreciate the introduction 
at anytime of a ritual to which the 
people are not accustomed, without 
careful teaching and preparation, and 
the most kindly consideration of the 
habits of worship, the prejudices and 
convictions of such parishioners, as 
are able to understand, enjoy or accept 
it.l7 
The eagerly awaited reply in synod came two months later, 
The main part of the bishop's presidential address 
to the 1911 diocesan synod was a lucid and schola~ly 
l.7 L'l', 1 Jul 1911, p.7. 
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exposition of the problems of ritualism, J\ftel' his 
preliminary remarks, he went directly to the nub of 
the problem: 
But the question before us now in 
regard to the practices specified 
in the Memorial is ••• whether 
they are inseparably associated 
with doctiines which are not in 
accordance with the teaching of 
our church; and whether the practices 
themselves are unlawful to be used 
in the Church of England, 
He then went on to point out that the anglican 
church shared with the roman catholic church a common 
belief in the eucharistic sacrifice and the real pres-
ence of Christ in the sacrament • Both churches 
. explained and expressed them differently but both believed 
in the two doctrines. Tbefchur~ had adopted eucharistic 
vestments to signify its belief in the eucharistic 
sacrifice and the real presence. The memorialists 
had missed the point by calling them "mass vestments" 
since vestments had been used many centuries earlier 
than the doctrine of transubstantiation and its 
attendant medieval corruptions, In a closely argued 
historical analysis of the rubric on ornaments in the 
Book of Common Prayer, Bishop Julius declared that: 
••• The law of the Church of England 
in regard./ to Vestments has been unchanged 
'1 . 
and that their use is not only·lawful 
but enjoined. 
During the siHteenth century, the strength of the 
Puritan party had led to the widespread abandonment of 
vestments. More than this, the holy communion had 
ceased to bb the church's central act of ~or~hip. Thus 
the custom of the last three centu~ies was nothing to be 
proud of, for it had frustrated the intentions of the 
reformers, It was true that the Privy Council had 
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twice declared the use of vestm~nts to be illegal,but: 
The decisi6ns of the Privy Council in 
Ecclesiastical matters made since the 
Constitution of the Church of this 
-province in 1857 are not binding upon 
us in New Zealand ••• It must also 
be rememb~.red that the acts of ~niformity 
are not in force in this country, and 
that the King's Ecclesiastical law does 
not run in the Colonies, To sum up our 
enquiry; --- It appears that Vestments 
are ordered to be used under the Law of 
the Prayer Book, by which alone we are 
governed and controlled in such matters; 
that this view of the law obtained very 
widely at the time when our constitution· 
was formed; and that the only courts to 
which we Churchmen can appsal in the 
matter, are our own Church Courts, duly 
constituted, 
It is not often that inconsistency 
strengthens any man•s positi6n; and yet 
it may be that my explanation of the law 
on this subject gains additional weight 
from the fact that I have not obeyed it •• , 
After nearly forty years'service in the 
Ministry of the Church, it is difficult 
to change the use to which I have become 
accustomed, It is perhaps this feeling 
which gives me the greater sympathy with 
those laity of the Church wh; are in the 
like position. As a Parish Priest, I 
should certainly refuse to make any 
attempt to force the rule of .the 
Ornaments Rubric upon an unprepared 
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and reluctant congregation. 
Referring to specific matters mentioned in the memorial 
the bishop declared that both wafer bread and ordinary 
bread were allowed in the communion service by the 
relevant rubric. Speaking of the elevation of the 
eucharistic elements, Bishop Julius ruled that in accord-
ance with primitive and patristic practice it was legit-
imate to elevate the holy bread so as to present the 
memorial of _the divin~ ~acrifice before God. Howe~er 
~lavation b~fore the people for the purpose of adoration 
was unknown to the early church and expressly forbidden 
by the thirty-nine articles. 
stated: 
IQ conclusion Bishop Julius 
I ask you to bear in mind, that under 
our Canons, the Bishop who is denied 
any voice in the appointment of 
Pastors, has absolute authority in 
the matter of discipline ••• 
I am ~at asking for more than 
the church has given me, when I 
beg you to leave these matters in 
my hands. The Prayer Book requires 
you to refer such questions to the 
Ordinary. I have never known any 
good whatever come of ritual trials, 
I know that they give abundant 
cause for the enemy to blasphene. 
I believe that my clergy will loyally 
accept and obey the ruling of their 
Bishop; and I do not think that the 
laity have any reason to doubt my 
sincerity, or question my love of 
justice. I have never failed, so far 
as I !mow, of sympathy with men .who 
differ from me; God helping me, neither 
Evangelical ~or High Church men, 
faithfully doing God's work, shall 
18 
ever suffer at my hands, 
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The bishop's address was not entirely well received: 
Mr F. Ferryman said that if the 
.. , 
motion ~to publish the President's 
addrefis io. Church New~j was carried 
··~. 
he hoped the addre~s would be read 
in conjunction with the finding of 
(the) five Bishops. 19 
That finding was in direct opposition to 
the position taken up by the President's 
address. The bench ·of Bishops forbade 
the clergy to abstain from the use of 
unleavened bread, and also laid down 
rules as to the way in which the cele-
brant priest should stand. Under 
these circumstances what were the 
poor laymen to do? 
Do as I tell you, 
But it's a case of one against five, 
my Lord. 
20 The resolution was carried. 
The events at St. Michael's were not the only signs 
of a change of attitude towards anglo catholicism. Since 
the turn of the century the movement had influenced oth~ 
~j'ochial clergy in less spectacular ways. In 1896 
~ne Rev. Airey Watson had become the vicar of St. Mary's 
Meriva1e. In 1902 a confused and bitter wrangle broke 
out between Watson and a group of his parishioners, 
Some of the parishioners felt that the vioir had been 
·18 CN, Oct 1911, synod supplement, 
19 Uni~ified, 
20 LT, 7 Sept 1911, p. 10. 
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negligent in his duties, and that as a result, church 
attendances were falling. There would also seem to 
have been an under current of dissatisfaction in matters 
of doctrines and ceremonies. Watson was thought to be 
a high churchman, though his churchmanship was probably 
quite unexceptional in comparison with that of ihe clergy 
of Phillipstown and .St. Michael's. The records of the 
dispute are not clear on this point, although Watson did 
ref e r t o it ·e :x: p 1 i c it 1 y in h j, s s pee c h of res i gnat i on in 
1903: 
The more se~ious matter is with 
regard to the increased ritual 
in public worship, some regarding 
this as a step towards Rome, they 
having an unreasoning horror 6f 
anything Rome did ••• Rome, in 
her wisdom, recognized that God 
made the eye as well as the ear 
and the heart •. To many, beauty 
of worship suggests beauty of 
Holiness, beauty of repentance 
21 
and beauty of service, 
The Rev, C. H. Gossett, a militant low churchman, was 
then nominated to the cure of the parish. 
The Church News had changed its opinions of anglo 
catholicism since the days of'its die- hard opposition 
to Carlyon, An editorial in 1910 declared that: 
.The question of vestments is upon us. 
Whether we like ito~ not, it is come 
and we shall never again be able to 
go on in our old uniform way in this 
diocese -The way, we mean 1 of all 
wearing the same dress and present-
ing much the same appearance to the 
21 E. Brathwaite, T!,le House built g,ron a'Ho9).S,, pp,17-J.8. 
eye of the worshipper, There will 
now be different uses in our churche~ 
- some exhibiting the cope or 
chasuble, others keepihg to the 
simple surplice with which our 
Fathers and ourselves have up to 
now been familiar as the eccles-
iastical garment of the English 
Church ••• Could they (vestments) 
only be kept simple in form and 
white (or at least quiet in colour); 
could it be well understood that they 
do not of themselves stand for 
Roman and false doctrines; then 
the whole matter might be left to 
adjust itself according to individual 
taste and good feeling in each parish. 
If they me an Romani sm we woy1 have 
them; if they mean Mediae~lism we 
don't want them; but if they are 
going to carry us back to the Master 
Himself and to the Feast of Love 
then we would not only tolerate 
them - we wo~ld welcome them from 
22 
the heart, 
••• 
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The curate of Holy Trinity Avonside in 1913 was 
the Reverend H. C. Money. This deacon was an anglo 
catholic with a devotion to the pri~ciples of christian 
socialism. Towards the end of 1913 1 New Zealand 
experienced a waterfront strike of considerable proport-
ions, Money's sympathies lay with the strikers to such 
an extent that he went to Lyttelton and addressed the 
watersiders urging them to continue to demand redress 
for their grievances. He was priested in Lent 1914, 
22 CN, Sep.t 1910, p.l. 
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and shortly afterwards left for England to join the 
Com~unity of the Resurrection at Mirfield. 
wrote of his radical curate: 
The vicar 
We may not all agree with Mr Money's 
ideas, but at any rate he has the 
courage of his opinions and is 
23 
thoroughly in earnest • 
.. 
Some influential sections of the parish were glad 
to see the back of this socialist curate, It is clear 
that New Zealanders would have nothing to do with the 
christian socialism which was such an impor~ant part of 
liberal catholicism. Anglo catholic nuns were allowed 
to carry out social work but the movement was prevented 
from developing a full social gospel. 
The year 1913 saw another significant appointment 
in the nomination of the Reverend F. N. Taylor to the 
parish of St. Luke•s, Christchurch. Like St. Michael's, 
\ 
St. Luke's was an inner city church which attracted well-
to ,.do parishioners from the suburbs. Its ~ormer vicar, 
the Reverend W. W. Sedgewick, was also a popular middle 
of the road clergyman, who. left to become Bishop of 
Waiapu when Averill was translated to Auckland. The 
church had been rebuilt in 1909 by Benjamin Mountfort•s 
son, C. J. Mountfort. Although less architecturally 
pleasing than most of B. W. Mountfort's churches, it 
fulfilled all the liturgical requirements of an anglo 
catholic church. Of the high altar of St, Luke's, 
the Rev. J. Dickson wrote: 
23 
The Ritualistic custom of putting a 
shelf as table, and of placing 
crosses, candles, crucifixes; etc, on it, 
to evade the Law i~ only a bit of 
contemptible juggling unworthy of 
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Taylor was to be vicar of St. Luke's until 1936. He 
did not wear eucharistic vestments, but he was catholic 
in his teaching and liturgical practices. By 1916 
the main Sunday service was a simple choral eucharist 
at 9 a.m. He introduced the Merbeck setting df the 
communion service, ?ne of the more popular settings 
common to many anglo catholic parishes. 
College House was also to experience a change of 
leadership in 1913. The new principal of the diocesan 
theological training college was Canon J, ~.Wilford, a 
moderate anglo catholic. He was. quite a contrast to 
his predecessor, Canon C. W. Carrington, who had special-
ized in biblical studies, and who was very much a low 
churchman. One of Wilford's students said of him: 
He was an Oxford man- the.Church 
was all important - he wasn't "spiky" 
exactly but he stressed the worship of 
the Church all the way. He kept a 
s~rong Anglican position 25 . . . 
It is said that Wilford wore white linen euchar-
istic vestments. Wilford was firm both in his theol-
ogical principles and in the way he ran College Rouse, 
~nd this sometimes led to clashes with his theological 
students, many of whom were low churchmen. These con-
flicts were exacerbated by a personality clash between 
the principal and the student head of house, W. A. 
Orange, who was eventu~lly to become the leading evang-
elical clergyman of New Zealand. 
recall~ one such conflict: 
A former student 
••• there was considerable diss-
atisfaction among some theological 
students concerning the introduction 
24 J. Dickson , note t o ph o t o graph i c i 11 us t rat ion .I\ 
25 Interview with Purchas to Rathgen, 14 Apr. 1969, 
~ .. 
quoted in Rathgen, p, J.43. 
of the practice of confession for 
students at the College, My 
recollections are that Orange was 
successful in persuading the 
authorities not to insist upon 
this. 26 
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Thus by 1914 there was plenty for the opponents 
of anglo catholicism to be concerned about, Opposition 
to the grow~h of anglo catholicism in Christchurch was 
not confined to the anglican church. The non-conformist 
churches had felt threatened b-y this new development in 
their major protestant paftner for quite some time. In 
1893 the Reverend W. Gillies published a pamphlet 
en t it 1 e d f:U:Jt!L C h u i• c hl3! n i .11-t-1\_fl_..ill:l~ i t.iQ n Not New 
Tee..:t~t Christianitx., which was a reply to a pamphlet 
by the Rev. R. Coffey 1 an Anglican clergyman of the 
Well·ington diocese. Gillies was no minor controvers-
ialist for he was both the presbyterian minister of 
Timaru, and also moderator in that year, of the presby-
terian church. His summary at the enrl of the pamphlet 
is a concise and straightforward list of non.!-conformist 
. objections to anglo catholicism: 
1. High Chu~chianity is not New 
Testament Christianity. because it 
do&s not, and cannot, find its 
warrant in the scriptures. 
2. High Churchianity is a super-
stition, because it ties the trans-
mission and communication of a 
spiritual grace to a manual oper-
at ion. 
3, High Chur~hianity is a schism, because 
without warrant of the scriptures, 
it separates from, and refuses to 
26 w; Myhre 22 Jul 1969 1 Rathgen, p. 148. I 
a 
of 
of 
hold communion with, large sections 
of the Churches of Christ. 
4. High Churchianity is virtual 
Romanism, because it adopts the first 
principles and th~ chief tenets of 
Rome, notably its dictum "no valid 
ministry, . .\lo valid churchrt, its 
doctrine of apostolic succession, 
its sacerdotalism, etc. 
5-. High Churohian:i.ty never was adopted 
by the Church of England, and author-
atively declared to be, and so is 
not, part of her faith, her doctrine, 
or her government. 
G. High Churchianity is a perverter 
of history and maligner of its 
obponents, alike within and without 
the Church of England. 
7. High Churchiahity is the great 
obstacle to the brotherly co-operation 
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of P~otestants in the unity of the spirit 
and the bond of peace, while differing 
on points of Church government, and to 
the re-union of the Churches on a script-
1 b . 27 ura as1s. 
Anglican pamphlets of a similar nature argued from 
different point of view. Robert !{irk, in his pamphlet 
1899 entitled The CrisJ..§_ in _ t_ge Church 21' the ChUl'Ch 
Christ versus Ritualistic Sacer..s!£..ial ism based his 
objections to anglo catholicism on appeals to scripture 
and the 39 articles. 
But the most significant publication of this type 
was the Heverend J. Dickson's Shall__llitual:i.sm and }\Qman-
ism CaQ.t_ure ~.z. published in 1912. Dickson was a 
27 W. Gillies, High ,ChurchianJJ.:..,y~~rstition Not 
New Testament Christianitj?,, p. 33. 
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minister of the Nelson presbytery and his book could 
boast a preface by the then moderator of the presbyter-
ian church, J, H. Mackenzie, It is a book offering on 
the front•. cover tlQne hul'tdred pounds for anyone who can 
disprove the statements of this book 11 • His opinions 
of the 1910 General Mission and the appointment· of 
Father Burton to St •. Michael's have already been quoted, 
The book also contains a denunciation of ritualistic 
manuals distributed in New Zealand, and singles out 
for special attention the Mirfield Manuals distributed 
during the Gener~l Mission and the tracts published in. 
the St, Michael's magazine, Summing up his analysis 
of these publications Dickson declared: 
There is scarcely a doctrine of the 
Church of Rome that is not taught 
in some manual issued by the 
ritualists, and sent in thousands 
everywhere, even to New Zealand, 
28 
at the ends of the earth. 
He then went on to discuss ritualistic journals 
and in particular, a Christchurch journal called .The 
LS!_.,Yman. It is a publication which I have been unable 
to trace, but fortunately Dickson discussed it at some 
length, It had a monthly circulation of two thousand 
copies sent to all parts of New Zealand, and was filled 
with illustrations of vestments and various types of 
liturgical equipment, Dickson accused it of encourag-
ing clericalism and bigotry towards the protestant 
den om i nat i o n s • The La y m §.-!! d en i e d t he v a 1 i d it y of non 
conformist orders and discouraged contacts between the 
anglican clergy and their dissenting brethren, It was 
also reputed to be in~ulcating a desire for ritualistic 
wo~ship in children and breaking down the objections of 
the laity to private confession t6 a pr~eit, It con-
28 Dickson, p. 21. 
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tained a running commentary on the progress of ritualism 
in other New Zealand dioceses. Dickson c6ncluded his 
discussion of The Layman by stating: 
Let us hope that intelligent people 
are getting sick of its ritualistic 
tomfoolery and Romish e::-ctravadncies 
and that it will soon be lef~high 
.. 
and dry. Its continued prosperity 
would mean the complete strangulation 
of all spiritual life in the Church, 
and completely isolate her from a~l 
other branches of the Christian 
29 brotherhood, 
This hope was fulfilled, for a note inserted shortly 
before the publication of his book, announced.the demise 
of The Layma_n,. 
Under the subtitle 11How·Ritualists are ManufactUl'-
ed in New Zealand'', Dickson asserted that the greatest 
threat to evangelical Christianity in the New Zealand 
anglican church stemmed from the syllabus for 1911-12-13 
issued by the board of theological studies for the train-
ing of theological students. He complained that in the 
books set and studies prescribed there was a deliberate 
attempt to turn anglican theological students into a 
narrow sacerdotal caste, whose members regarded the 
Church of England as the only true church. Church 
history dwarfed every other subject of study: 
It is a history that seeks to 
interpret, to elevate, and sometimes 
to misrepresent the Prayer Book, 
to lay great stress on liturgies, 
and to confine itself, for the 
most part to a one sided view 
29 Dickson, p~ 29 
of the history of England 
and the Engli~h church. 30 
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In particular he objected to two books prescribed for 
advanced students, on the subject.of the ministry and 
the Lord's supper. These were Bishop Gore's The ChuFch 
and thb Ministrl and The Body and the Blood of Christ; 
books which maintained the false doctrines of the apost-
olic succession and the sacrifice of the eucharist. 
Dicks6n was also concerned at a drifting away 
from reformation principles on the part of non-episcopal 
churches. · In the presbyterian church he diagnosed the 
symptoms of such a tendency in the growiDg centralizat-
ion of authority in the assembly committees, the short-
ening of sermons and periods of religious instruction, 
a decline in the teaching of basic reformation doctrines 
and of the distinctive principles of presbyterianism, am 
a lack of interest in anti-roman controversy. He was 
also concerned at the adoption of hymns written by ritual-
ists and roman catholics, and was extreme enough to object 
to "Onward Christian Soldiers" as a romish processional 
hymn and ".1\b).de with me't as inculcating veneration of 
the material cross. 
Dickson advised the opponents of anglo catholicism 
in the diocese of Christchurch to form themselves into 
a protestant people's league with the aim of exerting 
political and religious pressure against ritualisti~ 
law breakers, They should also start a journal and 
circulate literature which would act as an antidote 
to ritualistic publications, This, he thought, was 
the logical step.for the memorialists who had their 
case dismissed by Bishop Julius, The rest of the· book 
was taken up with warnings against an expan~ionist roman 
catholic church in New Zealand and a defence of basic 
reformation principles. 
30 Dickson, p.33. 
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It is quite clear that Gillies ~nd Dickson were 
not isolated extremists. Both were close to tho centre 
of the presbyterian power structu~e and their writings 
probably represent a fear of an~lo catholicism on the 
part of influential protestants. Obviously the non-
epi~copal churches felt threatened by a possibl~ change 
in the identity of .the largest protestant church in New 
Zealand. The roman catholic evangelical revival had 
continued steadily from the 1880's on, and some pretest-
ants saw anglo catholicism as the fifth column of this 
advancing "romanism''• The denominational divisions 
between anglicanism and the non-conformist churches had 
become less pronounced in colonial New Zealand society 
than in Great Britain. Some protestants feared that 
the growing influence of anglo catholicism would put 
a stop to the increasing cordiality of the relationship 
between the e~iscopal and non-episcopal protestant 
churches. There would be no more combined church 
services and anglicans would go back to theiv bad habits 
of the old country of calling their protestant brethren 
"dissenters" and of asserting that non conformist Ol.'ders 
were invalid. If the anglican church were to become 
completely anglo catholic a large part of the protestant 
heritage would be lost. Not only would it be a re-
sounding vote of no-confidence in the reformation but it 
could also lead to a critical reappraisal of basic 
reformation doctrines. There was also a fear that the 
contagion of ritualism would spread to the non-episcopal 
churches. Dickson cited the growing use of the cross in 
.the interior decoration of presbyterian churches, 
increasingly lavish spending on church building, a grow-
ing interest .in the aesthetics of ecclesiastical arch-
itecture, and in the externals of religion to the detrim-
ent of simplicity in worship. A protestant political 
association existed in Auckland and the "no Popery" cry 
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could still get a ready response from colonists who had 
retained the prejudices of the old country. So far as 
some protestants were concerned, the spread of anglo 
catholicism meant that the ariglican church was marching 
off the field of battle - into the roman camp. 
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CHAPTER Vll 
THE PEHRY-GOSSET CASE 
Burton's controversi8l career at St. Michael's 
lasted a brief five years. He had been a military chap-
lain attached to the lUng's Own Scottish Borderers during 
the Boer war and the outbreak of World War 1 reawakened 
his interest in this field of service. In late 1915 
he.left St, Michael's to become chaplain to the hospital 
ship Marama. Later he was appointed Principal Chaplain 
to the New Zealand Expeditionary Force, with the rank of 
lieutenant-colonel, His incumbency had brought a con-
siderable change for St. Michael•s, but for Burton him-
self it had been a fairly unremarkable period in a life 
filled with remarkable achievements, 1 
In May 1916 the Reverend Charles Elliot Perry, 
an Australian, was instituted as vicar of St. Michael's. 
Perry wa~ quite a contrast to his predecessor, A 
cultured, scholarly man he had graduated from St. John's 
College, Oxford in 1894 with an M.A. in modern history. 
Far f1~om being a 11 war horse of the catholic movement" he 
was a quiet and gentle man who saw his role as being to 
protect and co~solidate Burton's achievement. Perry was 
accustomed to colonial church life having spent all the 
preceeding years of his ministry in the diocese of Mel-
bourne. His last parish had been StJohn's, Camberwell, 
Victo1•ia. 
1 Some 
1886 
1892 
1924 
of the highlights of his career were: 
Priest in Charge Royal Small Arms Factory. 
Becomes First Diocesan Missioner, Diocese of 
St pans. 
L ~ission of Help to Barbados, Diocesan 
. !f'~ 11 e r t her e f or t h r e e y e a r s • 
·, .·~;· . ,," ,: 
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Be~ore considering the Perry-Gosset case in which 
he became involved, it is necessary to discuss internal 
developments at St. Michaelts in the period 1916 to 1920. 
In Burton's time St. Michael's had reached an apogee 
which it was not to see again ·for many years. By 1916 
the residential areas of the parish were being $teadily 
• 
eroded by the incursion of commercial premises, Perry's 
.. 
preaching was, "quiet, 
') 
scholarly, cultured, persuasive 11 "" 
but it did not attract people from near and far as had 
Burton's more dramatic and spectacular style, Thus 
church attendances and givings slowly dwindled in this 
period. Nor was it a unified parish. Some of the 
congregation did not at heart approve of the ceremonial 
changes or of Perry. His reserved personality and 
unemotional preaching were inevitably contrasted with a 
predecessor who in retrospect could be painted somewhat 
larger than life. Mrs Perry was not interested in 
fulfilling the traditional role of a vicar's wife and 
her disinclination for parish work caused bad feeling on 
the part of some parishioners, Nor was she at pains to 
conceal her dislike of her husband's oppo~ents, The 
most serious opposition to Perry came from the advanced 
ceremonialists, led by Horace Henderson, the sacristan. 
Perry was not a ceremonialist. Although he valued 
ceremonial highly, he had little knowledge of it and thus 
~am~ to rely on the advice of Henderson, Henderson was 
passionately interested in the externals of the catholic 
religion and used his influence to promote a lush and 
ornate style of ceremonial. At first there were few 
changes, probably because Henderson was in the army from 
1917 to 1919. However from 1920 on, the Henderson party 
was to have its way. St. Michael's was to see process-
ions the length of the church, with two thuribles on 
2 S. R. Cuming, CJ:lurc.h of St. I1Iichael .1\nd J\11 An£i.e]s 
C h r is t c h u r c h , N. ~~. 1 8 7 2 --12.1.&-t_P • 6 • 
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on special feast days, The first Perry knew of the 
introduction of incense was when one Sunday morning the 
west doors opened to admit a procession bearing with it 
a smoking thurible, 3 On some_days the vicar, choir and 
people proces~ed from Oxford Terrace over the Bridge of 
Remembrance down Cambridge Terrace and back to the church. 
The elaboration of ceremonial was accompanied by a growth 
in the power and influence of the ceremonialist group. 
By the early l920•s they were in the majority on the 
vestry and opposed to a vicar whom they felt was insuff-
iciently interested in ceremOnial matters. Although 
only a small block of parishioner~ 1 they were able to 
exercise a considerable amount of influe~ce on the 
election of vestrymen. These developments meant that 
Perry by no means had a united parish beind him even as 
early as 1018 when Archdeacon C. H. Gosset laid his 
charges. 
The key to und~rstunding the litigation that was 
to follow is that Archdeacon. Gosset was not just trying 
to curb ritualistic innovations at St. Michael's but was 
trying to force Bishop Julius to withdraw his protection 
and endorsement of anglo catholicism. 
influential clergyman in the diocese. 
Gosset was an 
He was vicar of 
St. Mary 1 s, Merivale from 1902 to 1915 and a member of 
standing committee from 1910 to 1913, He had been the 
Archdeacon pf Christchurch throughout Burton's incumbency 
and yet had done nothing about the changes at St. Michae1t~ 
although the church was within his archdeaconry. Perry 
was to comment on this puzzling state of affairs in his 
submissions to the appeal court in 1919: 
... I cannot help wondering why 
he did not as archdeacon report 
the alleged irregularities to the 
3 This incident is recounted by S. R. Cuming, an old 
parishioner, 
bishop when they began and not 
some years later when another 
vicar had come to the parish and 
he was no longer archdeacon. 4 
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Gosset seems to have beeri aware of what was going 
on at St. Michael's but was not spurred into action until 
he attended the funeral of a Mrs Bishop there on 5 January 
1918. A requiem m~~s accompanied the burial service add 
Gosset was shocked when he saw that the epistle and 
gospel were taken from the roman rite instead of the book 
of common prayer, that the prayer of thanksgiving was 
read in addition to the prayer of consecration, and that 
Perry as celebrant was the only person who received the 
holy communion, To make matters worse, Bishop Julius 
was present and had taken part in the first part of the 
burial service and had given the solemn blessing at the 
end of the requiem mass. An exchange of letters then 
took place between Archdeacon Gosset and Bishop Julius. 
Gosset tried to get the Bishop to publicly condemn these 
irregularities. Here is Gosset's explanation of this 
correspondence: 
••• My first letter to the Bishop 
on the subject in question was 
dated February 1, 1018, nearly a 
month after the service at which the 
irl•egularities to which I was drawing 
his attention had taken place, I 
having woited till then in hopes 
that he would take action himself. 
In that letter I also expressed 
the opinion that the condemnation 
of such action should be as public 
as the action itself. 
4 Plea on behalf of the judgement of the Bishop of 
Christchurch before the Bishops of the Province of 
New Z e a 1 and , Fe b 1 91 9 , SlJPO 
The Bishop wrote on February 4 
that he was in communication with 
Mr Perry, that his action would 
depend largely on Mr Perry's 
attitude in the matter, and as soon 
as he had anything to communicate 
he would w~ite again. 
On February 25 the Bishop.wrote 
t&at he had called Mr Perry's attention 
to certain irregularities, and that Mr 
Perry had undertaken that they should 
not occur again, but that he could not 
agree that the rebuk~ ~f such action 
should be as public as the action 
itself. 
I ~rote again pointing out that 
he- the Bishop - having been present 
at, and having taken part in, and 
given the blessing at the conclusion 
of the service at which the irreg-
ularities for which he was admonishing 
Mr Perry had taken place, churchpeople 
were necessarily under the impression 
that he altogether approved of the 
seivice in question, and were entitled 
to be put right on that point. 
I suggested that the Bishop should 
put a statement 1n th0 "Church N0\vs, 11 
in the gazette of the diocese, that 
his Lordship had been present at St. 
Michael!S on a certain date at which 
grave irregularities had taken place; 
that, as otherwise it might be thought 
that the Bishop approved, he ~ished 
churchpeople to know that he had drawn 
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the vicarrs attention to them, and 
that the vicar had loyally undertaken 
that they should not recur. 
I pointed out that this course could 
do no harm, but rather ~cod to the 
vicar and put the Bishop right with 
his people. 
Churchpeople will see that, had the 
B~shop fallen in with my suggestion, 
my interference in the matter would 
have been unknown, the Bishop would 
have been put right with his people, 
and I could thereafter have gone to 
the Bishopt privately, in a friendly 
manner, as to other matters which 
might require attention on his part. 
The Bishop's refusal to put himself 
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~ght with his people, and his refusal, 
later, to deal with other matters, after-
wards included in my charges, that 
were causing trouble and scandal at 
St. Michael's, in answer to a further 
ietter of mine, left me no other course 
but to seek justice in the ecclesiastical 
5 
courts,. 
And seak justice he didt for on 8 May the diocesan 
registrar received from Gosset a declaration of eight 
charges against Perry. The charges were as follows: 
1. That Perry did not consume all the consecrated elements 
after the communion, but instead reserved them in the 
church. 
2. That Perry kept the consecrated elements in a 
tabernacle in the Pilgrims' chapel at St. Michael's. 
5 Sun, 15 Oct. 1919. 
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3. That he renamed this chapel ttthe chapel of the Blessed 
Sacrament" and that he kept a ·light continual·ly burn-
ing before the tabernacle. 
4. That the celebrant at St. Michael's church did~ on 
more than one occasion, after the prayer of consecrat-
ion, ~urn to the people, and held towards them the 
consecrated Bread, 'Y.ith the words ttBehold the Lamb of 
God.u 
5. That Perry encouraged and permitted the major part 
of his congregation "to habitually k~eel or prostrate 
themselves" at the Incarnatus during the repitation of 
the Nicene creed. 
6. That Perry had taught that confession and absolution 
were necessary "even for those who are w a lJ{ ing earnest 1 y 
with God'' in an article· in the Parish Magazine of April 
1917 entitled rfHE EASTEH COMI\'lUNION. 
7. That Perry did, in his Parish Magazine, publish certain 
doctrine on the subject of fasting communion contrary to 
the doctrine of the church. 
8. That on several occasions Per.ry had given ttthe con-
secrated bread and wine grudgingly, and without the words 
of administration 11 to persons whotn he be 1 ieved had not 
fasted before coming to receive communion. 
The last statement of charge eight revealed the real 
objective of Gosset',s legal action. 
And I the said Charles Hillgrove 
Gosset charge that if the said Charles 
Elliot Perry alleges that such acts 
or any such actions were done with 
the consent of authority, or per-
mission of the Lord Bishop of 
Christchurch either expressed or 
implied, then such consent or 
authority, or permission, was, and 
is unlawful, irregular, void, and 
6 
of no lawful effect. 
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The charges were reported on 22 May in both The Sun 
and The Press, As well as giving a full background to 
the story the newspapers announced that Gosset was 
resigning his archdeaconry in order to make the accus-
atipns, The Press called on Perry to make a state-
ment on the charges~. Perry wrote to the editor: 
I hope, sir, that The Press will 
observe what I believe to be a noble 
purpose, and continue to keep religious 
controversy out of its columns, as 
long as the war lasts. 7 
Since the legal chaos that had ensued in the pro-
secution of Carlyon, the disciplinary statutes had been 
revised. The revised procedure required Perry to file 
an answer in writing within fourteen days of being served 
with the charges. The bishop was then to refer the 
charges and their answers to a court of enquiry which 
was to ascertain whether they constituted facts or not. 
The bishop was then to decide whether the matter should 
be brought to trial. If the bishop authorised a trial, 
a bishop's court would be constituted. This would 
be presided over by the Chancellor of the diocese. Of 
the six clergymen and six laymen who were the assessors 
of the Bishop's Court, the registrar would draw the 
names of two clergymen who would sit as jurors at the 
trial, A public trial would then be held and the jurors 
would pass their finding to the bishop who would subse~. 
quently pass sentence. 
There is some doubt as to what steps the bishop did 
take in May. He told a r~porter of The Sun on 23 May that 
6 Copy of a Declaration by C. H. Gosset in the matter 
of a charge preferred against C, E. Perry, 3 May 1918~ 
PB, 
7 The Press, 23 May 1918, 
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the charges against Perry were under investigation by a 
commission of enquiry. There is no further record of 
this commission and it is uncertain whether the commiss-
ion met or came to any conclus~on. Perry later alleged 
that Bishop Julius had asked him to admit the facts of the 
~h~rges by silence. The new disciplinary stat~tes had 
closed Carlyon's old loopholes by declaring that if the 
accused did not make a formal written answer to the 
charges within fourteen days of receiving them his 
silence would be taken as an admission of the facts of 
the· charges. The bishop later denied making this request 
and the dispute was to cause some .tension betwen Perry 
and Julius. Whatever really happened• Bishop Julius 
seems to have been determined to prevent the case coming 
before the bishop's court over which he would have no 
control. The canon on discipline provided for a more 
discreet method of procedure for which Bishop Julius 
seems to have opted. He must have obtained the consent 
of Gosset and Perry to pronounce, without further pro-
ceedings, such sentence. as he should think fit, so long 
as that sentence was not more severe than might be pro-
nounced in due course of law. But before this more 
informal method of proceeding could take place further 
complications arose over the charges. 
On 5 June Gosset substituted a new and more 
extensive declaration of charges for his earlier declar-
ation of May. Al~ eight of t~e original charges were 
included. The six additional charges liited as they 
appeared, 'were as follows: 
3.That Perry sponsored illegal devotions before the 
reserved sacrament. 
(a) That he habitually genuflected before the reserved 
sacrament and encouraged others to do so. 
(b) That in a booklet published entitled 11The Christian's 
Native Ail•tt Perry authorised the saying ·of prayers 
19'7 
entitled "A Colloquy 11 which we-re ill8gal prayers, to 
be said before the illegally reserved sacrament. 
(c) That Perry instructed his people to say the !!Hail 
Mary '' at the hours of noon and s i x o' c 1 o cl;; • 
(d) In nThe Chaplettt prayers, Perry had prescribed vain 
repetitions contrary to the comnand of Our Lord. 
5. That Perry cause~ a bell to be rung at the words of 
institution during the prayer of consecration. 
6. That at a funeral on 5 January 1918, consisting of 
the first part of the burial service and the holy 
communion, Perry had taken the epistle and gospel 
from the roman rite instead of the book of common 
prayer and had added the prayer of oblation after that 
of the consecration. Moreever, Perry, as celebrant, 
had been the only person to receive the c~mmunion. 
//~This charge had a sting in it directed against 
Bishop Julius: 
AND that a 11 s u c h a c t s , or l' it e s 1 
or ceremonies, were committed or 
done, or performed in the presence 
of the Lord Bishop of Christchurch 
who took part in the first part of 
the Burial Service and gave or 
pronounced the Blessing at the end 
of the said Celebration of the 
8 Holy Communion, 
8,That Perry kept a tabernacle which was not a lawful 
church ornament, for the reception of the reserved 
sacrament. 
lOThat a crucifix was placed on the wall above the pulpit 
in the Church of St. Michael and that the peop~e were 
encouraged to bow before the crucifix, such amounting 
to a worshipping and adoration of an image. 
8 Declaration by C. H. Gosset in the matter of a 
charge referred against C. E. Perry, 5 June 1918, 
·pp. 4-5 , N.A.W 
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11 That instead of a processional cross, Perry used a 
staff with an image of Our Lotd on the cross, this 
being an illegal ornament, As with the earlier 
set of charges there followad a declaration that 
the consent of the bishop to any of these acts was 
dull and void. 
Later in June ·yet another declaration of charges was 
substituted by Gosset. The only change was the delet-
ion of the ~eference to Bishop Julius being present at 
the funeral of Mrs Bishop, Probably Gosset's lawyer 
advised him to drop the passage when it became clear 
that Bishop Julius would be giving judgement without 
! 
further legal proceedings. 
On 8 August Bishop Julius convened a public meeting 
in the Board Room at Christ's College to hear the legal 
arguments of both parties. The diocesan chancellor, 
H. T. Andrews, acted as technical advisor to the bishop. 
H. D. Acland appeared for Gosset and J, H. Upham, a St. 
Michael's vestryman, represented Perry. The chancellor 
emphasized the point that it was not a meeting of the 
bishop's court. Perry had admitted the facts of the 
charges by his silence ~nd this circumvented the need 
for a trial before the bishop's court. Gosset's lawyer 
had asked the bishop to hear him on the law of the matter 
and the bishop had decided to give both parties an opport-
unity to appear before him and state their arguments. 
Acland based his case on the claim that the defend-
ant had assented to the constitution of the New Zealand 
Church and was thus bound fro obey the thirty-nine articles 
and the rules of the prayer book. He then proceeded to 
recite the charges and to show where he thought each one 
violated either the constitution. the thirty-nine artie~ s, 
or the rules of the prayer book. Acland asked the 
bishop to admonish Perry for his illegal practices end 
\ 
to suspend him until such time as he gave an undertaking 
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to discontinue them. He asked for an order for the 
removal of the offending articles and stated that the 
prosecution was anxious to obtain from the bishop a 
definite ruling on the questions. which had boen raised 
so that these matters would be settled once and for all, 
• In reply Upham removed from the arena of debate 
charges four, six and nine 9 by stating that they referred 
to practices which had been discontinued at the bishop's 
insistence,· Speaking to the charges referrin~ to 
reservation, Upham stated that Bishop Julius had allowed 
Burton to reserve the sacrament for the benefit of the 
sick and dying within the limits of certain uses and 
restrictions. Burton had not-kept within these limits 
and had not informed Perry of the bishop's restrict-
ions. 
tence, 
Thus there had only been an error of inadver-
Upham went on to defend reservation for the 
sick by pointing out that the practice had never died 
out in the Scottish Episcopal Church and by referring 
to the report of the 1906 Royal Commission of Eccles-
iastical Observances which had stated that the law of 
public worship in the Church of England was too narrow 
for the religious life of the present generation, The 
New Zealand constitution did not refer to it at all and 
could only be ta~en.to reject the practice if it 
decided that o~iss1on amounted to prohibition, 
was 
He 
said that genuflection before the reserved sacrament 
was a matter of reverence only and that there was no 
question of adoration or devotion. Similarly, the 
alleged invocation of the Blessed Virgin in the thitd 
charge was merely a quotation from the scriptures to 
remind people of the incarnation, The ringing of the 
9 These chargeri referred to using the words ''Behold 
the Lamb of God'' at the invitation~ the offences 
which occurred at the funeral of Mrs Bishop, the 
renaming of the Pilgrims chapel and the tabernacle 
light. 
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church bell was to give sick people who could not attend 
an opportunity to be present in spirit at communion, 
In reference to the eighth charge Upham stated that the 
tabernacle was merely a decent receptacle for the epis-
copally approved reserved sacrament: 
~crucifix, unless it was likely 
to cause ~uperstitious adoration, 
was not unlawful, The eastern 
window of St, Michael's had never 
been questioned, It had been 
put there in the time when Bishop 
Averill was vicar. If a crucifix 
was unlawful that window was also. 
It all depended upon the question 
whether the people of St. Michael's 
were likely ~o adore the cut glass 
or wood or substance of the window 
or crucifix, There was no service 
in the prayer book which provided 
for processions. What they did 
outside the services he did not 
think were relative to the present 
charges. If they did not use a 
crucifix in the church he did not 
see how they could be charged at 
all. Regarding the public article 
the~ said expressly that without 
confession the sinner could not 
receive the words: 11 I absolve 
thee. 11 That was literally true. 
It was only necessary to refer 
to one of the provisions of the 
Communion service, one more 
honoured in the breach than the. 
observance - what was called the 
exhortation. They had never 
refused communion to anyone 
without confession, He had been 
a consistent communicant at St. 
Michael's, and had nevex• made a 
confession. He had never 
heard it referred to in the 
pulpit an~. no pressure, so far 
as he knew, had been brought to 
bear on people. This, his friend 
said was only addressed to sick 
souls, and he took it that all 
1 . k 10 sou s were more or less .s1c , 
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Upham said that Perry had decided not to contest the 
charge by giving communion grudgingly since it would 
cause bad feeling. He assured the bishop that it had 
been quite inadvertent and unintentional, and would not 
happen again. Upham finished his submissions by stating 
that Perry would abide by the bishop's decision, no 
matter whom it favoured. 
Acland summed up with a veiled threat. Since all 
church property in Canterbury was vested in the Church 
Property Trustees it might be possible for a person to 
go to the Christchurch Supreme Court for an injunction 
to restrain any persons from carrying out services which 
were beyond the constitution. It might be possible for 
the Church Property Trustees also to move for such an 
injunction. Bishop Julius then closed the proceedings 
and told The Press that it would be at least three weeks 
before he could give his decision. 
In fact two months were to pass before Bishop 
Julius released his judgement on 3 October. Like his 
earlier statements on the problems of worship it was 
lucid, scholarly and well argued. Nor did he confine 
10 Press, 9 Aug 1918. 
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his remarks solely to the doctrinal content of the 
charges: 
Before I go further, however, I 
feel bound to express my conviction 
that these proceedings under the Canon 
are wholly without excuse. 1£ I'l'lr 
Perry had .~efused to render due and 
canonical obedience to his Bishop, 
~omething might be said for them; 
but it *as well known to the Archdeacon, 
before these proceedings were instit-
uted, that I had already admonished 
the Rev. C. E. Perry in respect of 
three of the charges which he has 
brought against him, and that Mr Perry 
had readily agreed to accept my 
ruling. In this sad time of war, 
we are sworn to peace among ourselves 
and the Church should have been the 
last to break it. 
Another consideration leads me 
to regard these proceedings as 
singularly untimely. There has 
been no revision of the Book of 
Common Prayer for more than two 
hundred and fifty years. In that 
time some of the Rubric~ and direct-
ions contained in it, originally and 
perhaps intentionally ambiguous, hbve 
become hopelessly obscure, others 
are obsolete, and in some cases n~glect 
or transgression has attained the 
force of custom. Prosecutions, 
Privy Council Judgements, ev~n the 
Spiritual Courts, have failed to 
determine and enforce the law, 
The Crown has, therefore, requested 
the Convocations to take into 
consideration 11 the law relating to 
the conduct of Divine Service", and 
the revision of the Book of Common 
. 11 Prayer is .now in progress. 
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Bishop Julius went on to state that until such time as 
the church Had sufficiently declared her mind in the 
regulation of worship it was up to the bishop to resolve 
all such conflicts. This appeal to the bishop was in 
full agreement with the ancient rule of the church, with 
that of the book of common prayer, and with the canons 
of the Church of New Zealand, and offered the best 
security available against lawlessness on the one hand 
and legal bondage on the other, 
Bishop Julius then stated the general principles 
on which his judgement was based: 
The Rubrics and directions of 
the Book of Common Prayer may be 
roughly divided into three classes. 
There are first the Rubrics which govern 
the worship of the Church in things 
essential. These are clear and 
unmistakable, and must be literally 
obeyed, Again there are the Rubrics, 
many in number, which concern the 
lesser details of public worship, 
of which some are plain enough, and 
others more or less obscure, These 
are not intended to be rigidly enforced, 
in every case, and under all conditions. 
11 Judgement delivered by the Bishop of Christchurch 
in the case of Archdeacon Gosset v. Rev. C.E. 
Perry, CN supplement, 3 Oct. 1918, p.l. 
Again there are a few of very small 
importance, which must be regarded 
rather as suggestions that direct-
ions ••• Most of the charges with 
which I have to do come under the 
12 
second class. 
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He referred also to.~ther sources of guidance which could 
be used where the rubric was obscure or direction was 
altogether wanting: 
1. The teaching of Holy Scripture. 
2. The doctrine and practice of 
"the \vhole Catholic Church of 
Christ", to which our Church 
makes frequent appeal. 
3. The present distress. For, in 
the face of needs which have 
arisen in our time, even Rubrics 
must give way. 
4. The Living Voice of the Mother 
Church. 13 
Bishop Julius chose to consider charges one, two, 
three (a) and (b), and eight, together as all refer);ed 
to the reservation of the sacrament. His remarks show 
that he was aware who was the real target of Gosset's 
charges: 
They challenge not only the 
action of Mr Perry, but also by 
implication that of the Bishop 
in allowing Reservation for the 
sick. It will be necessary for me 
to show to what extent Mr Perry 
acted in conformity with the 
directions of the Bishop and 
12 Bishop• s judgement, p. 1. 
13 Bishopts judgement, pp. 1-2. 
whether the Bishop has power to 
allow of Reservation for any 
purpose whatsoever. It must 
be clearly understood in refer-
ence to these and other charges 
that the congregation attending 
the Church of St. Michael having 
.. 
settled down, and being generally 
unwilling to change the ritual 
and form of worship introduced 
by the later Vicar, I invited Mr 
Perry to maintain the Services 
on similar lines, and to avoid 
further disruption. At the 
request of the late Vicar, and 
considering the sviritual needs 
of the sick and dying in the great 
Hospital with which he was connect-
ed, I allowed Reservation for the 
Communion of the sick, and ordered 
the Reserved Sacrament .to be rev-
erently kept in the Sacristy or 
Vestry of the Church. After 
further conference with the Vicar, 
towards the unexpected close of 
his ministry in the parish, I 
advised that, for the sake of 
greater seemliness, an Aumbrey or 
cupboard with doors should be 
provided, and, after the ancient 
custom of the English Church, 
built into the side wall of the 
Chapel known as the Pilgrim's 
Chapel, and the Reserved Sacrament 
kept therein. For this I offered 
a Faculty, if applied for in the 
usual way. No such Faculty was 
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applied for or granted, but, without 
my knowledge and consent. the Reserved 
Sacrament was placed in a tabernacle 
above the altar in the said Chapel. 
with a light burning before it, Mr 
Perry, knowing nothing of the condit-. 
ions under which Reservation had been 
allowed, ~aintained the use as ~e 
found it. 14 
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Bishop Julius then embarked on a long and closely argued 
discussion on the practice of reservation in the early 
church and the elizabethan church. His discussion also 
centered around the relationship between reservation and 
modern pastoral problems and the attitudes of contemporary 
English authorities towards the practice: 
To sum up, I have said enough on 
this difficult subject to show that 
Reservation for the Sick is not con-
trary to the doctrine of the Anglican 
Church that the custom existed in 
primitive times, that the necessities 
of our times require it, that the 
Archbishops and Bishops of the Mother 
Church have agreed to sanction it, 
and that, in the absence of regulation, 
it may not be introduced in any Parish 
or Church without consent of the Ord-
inary. 
I• therefore, decide as follows:-
That the first charge against the Rev, 
C. E. Perry of having acted illegally 
and contrary to the 28th Article of 
Religion, and the directions contained 
14 Bisbopts judgement, p, 2, 
in the Book of Common Prayer, under 
the direction of the Bishop, cannot be 
sustained. I find that the conditions 
under which permission was given for 
the Reservation of the Sacrament have. 
not been fulfilled, If Mr Perry had 
been resp~nsible for this, I should 
withdraw the permission, But seeing 
that he only maintained the position 
as he found it, and that the spiritual 
needs of the sick and dying at the 
General Hospital and other Institutions 
demand such provision, I shall allow 
the Reservation of the Blessed Sacra-
ment for the sick in the Church of St. 
Michael and All Angels, under the foll-
owing conditions:-
1. That the tabernacle and lamp in the 
Chapel known as the Pilgrimst Chapel 
be removed. 
2 • That a n oAu m b r e y or c up b o a r d w it h 
doors be built into the side wall 
20'7 
of the Chapel, and that the Reserved 
Sacrament, in both kinds, be rever-
ently placed therein fot the Communion 
of the sick. 
3. That all details connected with the 
Communion of the sic~ with the Reserved 
Sacrament be submitted for the approval 
of the Bishop. 
4. That the Vicar and Clergy of the Parish 
will loyally obey these injuctions, in 
the spirit as well as in the letterj 
and see to it that the Reser~ed Sacra-
ment be used for no other purpose than 
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the Communion of the sick, 15 
Charges three (c) and (d) relating to the prayers 
of the "Hail 1\1ary" and the "Chaplet" were dismissed for 
the reasons advanced by Upham. In charge four the bishop 
held that the words 11Behold tho ·Lamb of God" did not 
teach "idolatrous adorution or worship of ·the consecrated 
• Bread and Wine", though he did maintain that it was a 
practice which obscured the true meaning .and purpose 
of the holy.communion and must, therefore, be discon-
tinued, In charge five the bishop was prepared to san-
ction the ringing of the church bell during the Prayer of 
Consecration as being an ancient and innocent custom but 
refused to sanction the ringing of the sacring bell since 
the vernacular liturgy removed any need for it, Char{J) 
number six, referring to the irregularities which occur-
red at Mrs Bishop's funeral, was considered irrelevant 
since the bishop had already admonished Perry on this 
count before proceedings were instituted, and he had 
agreed to accept the episcop~l ruling. 16 Of charge 
number seven relating to the kneeling of the peop~e 
at the incarnatus during the Nicene Creed, Bishop Julius 
said that he was not prepared to demand a rigid uniform-
ity which limited the freedom of worshippers, Of 
charges ten and eleven, referring to the crucifix and 
its alleged adoration as an image, Bishop Julius ruled 
that the crucifix was a lawful ornament and that a 
reverencing of it could not be confused with the worshipp-
ing and adorat.ion of images condemned in article twenty-
two, 
Of charge number twelve relating to Perry's article 
which stressed the importance of private confession to a 
priest, Bishop Julius declared that even at the height 
15 Bishop's judgement, p.3. 
16 See p. 192. 
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of the puritan reaction from the extravagancies of the 
past, the Anglican church had never lost her confid-
ance in the priestly power of absolution. Nor had 
she failed to give the most expliQit guidance for 
the exercise of this power, Not only did a general 
confes~ion exist in the liturgy of the church, but 
there was also a direct and personal absolution after 
private confession, to be found in the service for the 
visitation bf the sick. According to the prayer book 
all were to be invited to come to the priest for counsel 
and absolution: 
It must be allowed that.we have 
grievously neglected these instruct-
ions. There are many Churches in 
which this invitation has never been 
heard, many Prie~ts who have never 
given it, and thousands upon thousands 
of men and women, weary and heavy laden,~ 
who want some~hing more than advice -
and never get it. Neglect on the one 
side means over-statement o~ the other. 
I think that Mr Perry has been guilty 
of serious over-statement in the 
Article headed "The Ea.ster Communion••. 
His heading in that Article ----
1. Conveys the impression that it 
is the duty of every Christian 
to go to confession. 
2. Suggests a somewhat mechanical 
process for the cleansing of the 
soul, as though private Confess-
ion and Absolution were a kind of 
cleaning up for a special occasion, 
without particular reference to 
repentance and faith, even for those 
7 
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who are living in mortal . 17 s1n. · 
With regard to charge thirteen, in which Perry was 
alleged to have insisted on fasting communion, the bishop 
said that this practice had continued in the church since 
the earliest times although theie was no reference to it 
in the book ~f common prayer: 
Mr Perry is fully justified in teach-
ing and maintaining the practice of 
F?sting Communion; and, although I 
do not like the tone of his Article, I 
can find nothing worthy of censure, except 
in one particular. In this, as in the 
last case, Mr Perry over-states his 
case, He seems to ignore the fact 
that for two centuries the custom 
has generally fallen into obeyance, 
that no attempt was made to maintain 
it, that the hours of Public Worship 
were so changed that obedience to 
the Custom of the Church became 
almost impossible. What has for 
so long been neglected by Clergy and 
Laity alike cannot be suddenly restored 
and. insisted upon, Mr Perry does insist, 
and that in the strongest terms, by 
putting his people on their honour not 
to communicate except fasting, Further, 
he ignores the fabt that in many country 
places it is impossible to secure rigid 
obedience to the rule and at the same 
time encourage f~equent Communion. I 
dismiss the charge that Mr Perry has in 
his Article written anything contrary to 
17 Bishop's judgement, p.4. 
the doctrine contained in the Book 
of Common Prayer, or in Article xxviii 1 
and I counsel him to encourage his 
people to observe the rule of the 
Church without bringin~ them into 
bondage. 
Such· is my judgement. I have not 
sought to please either party, nor to 
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effect a compromise, I have endeavoured 
to be faithful in my interpretation of 
the law, and the exercise of my author-
i ty. I hope that both parties to the 
suit will accept my judgement as final, 
at least for the time being, and that 
neither of them will further disturb 
18 
the peace of the Church. 
The judgement was received with jubilation at St. 
MichaeP s. Perry at once published his submission to 
the judgement in the Press. Preaching. at the patronal 
festival evensong on 6 October he told his people: 
In only two matters am I personally 
found to have been at fault, I am 
admonished for over-statement in 
teaching on two matters of discipline, 
not for extravagance in ~itua1 ••• 
I accept this admonition ••• with due 
submission ••• The Bishop is a true 
Father-in-God, I desire to be a true 
son in the Faith. 19 
Archdeacon Gosset promptly appealed against the 
judgement to the appeal court of the Bench of Bishops. 
A long pause followed before the court of appeal 
18 Bishop's judgement, p. 5. 
19 Press, 7 Oct. 1918, 
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began to move into action. The court consisted of 
Bishop W. W. Sedgewick of Waiapu, Bishop T. H. Sprott 
of Wellington, Bishop A. W. Averill of Auckland, with 
the Primate, BishopS. T. Nevill of Dunedin presid-
ing, Bishop Julius advised Perry to attend the court 
1 . . 1 . h (Julius) d ear1ng w1t oUt counsel s1nce e waul not 
be present, Accordingly Perry was summoned to appear 
before the Bench of Bishops on 19 February 1919. 
Gosset's ca~e was presented by a Mr Sinclair, a Dunedin 
lawyer. In his notes on the case, Perry stated that he 
had attended the court of appeal expecting the subject 
to be the bishop's judgement and not his conduct, He 
had prepared no explanation in defence of those points 
which especially concerned himself, supposing that 
Bishop Julius had dealt finally with them, In his intra-
ductory remarks Perry e3pressed surprise that he had 
been chosen to defend the Julius judgement, He pointed 
out that he had been hardly three years in the diocese 1 
and that he was not a properly trained theologian. He 
also pointed out that he had not established the existing 
regime of worship at St. Michael's. Not one ceremony 
or doctrine objected to had originated from him, with the 
exception of the placing of the prayer of oblation immed-
iately after the consecration in the communion service. 
This practice had been discontinued at the bishop's 
instruction before the legal proceedings began. However 
he admitted that he had known what kind of church St. 
Mic6ael's was before he accepted the living and that he 
acknowledged his responsibility for maintaining what he 
found but not for inaugurating it, The greater part of 
his arguments was taken up with two objects. 
To show that Reservation for the 
Sick has been the normal practice 
of the Catholic Church from t·he 
earliest times and that according 
They were: 
to the law of the Church, That it 
is the law of the Church of England 
never repealed by the authority that 
made it, 
That although it fell into obeyance 
for a time, it was never forbidden and 
that it can be revived if according 
to the principles of Canon Law it is 
f6r the good of souls and the Glory of 
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God, That it is being revived and that 
rapidly all over the Anglican Commun-
ion except in the Episcopal Church 
of Scotland where it has never ceased 
to be practiced, 
To show that the Judicial Committee 
~f the Privy Council is unworthy of 
credit because of its origin and its 
composition and that none of its dec-
isions either before or after the 
Constitution of the Province of New 
Zealand have any w~ight in ecclesiast-
20 ical matters, 
The arguments advanced on these two subjects were 
voluminous and may well have taken the greater pa~t of 
the day to plead, Presumably the validity of the Privy 
Council's decisions were discussed at such great length 
because it was anticipated that Gosset's counsel would 
use them as the basis of his case. The other charges 
referred to in the bishop's judgement received only 
Qinor attention. 
Perry was rather distressed at the way he was 
treated by one of the bishops: 
20 ~ppeal court plea, February 1919, S~PO. 
The Bishops of the Court prevented 
one of their number from cross 
questioning me on these three points 
(6n which Julius had admonished Perry 
for baing over zealoui) as though 
they thought with me that it was 
the Bishop's judgement that was the 
matter of enquiry and that I was 
not on my trial. 21 
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Perry also told the court that Bishop Julius had asked 
him to admit all the charges at the beginning. As we 
~hall see later this must have caused Julius some 
chagrin. 
When the submissions were ended the bishops told 
Perry tha~ they would make no announcement until after 
another meeting which they would have in May at the time 
.of the general synod. Although this further meeting is 
not recorded, it i~ almost certain that it did take place 
in May and that three of the bishops reached their final 
decision (a majority of three was required), Sister 
Edith and her d~aconesses held a day long vigil of 
prayer when the court of appeal was sitting in Dunedin. 
Although the bishops had probably reached their 
verdict in May, the final judgement was not released 
until July. There are two probable r~asons for hhis. 
The Bishop of Auckland had dissented from his colleagues 
in two important matters in an official document private-
ly released to his coileag~es in May. Meanwhile the 
Primate and the two other bishops were looking for a 
recent statement by a widely acknowledged overseas 
authority to back up their stand on these two matters. 
The court of appeal met in Dunedin on 17 June 
to deliver its judgement. The bishops' conclusions 
can be grouped under eleven headings, 
21 Notes on the procedure in Gosset v Perry, SMPO. 
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(1) HESERV/\TION- The Cou1•t held that resel'Vation 1 esp-
ecially for tho sick, was not condemned by the twenty-
eighth article of religion: 
In answer to the allegation that in 
reserving the sacrament Mr Perry used 
an unauthorised form of service, it 
was contended for the defence that 
reservation was authorised by lawful 
authority - the authority of the Bishop 
of Christchurch, This contention was 
upheld in the Bishop of Christchurch's 
decision, and the Court. of Appeal, 
(the Bishop of Auckland dissenting) 
held that the Bishop of Christchurch 
was right, The Court affirmed that 
the reservation of the sacrament is 
not contrary to any doctrine of the 
Church, It is simply a question of 
order or form, and may be permitted 
if sanctioned by "lawful authol'ity"-
and the authority of the bishop of the 
diocese is the "lawful authority 11 con-
. 22 
templated by the law of the church, 
L ~ ···~·· , . , . ···-··. '"\ 
( 2) DOCTRINE OF THE OOHPGRATE PHESENCE CORPORAL ·~ The 
Court held that this decision did not involve approval 
of the doctrine of the corporal presence of Christ in 
the consecrated elements. Such teaching would be con-
trary to article twenty-eight and the law of the New 
Zealand Church. 
With regard to the use of a prayer entitled "A 
Colloquy" before the reserved sacrament: 
The Court does not consider that 
there is any false teaching i~ the 
Colloquy, nor that its use in the 
22 C,G., 1 Aug. 1919, p. 119, 
manner alleged indicated a belief 
that the Sacrament would have a 
wholesome effect or effect apnrt 
from it being unworthily received 
but we regard the practice as 
foreign to the mind and teaching 
of our Church. It is to be noted 
that the conditions laid down by the 
Bishop Of Christchurch for the 
Reservation in the future take away 
any opportunity for such practice. 23 
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( 3) INVOCATION OF THE VIHGIN 1\IAHY - If Perry had taught 
the invocation of the Blessed Virgin Mary then such 
teaching was obviously illegal. However it was by no 
means clear that this had been Perryts intention and 
the words of the "Hail Maryu did not necessarily involve 
the invocation of the Blessed Virgin Mary. With regard 
to the "vain repetitions 11 alleged in the Chaplet the 
Court agreed with Bishop Julius that the rep6titions 
could scarcely be counted vain. The Court also agreed 
with the decision of Bishop Julius that there was no 
authority of any kind for the officiating priest at tho 
communion service holding before the people the conse-
crated bread and saying, 11 J3ehold the Lamb of God". 
(4) SACIUNG BELL - The Court agreed with the Bishop of 
Christchurch's decision that the church bell could be 
rung at the consecration but not the sacring bell within 
the sanctuary. 
(5) THE HEQUIEivi M.ASS- The Court agreed with Bishop Julius 
that the practices stated in the charges were illegal. 
However, since Perry had been admonished, and had agreed 
to accept the Court's ruling, the Court did not think it 
necessary to deal further with this matter. 
23 Appeal Court Judgement, 17 Jul 1019 1 p.3. NAW. 
( 6) KNEELING J\T THE IN"Ci\HNi\TUS, 
There does not appear to the 
Court to be any question of 
Doctrine involved and it is 
obvious that ev~n by Rubrics it 
is impossible to control the 
attitude of worshippers but a 
Priest had· no authority to 
direct his people to assume 
any attitude contrary to that 
prescribed in the Rubric. 24 
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( 7) THE TABERNJ\CLE - If the t a bern a ole had been used 
as a receptacle for the reserved 6lements it was illegal 
and should be removed as the Bishop of Christchurch had 
ordered. If the Pilgrims' Chapel in which reservation 
occurred had been improperly named then this wus a mutter 
for the Christchurch Church Property Trustees. The 
Court also confirmed the action of the Bishop of Christ-
church in ordering the removal of the light continually 
burning before the tabernacle, 
(8) THE·CH.UCIFIX - The use of o crucifix on the pulpit 
wall and as a processional cross was not forbidden by 
the articles of religion or the law of the New Zealand 
Church. This affirmed the opinion of Bishop Julius. 
( 9) COI\1PULSORY CONFESSION - Here the Court disagreed 
with Bishop Julius• ruling: 
It is quite clear that the Church does 
not hold the Doctrine that Confession 
and .Absolution thereafter are ne.£2.E..f'~JZ.Y.• 
Such a doctrine appears to this Court 
to be more than a serious overstatement 
and it is in our opinion contrary to 
the authorised teaching or doctrine 
24 /\ppeal Court Judgement, p.l+,, NAW, 
of the Church as set forth in the 
Book of Common Prayer •.• It should 
be noted that the Court is now dealing 
with this charge as laid and as the 
fact is admitted by hlr. Perry and not 
as the Bishop of Christchurch appears· 
to have ~one af~er a perusal of the 
Article in the Magazine in which the 
teaching is given. The opinion of 
the Court· baing as expressed it is 
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for the Bishop of Christchurch t~ decide 
what if any penalty should be imposed 
25 in respect of the offence. 
(10) FASTING COMJvHmiON- Again the Court ctis.agreed with 
Bishop Julius: 
While we agree ••• that Fasting 
Communion is a laudable custom 
in the Church we cannot accept 
the statement that it is a rule 
laid down by the Church. Mr 
Perry's teaching as it appears 
in the Article quoted from his 
Parish Magazine appears to the 
Court to be contrary to the 
teaching of our Church. 26 
It remained for the Bishop of Christchurch to say what 
penalty should be imposed for the omission of the words 
of administration in giving the sacramental bread and 
wine to persons whom Mr Perry believed to have presented 
themselves for communion without fasting. 
(11) POJEHS OF BISHOPS -The Court agreed with the Bishop 
of Christchurch that in an era of liturgical chaos in 
which there were few authoritative guidelines it was 
necessary that there be some authority to be appealed 
to in cases of conflict: 
25 Appeal Court Judgement, p.5. NAW. 
26 Appeal Court Judgement, p.a. NAW. 
The Bishop of Christchurch claims 
that such authority is inherent in 
the office of a Bishop and it may well 
be that he is right, though the point 
has been called in que~tion and much 
debated in New aland on account of 
The words of the Fundamental Clauses 
of our Con.stitution •. But whether 
the authority be inherent ~r not it 
is at least clear that the Prayer 
Book itself does confer an authority 
on the Bishop ••• No .doubt when the 
Revised Prayer Book has been sanctioned 
by Act of Parliament, the Church in 
New Zealand will have an.opportunity 
through tho General Synod of declar-
ing her mind on this and other matters 
but it does appear to us that in the 
meantime unless there is to be a com-
plate legal HBondage 11 affording no 
relief from ambiguous obsolete and 
oppressive rules the Bishops must be 
allowed to exercise discretion and take 
order for the quieting and appeasing 
f d bt d d . . t . 27 o ou s an 1vers1 1es, 
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An unlocked-for consequence of the appeal court 
judgement was a soul-searching debate among the bench 
of bishops as to the amount of authority allowed them 
by the Constitution. It will be remembered that in 
the charges relating to reservation the defence had 
argued that reservation had been authorised by the law-
ful authority of the Bishop of Christchurch and the 
court of appeal had agreed that Bishop Julius possessed 
27 Appeal Court Judgement 1 pp. 8-9, 1 NAW 
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this lawful authority under the constitution. 28 Bishop 
Averill of Auckland disagreed on these two matters in a 
separate document appended to the judgement, His con-
tention was that so far as the constitution of the New 
Zealand Church was concerned, th~re was no lawful auth-
ority which could order reservation of the sacrament for 
any purpose. He maintained that reservation was for-
bidden by the sixth rubric at the end of the communion 
office although he personally approved of reservation for 
the· sick, but only in extreme cases, when specially 
desired, and so that it .would be administered at once. 
He also believed that his fellow bishop's concept of 
their lawful authority was reasonable and catholic and 
would promote order and good government in the church, 
but he could not believe that the constitution allowed 
the authority of the bishop to go as far as they indic-
ated, 
However the appeal court judgement was legally 
valid since it had obtained the necessary majority 
of three bishops. The three bishops were obviously 
concerned about the dissentient voice of Bishop Averill 
and quoted in support of their judgement a recent decis-
ion of " a very important committee of the Lambeth 
conference''• This committee consisted of twenty-nine 
bishops from all parts of the world, including the 
Archbishops of Canterbury, York, Armagh, Dublin, and 
Sydney, and the Bishops of London. Durham and Salis-
bury, Their decision was: 
That after considering certain difficulties 
brought before them in regard to the 
administration of the Holy Communion 
to the Sick the committee recommend 
that these difficulties should be left 
to be dealt with by the Bishop of Each 
28 p. 199 
29 Diocese, 
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In general the appeal court had supported the 
judgement of Bishop Julius although it had taken a 
stronger line on the matters of compulsory confession 
and fasting communion and had used stronger languag~ 
in cqndemnation of practices of which it disapproved. 
The judgement.was published in a Dunedin paper but 
for some inexplic~ble reason no more was heard of it for 
the next two months. Perry was never shown a copy 
of the final judgement and only discovered its general 
drift from various secondary sources. Bishop Julius 
gave n6 sign that further legal proceedings would be 
necessary and Perry concluded that this was the end of 
the matter and that the Julius judgement was final. In 
fact Julius did not receive an official copy of the 
judgement until 23 September. Perry claimed that he 
was instructed on the constitution by the chancellor of 
the diocese who told him that he must retract his art-
icl~s on compulsory confession and fasting communion 
or be suspended. 
Another month was to elapse before the bishop's 
.court of the diocese of Christchurch sat to take final 
action. Durin~ this interval an arg~ment broke out 
between Perry and Julius ris to the admission of the facts. 
of Gosset's charges by silence. It should be noted that 
we have only Perry's side of this argument, On 29 JuJy 
1910 Pe1•ry 1 s lawyer had inserted a statement in The 
Press explaining why Perry had decided to admit the 
truth of the facts charged by making no reply to them. 
Upham pointed out that some of the facts chaDged, such 
as the publication of certain articles in the Parish 
Magazine, were definite and capable of direct admission 
or denial. Other charges were very difficult to prove 
29 Note appended to the ,judgement of the Bishops on 
chorge one of the appeal by the president, Nf-\W, 
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or disprove, such as the allegation that communion 
was in certain cases given grudgingly. 
ion was litigated it might give rise to 
d . d b 1 . 11 f 1 . 30 dispute an cons1 era e 1 ee 1ng. 
If the quest-
an unseemly 
In late 
September Perry's lawye~ sent in a form of retraction 
in response to the Chancellor's ultimatum. The retract-
ion c~ntained a protest against the way in which the 
charges had been laid, alleging that fact and infer-
ence had besn mixed. The bishop rejected the retract-
iom and Perry duly submitted another one, As he was 
signing this he told the chancellor that the bishop had 
asked him (Perry) to admit all the charges and that he 
had considered him (the bishop) responsible foi the way 
the proceedings had gone. The bishop then wrote to 
Perry denying that he had asked Perry to admit the charw·s, 
He also sent back the retraction which he said he ~ould 
~ot consider genuine unless Perry return~d it with a note 
to the effect that his bishop had not asked him to admit 
the charges. Perry then submitted a guarded reply, 
. . 
Although he had always understood that the bishop had 
asked him to admit the charges, he would not categoric-
31 
ally say that Julius had made this request. Private-
ly he believed that the bishop had forgotten his request. 
He therefore asked the bi~hop to accept the retraction 
and Julius did so. 
30 If Perry's notes in the margin of his personal copy 
of the 3 May charges (property of S. R. Cumibg) can 
be believed litigation on this point would have been 
hotly contested. "Have heard of two who gave up 
attending because of what I had taught on Fasting 
Communion. Two others I repelled from Communion 
for a neriod not demanding any confession from 
either but advising it from one, Both had been 
convicted in civil courts. Neither of these con-
carne d about fasting c omf;l union howe vel'". 
31 This is my interpretation of a confused piece 6f 
text from Perry's notes on the procedure in the case, 
The text is as follows: "I wrote to say that I had 
understood that he hod but not saytng that he hnd 
not. 11 I am assuming that ttnot" is a later inter-· 
polation. 
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This was a private conflict, Publicly 1 Perry was 
full of praise for the bishop. He wrote to his parish-
ioners~ 
It is modt comforting to have the 
declaration of the Bishops on behalf 
of so many features of our worship, 
The red lamp, the tabernacle and the 
Sanctuary bell which were not under 
episcopal sanction remained so, but 
all the other things are now allowable. 
I think it most likely that the stand 
which our Bishob took right at the 
beginning will make his episcopate 
as famous in the history of this 
Province as anything else; for say what 
will, it is questions about the worship 
of God which really matter now and 
posterity judge us by our connection with 
the great movement for its improvement 
in the English Church. 32 
The case came to an end on 8 October when Julius 
presided over a sitting of tho bishops court to take 
final action on the three charges of which Perry had 
been found guilty. Since Perry had retracted his 
error in the matter of compulsory confession, fasting 
communion, and the giving of the eucharistic elements 
without the words of administration, the proceedings 
were a formality. Perry's retraction was publicly read 
and the bishop then admonished him. He said that since 
Perry had publicly agreed to conform to the book of 
common prayer to to obey his bishop's direction, there 
was no need for any further punishment or dealing with 
the mHtter in respect to the errors of doctrine. In 
future Perry must be more careful to r~st~ain his words, 
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and to avoid such statements as had been condemned by 
the court of appeal. Speaking of the matter of pract-
ice of which Perry had been found guilty, the bishop 
said: 
I am not sure how far he knowingly 
committed error, I have admonished 
him, and with his promise and declar-
ation in the matter I shall be content, 
!-therefore dedlare the matter at an 
end, thanking God that a case which has 
been so painful to all of us has come 
33 to a close. 
On 15 October a letter appeared in The _Q}L~ from 
Archdeacon Gosset in which he spoke his mind on the case: 
In the judgement of the Bishop of 
C!Wristchurch, which you published in 
your columns last October, the Bishop 
thought fit to make an attack on me 
personally, quite apart from his dec-
ision on the facts charged by me ••• 
He explained that while the judgement was before the app-
eal court he was prevented by well-known principles of 
English justice from publicly defending himself against 
Bishop Julius's attack. Now that tho bishops had given 
their judgement he was free to defend himself: 
The attack made upon me by the Bishop 
was to the effect that the proceedings 
instituted by me under the Canon were 
wholly without excuse. 
(l) Because I well knew, before 
proceedings were instituted, that he 
had already admonished Mr Perry as to 
three of the charges, and that Mr 
Perry had already agreed to accept 
his ruling, 
( 2) Because, "in this sad time 
of war we are sworn to peace among 
ourselves and th0 Church should have 
been the last to break· it, 11 
I will deal with the second 
branch of the attack first, It is 
easy to s6~lter behind the war and 
the necessity for peace among our-
selves, but there is also the danger 
of c:ryj_ng "Peace, peace, when there 
iS no peace." 
I knew that the practices which 
I myself saw at a particular service, 
and others of which I heard subse-
quently embodied in my charges ••• 
were causing widespread comment and 
unrest among earnest churchpeople, 
and were driving old parishioners 
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of St. Michael's away from the church;,. 
I could not feel that the fact that 
it was wartime was sufficient, after 
I myself had observed grave irregular-
ities which I was convinced were doing 
infinite harm to the chur6h in the dio-
cese, to justify me in sitting still 
and making no effort to have them 
stopped, and the fact that they were 
irregularities made plain to all earn-
est churchmen, 
To go back to the first branch of 
the bishop's attack upon me, viz,, 
that I knew, before I instituted the 
proceedings, that his Lordship had 
admonishe~ Mr Perry as regar~s three 
of the irregularities pointed out by 
me, and that Mr Perry had accepted 
his ruling and undertaken in future 
to abstain from the practices in 
question, 
This statement ii half truth, and 
utterly misleading in that, whilst 
correct as far as it goes, it does 
not indicate the point on which the 
B~shop and I were at variance, It 
makes no mention of the fact that it 
was his refusal to make public the 
fact that these irregularities which he 
as weil as I had seen take place, WERE 
IRTIEGULARITIES and dissaproved of by 
him, which obliged me to take action 
through the ecclesiastical courts. 
The only means open to me to reassure 
churchmen and allay the unrest caused 
by the Bishop's apparent sanction of 
these objectionable practices, 34 
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The most obvious feature of the Perry-Gosset case 
is that it represents a moral victory forSt, Micha~l's 
and anglo catholicism,. The appeal court decision stands 
in complete contrast to the Kaiapoi judgement handed down 
by the bench of bishops in 1877 1 when even the mixed 
chalice had been declared illegal. The Perry-Gosset case 
established the legality of reservation for the sick, 
within certain limits, the 11Hail Mary 11 and other catholic 
devotions, and the use of the crucifix as an ornament 
and a processional cross. The bulk of St. Michael's 
ceremonial remained intact and it is interesting to note 
that Gosset did not challenge the legality of the east-
ward position, eucharistic vestments or prayers for the 
34 Sun, 15 Oct. 1919, 
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dead, Obviously these points could not be disputed 
~ith any reasonable hope of success, The appeal court 
decision contained two important implications, The New 
Zealand Church had to allow for variety in church worship 
to fit the change and variety of conditions while frankly 
recbgnising that the old ideal of uniformity was dead. 
The bishop had the right and the duty to regulate any 
modifications to the worship of the church. That the 
bench of bi~hops was prepared to claim that the constit-
ution designated them the "luwful authority" which could 
permit reservation, is a sign that they had an increas-
ingly catholic concept of their office, It could be 
argued that one of the most important consequences of the 
Perry-Gosset case was that it demonstrated the value of 
episcopal authority in New Zealand. It certainly increas-
ed the power of the episcopacy in doctrinal matters. 
Ironically it was Burton who was the real c~lprit in the 
case. It was he who initiated almost all of the pract-
ices complained of in the charges. The dispute over 
reservation need not hav~ taken place if Burton had ful-
filled the legal uses and restrictions required by Bishop 
Julius and had informed his successor of the restrictions 
attached to this practice. Perry behaved charitably 
and honourably throughout, despite hi~ unenviable posit-
ion as the middleman in a conflict between Gosset and 
Julius. Gosset's motives for taking action through 
the ecclesiastical courts seem to have been tb-· force 
Bishop Julius to publicly concede that there was a 
uniform order of worship to which all clergymen must 
,.... 
conform. If the Bishop of Christchurch acknowledged 
that this uniform order of worship existed he would 
be obliged to suppress tho ritualistic innovations at 
St. MichaSl' s. Julius had long made up his mind that 
a reasonable variety in churchmanship 0as not incompat-
ible with a formal adherence to the prayer book and the 
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thirty nine articles, and his actions in the Perry 
Gosset case merely confirmed his general policy, There 
does ~eem to be some grounds for believing that Julius 
had convenient lapses of memory. But in a diplomat 
and prelate in a difficult situation they might be regard-
ed ,as venial rather than mortal sins. 
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CHAPTER Vlll 
CONCLUSION 
It would be a mistake to think that the Perry-
Gosset case removed all prejudices against anglo catholic-
ism at· a stroke, The 1925 electoral synod which met to 
elect the successor of Bishop Julius, revealed the 
strength of lingering anti anglo catholic feeling. 
Bishop Talbot of Pretoria was rejected because a synods-· 
man had seen him officiating in cope and mitre. 1 In-
·stead, the scholarly, middle of the road C. W. West-
Watson, was chosen, But the Perry~Gosset case does mark 
the end of the seminal period of anglo catholicism in 
the diocese of Christchurch, By 1920 the movement had 
been accepted into the mainstream of the Canterbury angl-
ican church. 
Turning to the beginnings of the Canterbury settle-
ment we can conclude that much of the initiative for its 
founding came from the tractarian members of the Canterbury 
Association. There was a close r~lationship between the 
Oxford movement and the Canterbury Association, It is 
evident that there was a substantial injection of tract-
arian ideology into the Canterbury project through the 
"political Puseyisrn" of Godley, and the similar ideals 
of Lord John Manner's Young England party. The tract-
arians involved themselves with the Canterbury Associat-
ion because of the social and political implications of 
their churchmanship, Their social visio~ was based on 
a romantic, conservative protest against democracy and 
1 Recounted by S. R. Cuming, a 1925 electoral synods-
man, 
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industrialism, They wished to alleviate socj.al dis-
tress and postpone a social cataclysm in Britain b~ 
emigration, and create a pious and just hierachical 
society in Canterbury. They aLso wished to create a 
powerful and glorious branch of the Church of England at 
a time when the mother church seemed to be breaking up, 
It seems probable that this was to be a free episcopal 
church with many inherited advantages and no erastian 
shackles, ·rt would be fair to say that Godley and his 
fellow tractarians became involved in the Canterbury 
Association primarily because of their tractarian ideal-
ogy. However, their religious and social vision faded 
as they faced the practical pr6blems of actually i~plent-
ing the project. No other party in the Church of Eng-
land seems to have had the ideals or the energy to spon-
sor ~uch a thoroughly ecclesiastical venture, Without. 
Godley's "political Puseyism", Wakefield's plan of colon-
isation would only have been an interesting idea. In 
this sense tractarianism can be said to have given pract-
ical substance to the Canterbury project. The 1\ssociat-
ion's membership contained a relatively small but power-
ful group of tractarians and their sympathisers, with a 
small but influential representation on the Management 
Committee., Most of the members of the Management Comm-
ittee were moderate or non-party churchmen. The Assoc-
iation seems to have been relatively free from internal 
party strife and, with one o~ two exceptions, its members 
stuck to the practicalities of the business in hand. 
Members did their feuding outside the Association although 
these external feuds had quite an impact on the Associat-
ion's affairs. However, despite all the care of its 
founders, the Association was unfairly labelled a Pusey-
ita affair by low church detractors from its inception, 
and the unfortunate label stuck. The Church of England 
was in a distracted state over the Gorham judgement and 
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the Papal aggression, and both the British public and the 
prospective emigrants seem to have been largely unsymp-
athetic to tractarianism (i.e. tractarianism inspired 
colonisers but not colonists) •. The Canterbury project 
began just at the moment when the Church of England was 
being strained to.the limits of its toleration. The 
upuseyite label" problem became acute in 1850··1 and 
revealed itself in three specific crises: the bishopric 
question, the Papal aggression and John Simeon's defect-
ion to Rome. In this atmosphere the Association found 
it difficult to convince prejudiced public bpinion that 
-
it was not a "regular Puseyite affnir", This public 
distrust helped produce the Association's difficulties 
iri selling land, enlisting colonists, raising loans and 
finding a suitable bishop. These problems became part-
icularly acute in 1851, However, the Association gained 
in partial measure its primary objectives when two main 
expeditions of colonists departed for Canterbury in 1850 
and 1851. The colonists, coming mainly from the middling 
and lower-middle ranks of English society, were a cross-
section of anglican laity. Hence, they included a maj-
ority of low church members, It is probable that the 
tractarian organisers recognised that their colony 
would necessarily be of this ecclesiastical composit-
ion as soon. as they came to grips with the actual project 
of procuring immigrants, whether clerical or lay, Anglo 
catholics were, by contrast with the original high hopes, 
in an even small minority than might have been expect-
ed J\nglo catholicism was .D..Q.i an emigrant',s faith. 
Anglicnnism baa rather an uncertain beginning in 
Canterbury. The colon~~clergy were not always of the 
highest quality and the lack of a bishop hampered the 
functioning of a church whose structure was built around 
a strong central authority, As a res~lt of various 
economic and social developments within the colony, the 
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<:lnglican church soon lost some of the privU.eges bestowed 
on it, The arrival of Bishop Harper did much to solve 
the problems of the young colonial church and an examin-
ation of his background reveals him as a moderate church-
man who had selectively adopted tractarian principles, 
In this he was like his friend Selwyn, who had appointed 
him, The Canterbury church was a pre-Oxford movement 
church with a predominantly low churchmanship, However, 
there was m~re diversity than might be expected and a 
small body of anglo catholic laity existed in the diocese 
from the bo8in11j.ng of the settlement. Tractarianism's f 
clerical representative was the eccentric mission priest, 
W. H. Cooper. Some clergy, not bound too closely to 
low church principles. tried to improve tho prayer book 
as a vehicle of worship and Bishop Harper sanctioned a 
procedure for modest liturgical change, In a word. t~act-
arianism did not take root in the colony in 1850 1 nor did 
the colony become a branch of the continuing tractarian 
movement. Anglo catholicism in Canterbury turned out to 
have far weaker roots than might have been expected in 
1850. The religious tone of Canterbury was set, not by 
its founders, but by its actual emigrant clergy and lait_y. 
It became in fact a low church community in which the 
'\ 
accepted attitudes were actually hostile to anglo cathol-
icism and hence to the ecclesiastical hopes of Canter-
bul.•yt s founders, 
It was against this background that the abortive 
beginnings of ritualism in the Carlyon case at Kaiapoi 
must be seen. Carlyon lost the argument because a 
majority of Canterbury anglicans believed that there was 
a uniform order of worship to which all clergymen must 
conform and that this uniformity was based on reformat-
ion doctrines. He was also defeated by the shee~ ~ower 
of inertia which resisted any attempt to ·change the status 
quo, Cnnterbury was the home of a frngment of the pre--
Oxford movement c~urch. This church had been cut off 
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from the stimulus for change which it would have ·exper-
ienced in England and hod lapsed into a kind of immob-
ility, Like most colonial societies, Canterbury was 
traditionalist, conservative, and resented any attempt 
by outside influences to shift the frozen status quo, 
This was to be the undoing of Carlyon, He had too many 
new ideas for a slow moving colonial society which had 
very set ideas about what the anglican church ought to 
be, Bishop Harper tried to protect Carlyon because 
he was sympathetic to moderate tractarianism and wished 
to see a broader range of anglican attitudes within the 
diocese. He feared that an unju~t persecution of Carlyon 
would cut off the supply of English clergy to New Zealand. 
However, the stubbornness of Carlyon and the militancy of 
the low church party forced Harper to abandon the way of 
compromise and allow the prosecution to take place, 
A comparative examination of colonial churches 
in this period suggests another reason for Canterbury's 
oppositi6n to the Oxford movement, In Australia, the 
colonial church was dominated by erastianism and lacked 
a strong basis of support among the upper classes and 
was even weaker in its support among the middle and 
lower classes, Bishops were not introduced for ~uite 
some time and a strong congregationalism, which was to 
resist the eventual imposition of episcopal authority. 
developed. Considerable political pressure fro~ dis-
senters, particularly over the education question, was 
another problem. Australian anglicanism was more ready 
for tractarianism as a means of maintaining its denomin-
ational identity. Inevitably the movement was dominated 
by the clergy because there was little vigorous lay 
support. The Oxford movement had been introduced into 
Australia by English bishops and clergy. Tractarianism 
was gaining strength in Australia throughout the 1840's 
although it was divided and weak in England, It is 
little surprise that this happened, for the Oxford lead-
ers had been prominent in the colonial bishopric fund 
and in the setting up of the Tasmania diocese: 
When the Movement largely failed 
in England, they (the Oxford loaders) 
looked to the colonial churches to 
be the ty~e of the catholic 
church they believed the 1'\ng]ican 
Church to be when not limited by 
a state nexus or by an Erastian 
liberalism, 2 
Other colonial churches were in a similar situation.in 
the early nineteenth century, The Protestant Episcopal 
Church of America was threatened by both deism and liber-
ali sm. In Canada the church lost vast amounts of land 
set aside for the maintenance Of clergy and had to fin-
ance its maintenance and extension work from independ-
ent sources, Both these colonial churches were obliged 
to seek a true religious identity against both liberal-
,~ 
ism and erastionism. /The church in Canterbury faced 
(.._. . 
none of these problems. It was not subject to state 
control, It had stronger support from the upper classes 
and a wider basis of popular support, Bishop Harper 
arrived before an anti-episcopal congregationalism could 
develop, though the disastrous episode of Jackson left 
him some leeway to Qake up. Dissenters were trouble-
some over the education issue but they lacked the pol-
itical influence of their.Australian counterparts, The 
laity of the Christchurch diocese weref interested and 
active in church affairs, Nor was the orthodoxy of the 
Canterbury church threatened by theological liberalism, 
The anglican church here already had a strong denominat-
2 Austin P. Cooper, 11The Oxford Iviovement and Australia", 
(unpublished thesis) p. 402. Many of the ideas for 
this comparitive examination of colonial churches 
are drawn from this Ph. D, thesis. 
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ional identity and did not feel the need for a strong 
church movement 
adian. manner. 
to achieve one ln the /\ustralian)'LCan-
This is, perhaps, one of the reasons why 
anglo catholicism made little progress in the first 30 
years of the Canterbury settlemerit, 
Anglo catholicism was unobstrusively introduced 
into Phillipstown in the 1880's because of a fortuitous 
and favourable combination of factors. .At Phillips-
town a strongly anglo catholic lay element developed 
over the years. Under the leadership of Benjamin 
Mountfort it welcomed and indeed came to demand the 
changes, This remarkable man was largely responsible 
for the adoption of catholic ceremonial in Phillipstown, 
His churchmanship had a considerable impact on the design-
ing of many churches in the diocese. Phillipstown was 
a small mainly working class parochial disttict of fair-
ly recent origins, which did not have the prominence or 
prestige to attract the attention of the militant low 
church party. Its moderate anglo catholicism was a 
reflection of the personality of its vicar, the Rever-
end H. J, C. Gilbert. The work of. C, A. Fraer at Tua-
hiwi was to pass similarly unnoticed. 
A review of the period 1000 14 shows that in these 
years the diocese of Christchurch moved towards a more 
tolerant view of anglo catholicism, Some of the necess-
ary prerequisites for the emergence of anglo catholicism 
had been established by the formation of the Community 
of the Sacred Name, the 1910 General l!ission of Help and 
the tolerant attitudes of Bishop Julius. The central 
achievement of the movement was its capture of St. 
Michael's in 1910. This achievement was probably made 
possible by the anxiety of the St. Michael's vestrymen 
who thought that missionary anglo catholicism might b& 
the answer to falling church attendanc~s. The success 
of anglo catholicism there must be attributed to the 
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remarkable personality of the Reverend H. D. Burton, 
Opposition to the changes at St. Michael's came from two 
groups, Low church anglicans opposed ritualistic 
innovations for much the same reasons as Carlyon's opp-
onents, Their memorial of protest failed to persuade 
Bishop Julius to suppress the innovations at St. Mich-
ael's and elicited from him a cautious tolerance of the 
anglo catholic position. 
Some n6n conformist christians were concerned 
about the growth of anglo catholicism in New Zealand and 
their fears were expressed in the writings of two prom-
inent presbyterian clergymen, · The new movement was 
opposed because it was felt to threaten the protestant 
churches. Anglo catholicism was represented as the 
advance g~ard of an expansionist ~oman catholicism. It 
was seen as a threat to co-operation between protestant 
chr±stians and a revival of traditional anglican bigotry 
towards the non-episcopal churches, It was also feared 
that ritualism would spread like a contagious disease to 
non-episcopal churches. 
The Perry-Gosset case can be seen as a parallel to 
the 1889 Lincoln case in England. In each instance an 
attempt to force a bishop to end episcopal protection of 
ritualists resulted in a moral victory for anglo catholic-
ism, For Christchurch it was a vj.ctory that made the 
movement officially acceptable. The Perry-Gosset dec-
ision recognised that the era of unifbrmity was over, 
that the New Zealand church had to allow for variety in 
worship to fit the change and variety of conditions, and 
that the bishop had the right and the duty to regulate 
any modifications to the worship of the church, It also 
declared a large number of ritualistic customs to be 
legal, 
This major change in Christchurch anglican faith 
and practice can be interpreted against the background 
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of the New Zealand religious tradition. 3 The predomin~ 
ating religious culture of New Zealanders has been a dis~ 
tinctive colonial evangelicalism. The early settlers 
came into contact with a new environment which had a 
severely reductionist effect on the more comprehensive 
evangelical tradition with which they were familiar. 
Removed from the ad~antages of the European urban en-
vironment the settlers came to emphasise a limited 
number of moral ~irtues such as diligence, frugality and 
s~lf-restraint which were prized for their pragmatic 
value, The New Zealand settlers stripped down the 
original interests and demands of.their parent tradition 
to meet the new colonial circumstances. 
evangelicalism consisted of: 
This colonial 
a few simple beliefs and rule~ by means 
of which some sense of direction or 
order is provided for an uncomplicated 
existence. The basic meaning of that 
existence, without mystery or hiddeness, 
is never in doubt, nor requires express-
ion in rite, sacrament or ceremonial. 4 
Religious belief in this type of colonial evangelicalism 
was characterised by an attitude of obedience to the pract-
ical values of the protestant.work ethic required by the 
New Zealand environment, Moreover, New Zealand colonial 
evangelicalism was a form of pietism embraced by christ-
ians of all denominations, Dr O'Reilly points out that 
in New Zealand literature even roman catholics are depict-
ed as having this simplified evangelical faith despite 
the considerable emphasis on sacrament and ritual in 
3 The interpretation of the New Zealand religious 
tradition advanced here is taken from an article 
in prc1paration by Dr 1{. CH Reilly 1 "-Fiction and 
Indigenous Tieman Catholicism, 11 
4 (ltReilly "Fiction and Idigenous Tieman Catholicisnl'', 
p.6. 
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their tradition. However colonial evangelicalism was 
particularly vulnerable to scepticism as New Zealand 
ceased to be a simple agrarian, colonial society. From 
the end of the nineteenth century on, the New Zealand 
social order grew in complexity and was subject to 
increasing change, culminating in the major social up-
he a v a 1 of t he f i r s t . ~v or 1 d w a 1' • Throughout this period 
people fell away from the churches as they perceived 
an incompatibility between their experience of life and 
the accepted ways of comprehending it. The changing 
social order steadily weakened a colonial evangelical-
ism whose goals and values ceased to be socially rein-
forced. The emergence of anglo catholicism in Christ-
church coincides with the weakening of this New Zealand 
religious tradition. Scepticism and agnosticism stemmed 
from the same circumstances. 
Turning from the general to the particular it is 
possible to see how the origins of the movement determ-
ined its future character in Christchurch. Christchurch 
anglo catholicism has been based on St. Michael's which 
has become an eclectic parish drawirig its congregation 
from all over the city, This has been a source of 
strength to the movement since tho continuity of the 
catholic tradition in the parish has meant that this type 
of wor~hip has always been accessible to those who desire 
it. St. Luke's has also fulfilled this function, though 
to a lesser extent. It is clear that anglo catholicism 
has r6mained strongly congregationa~ist and that tho 
greater part of the anglican church has remained relat-
ively untouched by it. 
However, the movement has had a considerable 
impact on the New Zealand anglican church through the 
general and widespread diffusion of liturgical princ-
iples and practice. Most clergy now w~ar the surplice 
and coloured stoles, adopt the eastward position and use 
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the mixed chalice, Many churches have sung eucharists, 
coloured altar frontals 1 bursas and veils for the commun-
ion vessels. What Carlyon unsuccessfully attempted to 
achieve by direct methods, even to the point of confront-
ation, time and seconda~y influences have made commonplace 
and unremarkable. The seminal period of the ~ovement, 
which was also an e~a of something approaching persec-
ution, has left as one of its legacies an attitude at 
once aggressive and defensive amongst succeeding gener-
ations of New Zealand anglo catholics. As with anglo 
catholicism the world over, a mythology of martyrdom has 
left its adherents ever ready to take up the cu~gels 
against all manner of real or imagined foes 1 particularly 
bishops. Just as the movement was never a purely cler-
ical one in the early days of Canterbury, so it has al-
ways retained a strong measure of lay support, The 
real significance of St. Michael's is that its congreg-
ation is largely made up of lay people who understand 
and support the movement. Wherever the movement has 
been purely clerical in origin, and has made only a skin 
deep impression on the laity, it has always languished, 
All these features have parallels with the Eng-
lish scene. There were, however, some differences. 
Liberal catholicism did not have the same influence that 
it had in England. Some of the clergy were influenced 
by it, though in the case of Averill and Julius it did 
little to change their churchmanship, Some of Gore's 
books were included in the syllabus for theological 
students. But the lux mundi school was generally ignor-
ed by New Zea~and clergy which is 1 perhaps, not surpris-
ing since few of them had faced the implications of 
critical biblical resenrch in contemporary liberal pro-
testant theology. Money's career at Avonside shows that 
there was a similar lack of interest in. christian social-
ism before the first world war. It was only in the 1920's 
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that the New Zealand church began to interest itself 
in the social gospel. The greatest difference, perhapsr 
is that anglo catholicism was never to enjoy the power 
and influence that it gained in England. New Zealand 
anglo catholicism did not produce the stream of bishops, 
higher ecclesiastics, and eminent theologia~s who did 
so much to enrich the life of the English church. 
Christchurch anglo catholicism became a kind of 
sub culture'within the larger anglican parent body, 
Its influence on worship has been considerable, on 
theological ideas rather less. To have succeeded in 
establishing itself at all has been a considerable ach-
ievement in the particular circumstances of Canterbury 
society. 
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Traotarian Allies In The CaQterbury Association 
S ~J~ ~,!:: t~ZL~ n_d __ LJ?..t-..~E.i£i..K2. - Both were 
known to be tractarians. Sir J. T. Coleridge co-signed 
a memorial to the Vice Chancellor of Oxford in 1843 
protesting against the suspension of Dr Pusey from 
preaching within the university for two years because 
of a sermon on eucharistic doctrine. uHe was a member 
of the court before which the mandamus to the Archbishop 
of Canterbury/\to proceed with the confirmation of Dr 
Hampden as bishop of Hereford was applied for 14 Deo. 
1848• and his known tractarian views raised the hopes 
of that partytt. 
Sir ~cote. 
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Bart -~ He was Kable's squire. 
A member of the Management 
Committee and co-signatory of the famous resolutions 
of 19 March 1850t the moat ominous protest against 
the Gorham judgement4 Its 13 signatories were amongst 
the most distinguished figures in .the tractarian 
movement o 
The Earl of Linc6l.!l ... fl}J..1~f:th! H_2nourab~-~ Ji~l!~ 
Herbert M.P. - Analysing the angry reaction of the 
Peelites to Lord John Russel's famous open letter 
du1•ing the 1850 nNo Poperyn scare ovel' the Papal 
aggression • Blake, Disra}li, ·~.:they conta:i..ned among 
their number persons who would qualify, anyway to the 
low-obut<ch pa1•ty, as Pltaeyitasf~2 Gladst~ne, Lincoll1 
and Herbert''• Lincoln served on the Management 
Committee in 1851. 
A Cambridge 
theologian of the old fashioned high churchmanship 
school. 
!'( 
\ 
~j;t~.~· 
-ment Committee. 
Distinguished member of the Manage-
Although a moderate churchman he 
bad been a member of the committee of influential 
laymen who founded the first anglican sisterhood at 
Park Village West in 1845. 
~llb?Tt 1 _M.P. -
of 19 March 1850. 
A co-signatory of the resolutions 
W. VaU1S, - Member of the camden society. The Q__liJl.. 
says of him, nHe was connected with the early develop-
-ment of the O:x:ford movement in London, and his rooms 
were a frequent place of meeting for the sub-committees 
conected with the London Church Union and the foreign 
chaplaincies". 
The Ji~ve .. r~nd _JJ •. __g~-- Professor of Divinity 
at Kings College, London and afterwards Archbishop 
of Dublin, he attended the first conference of the 
tract writers at Hadleigh in 1833, identified him-
-self with the tractarians - and was influenced by 
F. Do Maurice. He was a tractarian with wide sym-
-pathies to liberal divinity. 
~!"~~ - Wakefield described him as being 
"not quite free from party i:eputatj.onu, which meant a 
high church reputation. Also a member of the Manage-
-ment Committee. 
